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Abstract

The Lofoten Basin situated in the Norwegian Sea, plays a central role in redistributing
and modifying the warm Atlantic Water carried poleward with the Norwegian Atlantic
Current. Increased residence time of the warm Atlantic Water in this region, leads to a
large cooling and the largest surface heat losses in the Nordic Seas.

This thesis studies the exchange of Atlantic Water with the Lofoten Basin using
observations and numerical models, and Lagrangian and Eulerian approaches. A key
focus is the study of the mass and heat exchange with the basin outlined by the 3000-
m isobath. Surface drifters are analyzed to study the surface circulation in the Nordic
Seas and to estimate the water mass exchange with the Lofoten Basin. Fields from
Eulerian models and trajectories from Lagrangian simulations at multiple levels are
further used to study the processes leading to the exchange, by delineating the mean
and eddy component of the flows. Analyses aimed to quantify the mesoscale eddy
properties, their interaction with the ambient, heat and vorticity budgets, and to assess
the importance of eddies relative to the ambient flow and other submesoscale processes
in the mass and heat exchange with the Lofoten Basin. The geographical origins of
the water masses having largest interaction with the basin are identified, and these sites
are studied in detail to investigate the processes behind the exchange. The thesis also
investigates the fate of water masses in the basin to study how their properties evolve
with time, and compare this with other regions.

The first main finding, obtained from surface drifter observations, indicates an in-
creased exchange of Atlantic Water across the southern sector of the Lofoten Basin.
The drifters show a meandering motion between the eastern and western branches of
the Norwegian Atlantic Current towards the basin, and Eulerian simulations suggest
that the inflow is primarily related to a mean component of the flow. The warm waters
experience long residence times and large temperature losses in the basin. In contrast
with earlier literature, there is less evidence of near-surface exchange with the waters
carried by the slope current along the continental slope off Norway. However, the net
heat transport into the basin is dominated by eddy fluxes. Furthermore, the divergence
of eddy heat fluxes obtained from Eulerian calculations on the continental slope is large,
and particularly enhanced at depths of about 400 m. It is therefore suggested that the
flow from the south dominates the near-surface exchange of Atlantic Water with the
basin, but eddy fluxes from the slope region are important at deeper levels.

Lagrangian simulations of particles deployed at several depths reveal variations in
the vertical structure of the inflows to the Lofoten Basin. Of the water parcels that
are cooled most (more than 1oC) while in the basin, those at the surface mainly enter
from the south, and those at deeper levels (about 500 m) come from the slope. The
inflows also have a seasonal variability. In winter, cooling and vertical mixing result in
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weak stratification and distribute the particles vertically, while strong stratification in
summer limits their vertical excursions from their deployment depths. During winter,
water masses close to the surface therefore tend to sink and give weaker inflows (less
particles) close to the surface and stronger inflows (more particles) at deeper levels
(100-300 m).

The eddy activity in the basin and on the continental slope is quantified. Eddy sig-
nals extracted from Lagrangian trajectories, using multivariate wavelet ridge analysis,
show that water masses in coherent vortices experience larger changes in their water
properties (such as temperature and density) than water masses in the ambient flow,
with enhanced warming in cyclones and enhanced cooling in anticyclones. There is
also evidence of upwelling in the cyclones and downwelling in the anticyclones. The
change of water properties and net vertical displacement is most pronounced in the Lo-
foten Basin. The anticyclones have a longer lifetime, more circular shape and larger
radius than the cyclones. However, the eddies only cover a small portion of the Nordic
Seas (about 6%) and the ambient flow and filaments around eddies therefore play an
important role in balancing the Lofoten Basin heat and vorticity budgets. Ridge analy-
sis confirms the role of eddy activity at deeper levels on the slope, and further reveals
that the anticyclonic eddies generated on the slope bring warm water into the basin.
Energetics and energy-conversion rates calculated from mooring observations from the
upper slope, supported by volume-averaged calculations from an Eulerian model, are
consistent with the Lagrangian and Eulerian analyses. Estimated baroclinic conversion
rates imply that potential energy is extracted from the mean flow to eddies. The role
of filaments in the upper layers, the link between the generation of eddies on the slope
and their exchange with the LB at deeper layers, and contribution of these eddies and
filaments to the Lofoten Basin heat and vorticity budgets merit further studies.



Outline

This thesis consists of an introductory part (Chapter 1 to 4) and four scientific papers.
Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the circulation patterns associated with the Lofoten
Basin of the Norwegian Sea and the regions around. Objectives, data and methods, as
well as a detailed description of numerical models used are provided in Chapter 2. A
brief summary of the papers is given in Chapter 3, and conclusions, outlook and future
perspectives are given in Chapter 4. The manuscripts included in this thesis (Chapter
5) are:

1. Dugstad, J.S, Fer, I., LaCasce, J., de La Lama, M.S., Trodahl, M. (2019) Lateral
Heat Transport in the Lofoten Basin: Near-Surface Pathways and Subsurface
Exchange, Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans, 124

2. Dugstad, J.S., Koszalka, I.M., Isachsen, P.E., Dagestad, K.F., Fer, I. (2019) Ver-
tical Structure and Seasonal Variability of the Inflow to the Lofoten Basin In-
ferred From High-Resolution Lagrangian Simulations, Journal of Geophysical
Research: Oceans, 124, 9384-9403

3. Dugstad, J.S., Isachsen, P.E., Fer, I. (2020) The mesoscale eddy field in the Lo-
foten Basin from high-resolution Lagrangian simulations, Prepared for submis-
sion to Ocean Science

4. Fer, I., Bosse, A., Dugstad, J.S. (2020) Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current along
the Lofoten Escarpment, Ocean Science, 16, 685-701
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Nordic Seas (a joint name for the Greenland, Iceland and Norwegian Seas) in the
northern North-Atlantic Ocean, situated north of Iceland and between the coast of Nor-
way in the east and the coast of Greenland in the west, is a region where Atlantic Water
(AW) flowing northwards with the North Atlantic Current accumulates and exhibits
large transformation. The transformation of AW is an important component of the At-
lantic Meridional Overturning Circulation which regulates the global climate system
and its variability (Broecker, 1991). Warm and salty AW entering the Nordic Seas from
the south, experiences large amount of cooling, which impacts the characteristics of the
water masses before they enter the Arctic Ocean. As the AW enters the Nordic Seas,
warm and nutrient-rich waters which are important for the regional climate (Rhines
et al., 2008; Seager et al., 2002) as well as for supporting the food chain there (Sundby,
2000) spread into its various basins.

The circulation in the Nordic Seas is mainly cyclonic (Mauritzen, 1996; Voet et al.,
2010) with a northward flow of AW in the east (Isachsen, 2015; Koszalka et al., 2011;
Orvik and Niiler, 2002; Raj et al., 2016). A large part of this water either enters the Bar-
ents Sea or flows through Fram Strait west of Svalbard into the Arctic. However, a part
of the AW also recirculates and connects with the southward-flowing East Greenland
Current carrying colder and fresher water southwards along the east coast of Green-
land (Eldevik et al., 2009; Mauritzen, 1996). This results in large temperature gradients
between the warm eastern and the cold western side of the Nordic Seas.

The bathymetry of the Nordic Seas (Figure 1.1 a) mainly consists of basins that are
separated from each other by ridges. The Lofoten Basin (LB), situated on the eastern
side, is separated from the Norwegian Basin in the south/southwest by the Helgeland
Ridge and the Vøring Plateau, from the Iceland Sea in the west by the Jan Mayen Ridge,
and the Greenland Basin in the northwest by the Mohn Ridge. The basins have depths
of 3000-4000 m while the ridges reach shallower depths of about 1000 m. The flow in
the Nordic Seas is shown to strongly follow the topography (Nøst and Isachsen, 2003),
and little exchange of water occurs between the basins. A warm eastern and a cold
western Nordic Seas is therefore maintained through the whole year (Figure 1.1 b),
with the LB being on average the warmest basin (Koszalka et al., 2013; Richards and
Straneo, 2015; Segtnan et al., 2011).
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1.1 The Norwegian Atlantic Current

The AW is carried northwards with the Norwegian Atlantic Current (NwAC) (Figure
1.1). As the NwAC reaches the Norwegian Seas, it splits into two branches (Orvik and
Niiler, 2002; Poulain et al., 1996). These are the Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current
(Slope Current hereinafter) which flows along the continental slope of Norway, and the
Norwegian Atlantic Front Current (Front Current hereinafter) flowing on the western
side of the LB and along the Mohn Ridge close to the Polar Front (the transition zone
between the AW in the east and colder Arctic Water in the west of the Nordic Seas)
(Orvik and Niiler, 2002). The Slope Current flows along the steep topography off the
Norwegian coast while the Front Current is an approximately 400 m deep, baroclinic,
topographically-steered jet (Bosse and Fer, 2019a; Orvik et al., 2001).

While not much is known about the Front Current, a lot of attention has been given
to the Slope Current. Steep topography along its path can cause instabilities related to
both horizontal or vertical shear in the flow (Isachsen, 2015; Köhl, 2007; Volkov et al.,
2015), that can lead to large variability in the velocity fields, enhanced eddy kinetic
energy (EKE) and stirring in the region. The instabilities are especially large close to
the Lofoten Escarpment where the continental slope is at its steepest and where the
currents are strongest with speeds of about 1ms−1 (Andersson et al., 2011). Isach-
sen (2015) showed that in these areas the baroclinic growth rates are enhanced and
the velocity variability is large, suggesting high lateral diffusion rates. The slope is
therefore suggested to be an important region for generation of eddies (e.g., coherent
vortices with mesoscale length and time scales) that can travel laterally away from the
slope into the ocean interior (Isachsen, 2015; Köhl, 2007; Raj et al., 2016, 2015; Volkov
et al., 2013, 2015).

The prevailing notion is that the Slope Current and the Front Current form two
boundaries on the eastern and western side of the LB, before they reconnect towards
Fram Strait. However, some studies also indicate a connection between the two
branches further south at the LB latitudes. For instance, some of the water masses
in the Front Current can be topographically steered over the northern part of the Vøring
Plateau and connect with the Slope Current just south of the LB (Orvik and Niiler,
2002; Raj et al., 2016). Furthermore, the wind pattern, which is on average cyclonic in
the Nordic Seas, can have an effect on the surface flow. A cyclonic wind pattern would
lead to Ekman transport towards the coast for the Slope Current, and the variable wind
field can lead to a more diffusive flow at the surface that does not strictly follow the ide-
alized branches of the Slope Current and the Front Current (Poulain et al., 1996). This
is different from deeper levels where the flow is approximately guided by topography
(Isachsen et al., 2003).
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Figure 1.1: (a) Bathymetry map (from ETOPO2) of the Nordic Seas showing the northward-flowing
Slope Current and Front Current, and the southward flowing East Greenland Current. Black contours
are given with 500 m intervals; (b) Averaged temperature field at 15 m depth between 2000-2019
mainly obtained from the Unified Database for Arctic and Subarctic Hydrography (UDASH, Huang
et al. (2020)). Abbreviations which are distributed over both panels for clarity are: SC=Slope Current,
FC=Front Current, EGC=East Greenland Current, JMR=Jan Mayen Ridge, LE=Lofoten Escarpment,
NB=Norwegian Basin, LB=Lofoten Basin, GB=Greenland Basin, IS=Iceland Sea, VP=Vøring Plateau,
HR=Helgeland Ridge, MR=Mohn Ridge, LVI=Lofoten-Vesterålen Islands, FS=Fram Strait.

1.2 The eddy field in the Lofoten Basin

The LB is characterized by an active eddy field (Chafik et al., 2015; Fer et al., 2018;
Isachsen, 2015; Köhl, 2007; Raj et al., 2016, 2015; Volkov et al., 2015), which for in-
stance is seen in EKE maps of the region (Figure 1.2). Large EKE values towards and
along the Slope Current by the Lofoten Escarpment off the Lofoten-Vesterålen Islands
(LVI), are likely associated with eddy generation on the slope (Isachsen, 2015; Köhl,
2007; Raj et al., 2016). These eddies can be both cyclonic and anticyclonic, but it
has been shown that the anticyclones are more frequent and stronger than the cyclones
(Volkov et al., 2015). The anticyclones also have a longer lifetime than the cyclones
(Raj et al., 2016), which could be explained by their lateral motion towards the deeper
ocean interior. Due to bottom depression off the slope, the anticyclones may be stabi-
lized while the cyclones may be destabilized (Benilov, 2005). The anticyclonic eddy
shedding from the slope is believed to be important for the LB heat budget (Isachsen
et al., 2012; Köhl, 2007; Raj et al., 2016).
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Figure 1.2: Eddy-kinetic energy (EKE) at the surface obtained from satellite altimetry data. The figure
is a reprint of Figure 4b in Raj et al. (2015).

The EKE maps inferred from surface geostrophic current anomalies from satellite
altimetry, reveal a local maximum in the interior of the LB (Figure 1.2). This is asso-
ciated with the semi-permanent anticyclonic Lofoten Basin Eddy (LBE, also referred
as the Lofoten Vortex). This eddy is situated near [3oE,70oN] (Ivanov and Korablev,
1995) and has a radius between 18 and 22 km (the radius of maximum orbital ve-
locity) and an anticyclonic vorticity of about -(0.7− 1)× f (Fer et al., 2018; Søiland
and Rossby, 2013) where f is the Coriolis frequency. The permanent characteristic
of the LBE is attributed to the merging with other anticyclonic eddies, typically from
the slope, and merging events have been seen both in model studies (Köhl, 2007) and
in satellite altimetry (Raj et al., 2016). The merging events feed energy to the LBE
to make it a permanent feature. Another secondary EKE maximum is found near
[9oE,68.5oN], close to the southeast corner of the 3000 m isobath defining the LB.
This is not a permanent eddy, but eddies often occur in this region, likely caused by the
topographic contours that could trap eddies there.

1.3 Surface heat loss and distribution of the Atlantic Water
in the Lofoten Basin

Due to its warm temperatures, the LB forms a major heat reservoir (Bosse et al., 2018;
Nilsen and Falck, 2006). Broomé et al. (2020) showed from satellite observations that
there has been a general positive trend and decadal changes in the LB heat content
during the last three decades (1993-2017). In their study of the AW in the Nordic
Seas, the main reason for the variation and increase of heat content was suggested to
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be dominated by the variability in remote, upstream regions, advected with the Atlantic
source waters entering the Nordic Seas over the Greenland-Scotland Ridge. The trends
were particularly amplified in the LB. The heat content in the LB is therefore the largest
in the Nordic Seas (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3: Heat content of the upper 1000 m in the Nordic Seas (or to bottom in shallower areas).
Black contours show the 1000, 2000 and 3000 m isobaths. The Figure is a modified version of Figure 4
a in Bosse et al. (2018), obtained from a hydrographical Atlas of the Nordic Seas (Bosse et al., 2018).

Because of strong atmospheric cooling in the Nordic Seas, the heat reservoir in the
LB leads to net surface heat losses year around, and especially pronounced in winter.
In fact, even though the LB covers about 1/3 of the Nordic Seas, it accounts for about
3/5 of the heat loss in the region (Richards and Straneo, 2015). The annual average
heat loss has earlier been estimated to about 60 Wm−2 (Isachsen et al., 2007), a quan-
tity which is also large compared to most regions in other latitudes (Huang, 2015). The
large heat loss is, in addition to being important for the regional climate in Norway,
important for the modification of AW as it flows northwards. Due to a cyclonic circula-
tion inside the LB (Volkov et al., 2013), water parcels experience long residence times
in the region, leading to stronger cooling and densification, and subduction of the water
masses (Bosse et al., 2018; Mauritzen, 1996; Rossby et al., 2009a). The strong atmo-
spheric cooling, especially in winter, leads to weak stratification in the upper part of
the water column, depression of isopycnals, deep mixed layers, and pooling of the AW
in the basin. This creates an Atlantic layer that can reach depths of 500 m on average
in the basin (Mauritzen, 1996), (Figure 1.4). The deep-reaching winter convection is
especially pronounced in the western part of the basin close to the LBE (Bosse et al.,
2018), implying a substantial modification of the AW there. In general, the cooling is
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suggested to be enhanced in the eddies. Studies of the hydrography in the Nordic Seas
indicate vertical mixing in the eddies, for instance illustrated by deep isopycnals in
the anticyclones that imply warm surface water which is mixed down to 600 m (Bosse
et al., 2018; Rossby et al., 2009b). In the LBE, this warm water has been shown to mix
down to about 1200 m (Bosse et al., 2018).

Figure 1.4: (a) Bathymetry map of the LB including a section given by the black line. Binned temper-
ature along this section is shown in (b) with potential density anomaly contours given in black. The
column separately shows the temperature signal in the LBE. Abbreviations are: FC=Front Current,
SC=Slope Current, LBE=Lofoten Basin Eddy. The Figure is a modified version of Figure 2 a,b in Bosse
et al. (2018), obtained from a hydrographical Atlas of the Nordic Seas (Bosse et al., 2018).

1.4 The exchange of Atlantic Water with the Lofoten Basin

As the warm water and large surface heat losses in the LB are maintained throughout
a year as well as over multiyear time scales, there must be an exchange of Atlantic
Water with the Lofoten Basin (AW-LB exchange) such that there is an inflow-outflow
balance to the basin where the inflow is warmer than the outflow. The AW-LB exchange
has been studied extensively over the last three decades to understand why the LB
plays such an important role for the surface heat loss and hence the modification of the
northward-flowing water masses in the Nordic Seas.

A large part of the AW-LB exchange has been attributed to the mesoscale eddy field
(Section 1.2). Isachsen et al. (2012) estimated a divergence of eddy heat fluxes from
the slope implying a divergence of warm water from the slope, possibly to the basin
interior, that is caused by large variability in the flow that can be related to eddies. Fur-
thermore, Volkov et al. (2013) estimated a cyclonic drift of eddies away from the slope
towards the basin. These eddies can be important for the heat budget of the LB (Isach-
sen et al., 2012; Köhl, 2007; Raj et al., 2016; Volkov et al., 2015), but whether this is the
main mechanism for feeding the LB with heat is not known. In fact, Lagrangian stud-
ies suggest that surface drifters often tend to enter the LB from the south between the
Slope Current and the Front Current (Koszalka et al., 2013), implying an exchange that
is not related to the eddy activity on the slope. The associated water masses are likely
warm, and due to the surface cooling, they might release heat before they are advected
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out of the basin in the northeast. In addition, little is known about the exchange be-
tween the Front Current and the basin. Although the path of the Front Current is colder
(it flows close to the Polar Front), the Front Current can bring warm AW northwards
and affect the heat budget of the basin.

Therefore, there are several opinions in the community about the processes of AW-
LB exchange. Whether the inflows and outflows have a seasonal dependence or a ver-
tical variability is also not known. Surface drifters are affected by the Ekman transport
towards the Norwegian coast and it is therefore argued that they are rarely captured in
eddies generated off the Lofoten Escarpment, but instead follow the path of the Slope
Current (Poulain et al., 1996; Rossby et al., 2009a). This implies little AW-LB ex-
change at surface. But at deeper levels, acoustically-tracked subsurface floats were
observed to enter the LB from the slope (Rossby et al., 2009a), perhaps suggesting a
variable vertical structure in the AW-LB exchange.
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Chapter 2

This study

2.1 Objectives and approach

An understanding of key processes for the AW-LB exchange will help to understand
the important role of the LB in redistributing and transforming warm AW, leading to
increased surface heat losses. The main objective of this study is therefore to under-
stand the underlying mechanisms of the AW-LB exchange and how the exchanges lead
to transfer of heat between the poleward-flowing branches of the NwAC and the basin.
An important part of the study is to investigate how this impacts the LB heat budget.
Guiding research questions can be listed as:
What is the role of the LB in heat loss and modification of water masses in the Nordic
Seas?
What are the main mechanisms driving the AW-LB exchange and how are these related
to the net heat transport into the basin?
How does the AW-LB exchange vary during different seasons and with depth?
What is the role of eddies compared to the mean flow and submesoscale processes in
transporting heat and modifying the AW?

We first study the near-surface AW-LB exchange (Paper I). Then we move deeper
in the water column to compare surface and subsurface exchanges, and to compare 2D
and 3D effects (Paper II). A more specialized study to quantify the eddy properties
and the contribution of eddies to the AW-LB exchange compared to the other parts of
the flow (ambient flow hereinafter) is performed in Paper III. The studies are based
on observational surface drifter data (Paper I-II), numerical ocean models (Paper I-
IV), and numerical Lagrangian simulations (Paper I, II and III). The thesis discusses
the ocean circulation in the eastern Nordic Seas from a Lagrangian perspective both
at the surface (Paper I) and at deeper levels (Paper II, III), with a main focus on the
AW-LB exchange (Paper I, II, III). Eulerian ocean models supplement the Lagrangian
studies when investigating the heat budgets of the LB (Paper I and II) and the relative
contribution of eddy fluxes and the mean flow to the net heat transport into the LB
(Paper I). In addition, the activity on the slope, i.e the convergence/divergence of warm
AW to/from the Slope Current due to eddy fluxes or the mean flow (Paper I), as well
as the energy conversion rates between the mean flow and eddies on the slope (Paper
IV), are computed. The energy conversion rates and the heat flux convergences are
important to understand where eddy shedding occurs along the slope and whether they
advect anomalously warm or cold waters.
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We perform 2D (only horizontal movement) and 3D (including vertical motion) La-
grangian simulations to address the seasonal variability and the vertical structure of the
AW-LB exchange (Paper II). By performing the two types of simulations, we are able to
compare the results from 2D and 3D particles and further evaluate the liability of obser-
vations from surface drifters, which are forced to move horizontally. Lastly, to delineate
the importance of eddies and ambient flow for the AW-LB exchange, a wavelet-based
ridge analysis is performed on the Lagrangian model trajectories to identify coherent
vortices and hence associate the corresponding particles with eddies (Paper III). The
remaining part of the trajectories are assumed to represent a combination of the mean
flow, other non-coherent variability and narrow submesoscale filaments. The analysis
is extended further to quantify and describe the cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies, quan-
tify the evolution of AW properties in eddies and the ambient flow, and to quantify the
contribution of eddies and the ambient flow for the heat and vorticity budgets in the
basin.

2.2 Data and methods

2.2.1 Observational data

Surface drifters

The observational data used in this thesis are the surface drifter data in the Nordic Seas
(Paper I and II), obtained from the Global Array Drifter Program (Lumpkin and Pazos,
2007; Lumpkin et al., 2013) via https://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/gdp/. The surface
drifters are GPS-tracked and drogued at 15 m depth, with a near surface temperature
sensor at approximately 0.3 m with 0.1 K resolution (Figure 2.1). Each drifter also
has a tether strain sensor that monitors the prescence of the drogue. As the real-time
drifter data can be unevenly sampled (sampling frequencies can change from 1 hr to in
some occasions 1 day), the drifter positions are quality-controlled and interpolated via
a kriging method to 6 hour intervals by the Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological
Laboratory (AOML) and the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Drifter Data Assembly Center (Lumpkin and Pazos, 2007), transmitting data
of longitude/latitude, zonal/meridional velocities and temperature.

A large number of the surface drifters in the Nordic Seas (about 120) was deployed
as a part of the POLEWARD experiment (Koszalka et al., 2009) during the International
Polar Year (2007-2009), and a smaller subset (10 drifters) was deployed as part of
the ProVoLo project. Other drifters found in the Nordic Seas are results of smaller
experiments or that they entered the Nordic Seas after being deployed elsewhere. In
total, about 570 surface drifters were either deployed in or entered the Nordic Seas
between 1991 and 2019 spanning about 30 years and giving approximately 140,000
days of data (Paper I). Note, however, that data selection criteria resulted in a smaller
number of drifters that were actually studied (149 in Paper I, 370 in Paper II).
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Figure 2.1: Drifter used in Paper I and II, showing the "body" of the drifter (left) and the full drifter with
its drogue on the right. The body has a diameter of 35 cm. The location of the Sea Surface Temperature
Sensor and the tether strain sensor are also shown. The drogue is given on the right and is centered at
15 m depth.

Mooring data and hydrography

In Paper IV, data collected from moorings and a hydrographic data set were analysed
and are briefly described here for completeness. However, note that the analyses were
not performed by the author of this thesis and details will therefore be omitted.

Data from 3 moorings deployed on the continental slope, were analysed. These
were named Mooring South (MS), west (MW) and north (MN) (Figure 2.2). The de-
ployments were designed to cover the core of the Slope Current (one deployment on
650 m isobath and one at 1500 m isobath) and to cover the variability along the slope
(two deployments on the 650 m isobath). The moorings were densely instrumented and
sampled data at a rate of an hour or less. To measure the currents, Acoustic Doppler
Current Profilers (ADCP) were used and these were placed to cover the dynamic core of
the Slope Current (about 10 m above sea level at the 650 m isobath and 740 m depth at
1500 m isobath, each pointing upward with a range of 550 m). Furthermore, pressure,
temperature and salinity were measured using temperature loggers and CTD recorders.
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Figure 2.2: Deployment of the moorings used in Paper IV. Red box in the upper left indicate the domain.
Red arrows show 200-600 m depth averaged currents at the mooring locations with scale given in lower
right. Isobaths are drawn every 500 m in blue. Abbreviations are MW=Mooring West, MS=Mooring
South, MN=Mooring North.

In addition, a hydrography data set of the Nordic Seas (Bosse et al., 2018) was used
to obtain climatological transects across the slope. This is a merged data set obtained
from CTDs, ARGO floats (floats that follow the currents at depth and profile between
the surface and mid-water level) and underwater gliders between 2000 and 2017. All
profiles that were found within a distance of 25 km from the transect were projected
horizontally onto the transect and used to compute seasonal averages of temperature
and salinity.

2.2.2 Model data
Eulerian models

In this thesis, three ocean model simulations, all generated by the Regional Ocean Mod-
elling System (ROMS), were used. ROMS is a hydrostatic primitive equation model
defined on a staggered C-grid and terrain-following vertical coordinates (Haidvogel
et al., 2008; Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005, 2009). The models used in this thesis
are:

(M1) A ROMS simulation with 4 km grid resolution, 35 vertical layers and a temporal
resolution of 1 day. Model period is from 1 January 1997 to 1 January 2005
(Paper I)

(M2) A ROMS simulation with 800 m grid resolution, 35 vertical layers and a temporal
resolution of 1 day. Model period is from 1 January 1996 to 1 January 2004
(Paper I)
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(M3) A ROMS simulation with 800 m grid resolution, 60 vertical layers and a temporal
resolution of 6 hours. Model period is from 1 January 1996 to 1 January 2000
(Papers II, III, IV)

Note that all models actually started from 1993, but to avoid the spin-up period, we
removed the first years of the simulations. All models are forced identically. A fourth-
order-centered scheme is used for the vertical advection of the flow while a third-order
upwind scheme is used for horizontal tracer and momentum advection. No explicit
horizontal eddy viscosity or diffusion is applied, but the upwind advection scheme
implicitly exhibits some numerical diffusion. Vertical mixing processes that are not
resolved because of grid size, are parameterized using the k− ε version of the General
Length Scale scheme (Umlauf and Burchard, 2003; Warner et al., 2005). The skill of
this scheme has been shown to compare favorably with laboratory experiments (Warner
et al., 2005). Open lateral boundaries of the model domain are relaxed toward monthly
fields from the Global Forecast Ocean Assimilation Model (MacLachlan et al., 2015),
and the atmospheric forcing is provided with 6-hourly fields from the ERA-Interim
atmospheric reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011).

Given the spatial and temporal resolutions, all models are able to resolve mesoscale
and some sub-mesoscale processes (Isachsen, 2015; Trodahl and Isachsen, 2018). But
differences between the models are expected due to the different resolutions. For in-
stance, regions with strong gradients in temperature/salinity leading to strong gradients
in density and hence steep isopycnals are resolved differently. Due to coarser resolu-
tion, these gradients are smoothed to a larger extent in the M1 run than the M2 and
M3 runs. This results in less baroclinicity in the M1 run which could therefore lead
to a difference in eddy activity in the three models. The issue is relevant in our stud-
ied domain, especially along the Front Current that flows close to the Polar Front with
large temperature gradients between the warm AW and the colder Polar Waters, but
also closer to the continental slope, with warmer water flowing with the Slope Current
than in the interior basins. A difference is indeed seen by the two estimates of EKE at
surface (64 vs 330 cm2s−2) computed within the LB (Paper I) from model M1 and M2
after averaging between 1997-2005 (M1) and 1996-2004 (M2). The M2 and M3 runs
therefore resolve eddies better than the M1 run. As the M3 run has a better vertical
(more layers) and temporal resolution than the M2 run, this also improves its ability to
resolve eddies.

The vertical resolution of the models are based on vertical layers of ROMS that
follow the terrain of the bathymetry. The layer thickness is less than 10 m close to
the surface and 60-100 m near the bottom, to better resolve the vertical flow in the
upper ocean at a cost of worse representation of the flow towards the bottom. While the
horizontal motion of the flow often is affected by large scale features such as differences
in density gradients or large-scale wind patterns, the vertical motion is often affected
by mixing processes associated with smaller scales. It is therefore important to have
a good vertical resolution in studies involving vertical motion; hence, we use M3 in
simulating 3D Lagrangian trajectories.

Lagrangian simulations

The Eulerian models presented above are helpful to provide insight about the dynam-
ics of the flow in different locations/regions. But when it is of interest to study the
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fate of water parcels as they follow the flow, the Eulerian models are not sufficient and
one must consider Lagrangian particles that are advected with the flow and investigate
their properties as they move. Each Lagrangian particle has an identity and can there-
fore be tracked through time to make it possible to compute typical pathways, as well
as changes of its characteristics (such as temperature and density) along the particle
trajectories. The Lagrangian simulations allow us to deploy particles several orders
of magnitude more numerous than the available surface drifters in the Nordic Seas,
and therefore improve the statistics in the analysis of the flow. When performing La-
grangian analysis, such as sub-sampling of data into geographical bins, the large num-
ber of deployments assures enough independent data points in each bin. This improves
the statistical significance of the results (e.g., Chinn and Gille, 2007). In addition,
since the surface drifters are deployed only in key sections and locations, the statistics
of these Lagrangian observations can be limited and biased (Davis, 1991). In order to
get the best possible representation of the flow, we perform uniform deployments (i.e.,
evenly distributed deployments in the model domain) in our Lagrangian simulations.

The Lagrangian simulations used/performed in this study are:

(L1) A Lagrangian 2D simulation generated from M11 (Paper I)

(L2) A Lagrangian 2D simulation generated from M3 (Papers II and III)

(L3) A Lagrangian 3D simulation generated from M3 (Papers II and III)

The L1 simulation is applied in Paper I to supplement the surface drifter data to
improve the statistics. The daily ROMS velocity fields are used to advect Lagrangian
particles to new positions after interpolating to 1-hourly time steps, by using a fourth-
order Runge Kutta routine. Then the trajectories are stored at 6-hourly intervals. The
particles are deployed uniformly in sets of 40×40=1,600 particles inside the box given
by 64-78oN and 15oW -15oE (see gray dots in Figure 2.3 a). These sets are then de-
ployed every 8th day for about 1.5 years, giving about 115,000 particles. The particles
are assigned a lifetime of one year.

The Lagrangian simulations (L2) and (L3) are computed identically with the differ-
ence that in L2 only horizontal motion (2D) is allowed whereas in L3 vertical move-
ment is permitted (3D). These simulations are performed using OpenDrift (Dagestad
et al., 2018), an open source Python-based framework for Lagrangian modelling which
operates offline, i.e by using a stored model velocity output. OpenDrift has been used
to simulate the drift of various substances in the ocean, such as oil, search and rescue
and plankton (Dagestad and Röhrs, 2019; Jones et al., 2016; Kvile et al., 2018). In this
thesis, the most basic OpenDrift module for passive tracers, which advects particles
solely with ocean currents, is used. The Lagrangian particle positions are updated with
the 6-hourly velocity fields from M3 by applying a fourth-order Runge Kutta integra-
tion routine, either using only the horizontal velocity (2D) or the full three-dimensional
velocity field (3D). Potential temperature, salinity and velocity outputs are then linearly
interpolated onto the particle trajectories. The particle deployments are based on the
same idea as the L1 simulation, but over a different domain and a different time period.

1The simulation was actually computed from another ROMS model with the same resolution and model
setup. The difference from M1 was that this model did not start from rest and that it started on 01.01.1993,
while M1 started on 01.07.1993
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We perform uniform seeding of 40×40=1,600 particles. These sets are deployed every
week between 1 January 1996 to 1 January 1999 leading to the deployment of in total
1,600×156=249,600 particles. Furthermore, the particles are deployed at three depths,
15 m, 200 m and 500 m, giving in total about 750,000 particles for both the 2D and the
3D simulation. The particles are given a lifetime of one year.

Figure 2.3: (a) Map of the deployments of surface drifters used in Paper I (red/blue dots) and the
deployments of Lagrangian particles that are forced with the M1 model (gray dots). Red/blue dots
indicate whether the surface drifters at some point interacted with the LB (red) or not (blue), where
the LB is given by the 3000 m isobath. Red/blue trajectories are shown for the surface drifters with
red/blue colors again indicating the drifters that interacted with the LB. Two example trajectories of
the Lagrangian particles from the L1 simulation are shown in green. In addition we show the domain
of the M2 and M3 model runs (yellow). A zoom-in to this is given in (b) with gray dots showing the
deployments in the L2 and L3 simulations. Selected trajectories, 2 each from 2D particles at 15 m
(magenta) and 500 m (green) in the L2 simulation are shown as examples.

All three Lagrangian simulations apply absorbing boundary conditions, i.e., a parti-
cle that runs aground or exits the model domain is terminated there. Note however, that
the size of the model domains is different (Figure 2.3) such that the latter constraint
will have an effect on the particles in the L2 and L3 simulations, but not in the L1 sim-
ulation. All Lagrangian simulations are performed without adding additional diffusion
(random walk) to the particles. This is done to avoid making the trajectories too dif-
fusive with respect to the transport properties of the ROMS model used to force them.
Additional diffusivity is a debated topic in the Lagrangian community and discussed
in Paper II. For high resolution model outputs with high frequency, which is the case
here especially in the L2 and L3 simulations with the M3 model, additional diffusivity
is usually avoided (see e.g., Bower et al., 2011; Gelderloos et al., 2017; Rühs et al.,
2018; van Sebille et al., 2018; Wagner et al., 2019).
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Chapter 3

Introduction to the papers

Paper I: Lateral Heat Transport in the Lofoten Basin: Near-Surface Pathways and Sub-
surface Exchange

Dugstad, J.S., Fer, I., LaCasce, J., de La Lama, M.S., and Trodahl, M. (2019), Journal of Geo-
physical Research: Oceans, 124, DOI: 10.1029/2018JC014774

Paper I investigates processes related to the AW-LB exchange from surface drifter observa-
tions, Lagrangian particles deployed at surface (simulation L1) as well as from Eulerian model
results (model runs M1 and M2). The Lagrangian results suggest that water from the Slope
Current and the Front Current join over the Vøring Plateau to form a broad slab of water en-
tering the LB from the south. The residence times and temperature changes computed along
the drifter trajectories reveal that the associated water masses experience long residence times
and large temperature losses inside the LB, implying that the slab from the south gives an im-
portant contribution to the LB heat budget. The result is consistent with Lagrangian results by
Koszalka et al. (2013), but challenges other studies suggesting that the main AW-LB exchange
appears due to eddies generated on the continental slope off Norway (Isachsen, 2015; Isach-
sen et al., 2012; Köhl, 2007; Raj et al., 2016). Therefore, the ROMS model fields are applied
to compute Eulerian heat transports around a closed volume defined by the 3000 m isobath
of the LB. The heat transports are computed after separating the mean flow and eddy com-
ponent through Reynolds averaging. The results show that the eddy fluxes mainly dominate
the net heat transport into the LB, and contradicts the results obtained from the drifters. Since
the drifter results are only at surface, we therefore investigate the vertical structure of the heat
transport and find that eddy fluxes dominate at deeper levels (around 600-800 m) while the
mean flow is more important at surface. The temperature flux convergence (TFC) along the
Lofoten Escarpment is studied by estimating −∇ · 〈u′T ′〉 (i.e., the eddy TFC) and −〈u〉 ·∇〈T 〉
(i.e., the mean TFC). After averaging these quantities along the slope and obtaining vertical
profiles, we observe that the divergence of eddy temperature fluxes dominates at about 400 m
depth, implying that warm water is brought away from the Slope Current by eddies at these
depths. Average TFC in the basin shows a convergence of eddy temperature fluxes at these
levels, therefore suggesting that there can be a link between a divergence at the slope and a
convergence in the basin. We suggest that the surface flow has a different pattern than sub-
surface levels. In the LB heat budget, the flow from the south observed from drifters is most
important at the surface and the eddy fluxes are most important at depth.
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Paper II: Vertical Structure and Seasonal Variability of the Inflow to the Lofoten Basin
Inferred From High-Resolution Lagrangian Simulations

Dugstad, J.S., Koszalka, I.M., Isachsen, P.E., Dagestad, K.F., and Fer, I. (2019), Journal of
Geophysical Research: Oceans, 124, 9384-9403, DOI:10.1029/2019JC015474

Paper II builds on the results from Paper I, but expands using both 2D and 3D Lagrangian
trajectories at several levels (simulations L2 and L3), forced by the improved ROMS model
with better temporal and vertical resolution (M3). The 2D and 3D particles which are deployed
at 15 m, 200 m and 500 m are used to study the AW-LB exchange, the seasonal variability of
the inflows to the basin and to compare the 2D and 3D results with each other. A relative
dispersion comparison between the 2D particles deployed at 15 m and the surface drifters
(which are drogued at 15 m), shows that particles reproduce the relative dispersion of the
surface drifters very well.

In Paper II we identify two distinct inflows that bring AW into the LB: The Lofoten Slope
Inflow from the southeast and the Helgeland Inflow from the southwest. These are pronounced
at all levels in both 2D and 3D simulations. However, due to strong atmospheric cooling in
winter and deep mixed layers, the 3D particles deployed at 15 m spread vertically on their
way to the basin, and more 3D drifters enter the basin at deeper levels whereas the 2D drifters
remain at their deployment depth. During summer, however, the strong stratification constrains
the 3D drifters close to their deployment depth, resulting in a similar inflow pattern as the 2D
drifters. At deeper levels (200 m and 500 m), the atmospheric cooling/warming has a smaller
impact and 3D particles are less spread in the vertical.

Consistent with a deepening of isopycnals in the LB (Bosse et al., 2018; Mauritzen, 1996),
we observe a net sinking of the particles both inside the basin and as they travel towards the
basin. This has an impact on the temperature changes experienced by 3D particles compared
to 2D particles. Close to the surface, the 2D and 3D particles experience similar temperature
changes since they are both affected by atmospheric cooling, but at deeper levels (500 m) there
is a larger discrepancy. Here, the majority of the 3D particles sink and enter the basin at depths
of about 550 m, and this leads to smaller temperature changes in 3D particles compared to
2D particles. But while the majority of the 3D particles sink, a smaller subset of particles that
experience large cooling (>1o C), enters at about 500 m, similar to the 2D case. At deep levels
we therefore speculate that the majority of the 3D particles sink below the Atlantic layer at
about 500 m depth (Bosse et al., 2018; Mauritzen, 1996), leading to less cooling as the water
masses below the Atlantic layer are fairly uniform. In order to experience cooling the particles
should enter the basin at the same depth as the 2D particles (500 m).

Supporting the results of Paper I, water parcels experiencing the largest cooling in the LB
(>1o C) are found to enter from the south with the Lofoten Slope Inflow and the Helgeland
Inflow, as well as between them. However, at deeper levels (370-600 m) the warmest water
masses enter with the Lofoten Slope Inflow or other regions on the slope. This Lagrangian
connection from the slope to the basin is consistent with the Eulerian studies of Paper I. We
therefore suggest a vertical structure in warm inflows with a larger contribution from the eddy
activity on the slope at deeper levels than at the surface.

An important finding is the differences we observe between 2D and 3D drifters. The results
imply caution when interpreting results from surface drifter observations which cannot move
vertically.
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Paper III: The mesoscale eddy field in the Lofoten Basin from high-resolution La-
grangian simulations

Dugstad, J.S., Isachsen, P.E., and Fer, I. (2020), prepared for submission to Ocean Science

There is enhanced eddy activity in the LB region (Isachsen, 2015; Isachsen et al., 2012; Ivanov
and Korablev, 1995; Köhl, 2007; Koszalka et al., 2011; Raj et al., 2016, 2015; Volkov et al.,
2015). In order to improve on the studies investigating the eddy activity using Eulerian results,
we study trajectories obtained from Lagrangian simulations. The simulations are the same
as in Paper II (simulation L2 and L3) which are forced with the M3 ROMS model fields.
The study applies the multivariate wavelet ridge analysis (MWRA) routine (Lilly and Olhede,
2009; Lilly and Olhede, 2012; Lilly et al., 2011) to identify loops in trajectories and thereby
identify whether a given particle is inside an eddy or not. The aim of the study is to identify,
quantify and compare the cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies. These are then compared with
the ambient flow (i.e., the remaining parts of the trajectory excluding eddies). We also study
the vertical displacements, and temperature and density changes along trajectories for particles
that are inside cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies as well outside eddies. The results also include
a study of a Lagrangian net temperature and vorticity flux into the LB by looking at crossings
of Lagrangian particles with the LB boundary and compute the temperature/vorticity fluxes
these particles are carrying in/out to/from the basin.

Anticyclones are found to have a longer lifetime, larger radius and a more circular shape
than the cyclones, suggesting a more stable character for the anticyclones. Temperature
anomalies show that anticyclones are warm and cyclones are cold compared to a background
state. We find that water parcels inside eddies experience larger temperature and density
changes than water parcels in the ambient flow with particularly enhanced cooling in anti-
cyclones. The cooling rates of particles are largest in the LB compared to the full domain
(Figure 2.3). On average, particles downwell in anticyclones and upwell in cyclones, often as-
sociated with an increase of density. However, we hypothesize that it sometimes can also be
related to along isopycnal flows or a secondary circulation within the eddies (Bashmachnikov
et al., 2018).

While the properties of water parcels in eddies change substantially compared to the am-
bient flow (i.e., larger changes in temperature and density), only about 6% of the ocean in our
studied domain (see Figure 2.3) is covered by eddies. We compute temperature and vortic-
ity fluxes into the LB by finding all entries and exits of particles with the basin and compute
the temperature and vorticity fluxes brought in or out of the basin associated with these entries
and exits. Since there are more particles in the ambient flow, the sum of these fluxes over all
particles shows that the ambient flow gives a larger contribution to the LB heat and vorticity
budgets than the eddies.

The detection and sampling of eddies using MWRA lead to under-sampling of eddies and
a slightly over-sampling of the ambient flow. However, we argue that the ambient flow is so
dominant that in any case it would be of large importance for the LB heat budget. As the ambi-
ent flow can include submesoscale features around eddies (i.e., filaments) that can carry strong
vorticity (Spall, 2010), we study the importance of these filaments. We show that filaments
around eddies can carry strong cyclonic vorticity and be advected to the basin. Particles in the
ambient flow can therefore in some occasions bring positive vorticity and temperature fluxes
into the LB and this feature is most observed at surface levels. We quantify that a small sub-
set of about 2% of the entries/exits to/from the basin at surface (15 m) account for about 19%
and 13% of the total net vorticity and temperature flux to the basin respectively. The filaments
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therefore play a significant role to the heat and vorticity budgets of the basin, consistent with
Spall (2010) that found from idealized model studies that filaments having strong cyclonic
vorticity can be advected to basins offshore from an eastern boundary current (similar to the
Slope Current).

Paper IV: Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current along the Lofoten Escarpment

Fer, I., Bosse, A., and Dugstad, J.S. (2020), Ocean Science, 16, 685-701, DOI:10.5194/os-
2020-15

In Paper IV we describe the Slope Current at the Gimsøy section off the Lofoten Escarpment
(13oE,69oN) after analyzing observations from moorings deployed as a part of the ProVoLo
project. We investigate the along-isobath current between 200 and 600 m depth and find an
average speed of 0.15 ms−1 and a volume transport of 2.0±0.8 Sv (1 Sv=106m3s−1). The
largest volume transport is also found for the highest temperature classes (water masses with
temperature >7oC). In contrast with earlier observations obtained from Svinøy (Orvik et al.,
2001; Orvik and Øystein Skagseth, 2003) showing a barotropic Slope Current, we identify a
baroclinic component in the Gimsøy section. The climatological structure identifies that the
geostrophic shear computed from thermal wind balance is positive and larger in the Slope
Current at Gimsøy than at Svinøy. At Gimsøy we observe that the temperature contribution
to the shear dominates the contribution from salinity, but at Svinøy the temperature and haline
contributions have different signs leading to a cancelling effect. At Gimsøy we also observe a
positive shear driven by salinity at the shelf, likely caused by interaction with the Norwegian
Coastal Current.

Barotropic and baroclinic conversion rates are computed both from moorings (MN and
MW in Figure 2.2) and from model estimates. We find that while the barotropic conversion
rates (i.e conversion from mean to eddy kinetic energy) are likely negligible over the Lofoten
Escarpment, the baroclinic conversion rates (conversion from available potential energy to
eddy kinetic energy) can be substantial with volume-averaged values of (1-2)×10−4 Wm−3.

My contribution to this paper was to compute barotropic and baroclinic conversion rates
over the Lofoten Escarpment from the ROMS model run M3. This was done both as a volume-
averaged estimate, and at the same locations as the mooring instruments at the slope (MN and
MW) to make a direct comparison. A segment between the MN and MW mooring locations
was also made to compute the conversion rates along this segment. This gave a better statistical
evaluation as the computation was obtained from about 40 grid points instead of only two
virtual moorings (two grid points). The model-based calculations were useful to conclude on
the reliability of the calculations based on limited observations from the two moorings.

Additional contribution
Ypma, S.L., Georgiou, S., Dugstad, J.S., Pietrzak, J.D., Katsman, C.A. Pathways and water
mass transformation along and across the Mohn-Knipovich Ridge in the Nordic Seas. Journal
of Geophysical Research: Oceans. Accepted for publication August 2020.
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Conclusions and outlook

4.1 Main conclusions

This thesis addresses the important role the LB plays in the modification of AW flowing north-
wards towards the Arctic. Strong atmospheric cooling leads to large surface heat losses and a
substantial modification of the water masses there. The thesis discusses eddy exchange on the
slope as well as inflows and outflows to the basin from both Lagrangian and Eulerian estimates.
The importance of the inflows to the LB heat and vorticity budgets are studied. Furthermore,
the vertical structure and seasonal difference of the inflows are investigated. A quantification
of eddies using wavelet analysis is performed to estimate the relative importance of eddies and
the ambient flow for transporting heat and vorticity into the LB.

The LB is the basin giving the largest surface heat loss in the Nordic Seas, and the net
heat transport into the LB is larger than for any other basin (Paper I). Due to atmospheric
cooling and deep mixed layers, a deep signature of warm waters in the LB is maintained. Heat
transports computed from Eulerian models indicate a dominance of eddy fluxes averaged over
the whole water column, consistent with earlier literature suggesting eddy exchange from the
continental slope to the LB. However, surface drifter observations and model surface particles
show a large AW-LB exchange in the southern part of the basin and this is associated with
a mean flow into the basin in the south (Paper I). Eddy heat transport into the basin shows a
peak at about 600-800 m, consistent with large divergence of eddy temperature fluxes close
to the Lofoten Escarpment at about 400 m. The eddy fluxes are important at deeper levels
(Papers I and II). The findings are consistent with large baroclinic conversion rates at 400 m
depth (computed from moorings) and between 100-1000 m (volume-averaged, computed from
the M3 run) at the Lofoten Escarpment (Paper IV), implying that potential energy is extracted
from the Slope Current to feed eddies generated there. The transport along the Slope Current
is dominated by high temperature classes (> 7oC). Large baroclinic conversion rates from the
moorings, supported by the model results, therefore indicate that eddies created on the slope
can carry large amount of heat to the ocean interior (Paper IV).

The exchange of AW from the slope to the basin is largest for particles at deeper levels (Pa-
per II). The Lagrangian trajectories show that surface waters that are cooled in the basin enter
from the south, while at deeper levels (about 500 m), the warm waters come from the slope,
implying a bigger impact of eddies at depth. Surface inflow to the basin is weaker in winter
(less particles because of vertical spreading of particles in the deep mixed layers by vertical
mixing) than during summer (more particles, strong stratification makes the particles stay on
their deployment depth). Based on a wavelet ridge analysis of Lagrangian trajectories (Paper
III), we conclude that anticyclones are larger, more circular, more stable and have longer life-
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times than cyclones. Temperature anomalies show that anticyclones are warm while cyclones
are cold compared to a background state. On average, the water parcels in anticyclones lose
heat and downwell while the opposite is true for water parcels in cyclones. The vertical motion
is partly related to changes in water properties (changes in temperature and density), but also to
flow along steepening isopycnals or secondary circulation within the eddies. Stronger cooling
and warming rates in eddies imply that they are important for the LB heat budget. However,
the integrated, Lagrangian net temperature and vorticity fluxes into the basin are dominated by
the ambient flow since a relatively small number of Lagrangian particles are trapped in eddies
(about 30%), and an even smaller fraction of all drifter data points are ridge (coherent vortex)
points (6%). While this dominance is distinct close to the surface, the difference is smaller for
the particles deployed at 500 m. At these levels, anticyclones generated at the slope are impor-
tant for carrying heat into the LB. Large vorticity and temperature fluxes into the basin from
the ambient flow (especially at 15 and 200 m) can be related to both the mean flow component
or the variability due to submesoscale features. About 2% of the 2D particles at 15 m con-
tribute with 19% and 13% of the net vorticity and temperature fluxes into the LB, respectively.
Narrow filaments around coherent vortices and eddies can give significant contributions to the
LB vorticity and heat budgets in the upper layers.

4.2 Outlook
The transformation of AW in the Norwegian Sea plays an important role in the Atlantic Merid-
ional Overturning Circulation which can impact features such as sea ice cover and production
of deep waters in the Arctic. Currently, the Arctic Ocean is losing sea ice in all regions dur-
ing all seasons (Onarheim et al., 2018; Serreze et al., 2007) and there is an anti-correlation
between heat transport into the Arctic Ocean and the sea ice extent (Årthun et al., 2019), i.e.,
increased ocean heat transport leads to reduction in sea ice. As the AW is modified in the LB,
and the water mass properties are changed due to cooling and densification, the AW-LB ex-
change can have an impact on the sea ice extent as these water masses later enter the Arctic.
30-50% of the surface drifters in the Nordic Seas deployed south of the LB interact with the
basin (Paper I,II). Due to the increased residence time and cooling, these water masses are
likely colder when they enter the Arctic Ocean compared to water masses following the Slope
Current that have a shorter transit time northwards. The cooling of the associated water masses
in the LB therefore likely reduces the Arctic sea ice melt compared to water masses from the
Slope Current. The understanding and quantification of how the Slope Current interacts with
the LB (such as given in Paper I,II) can therefore be of importance to understand the sea ice
cover in the Arctic in a global warming world.

The temperature gradient between the cold atmosphere and the warm inflow of AW to the
Nordic Seas, creates large surface heat losses to the atmosphere that are about the strongest
in the world (Huang, 2015). The inflows to the Nordic Seas are therefore important for the
regional climate of western Europe (Rhines et al., 2008; Seager et al., 2002). In this thesis,
the surface heat loss in the LB was found to be 2-4 times larger than for the Greenland Basin
and Norwegian Basin (Paper I) in agreement to earlier literature (Richards and Straneo, 2015).
The proximity of the LB as well as the warm Slope Current to the Norwegian Coast, therefore
implies a warm regional climate in Norway relative to its latitude.

In addition to the export of heat, the off-shelf transport of AW from the slope due to eddies
or other variability in the flow (Paper I,II,III,IV) can also bring nutrient waters that can affect
the fish habitat in the region. Pelagic juvenile are found to be exported laterally with the
off-shelf transport, and during one year about 27.4% of the pelagic juvenile from spawning
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grounds on the slope can be brought to the ocean interior (Strand et al., 2017). The off-shelf
transport is considered harmful for the cod stock in the region, which has a natural habitat on
the slope. Pelagic eggs, larvae etc. that drift to the ocean interior are often considered as lost
for recruitment for the cod stock (Werner et al., 1997). An increased off-shelf transport to
the ocean interior could therefore reduce the available food close to the slope and impact the
cod stock. An understanding an forecasting of these events could be helpful for the large fish
industry in these regions.

4.3 Future perspectives
This thesis improves the understanding of the ocean circulation in the Norwegian Sea with a
main focus on the AW-LB exchange, pathways, the modification of water masses in the LB and
how the AW is modified in eddies compared to the ambient flow. Focus is on the subsurface
processes, thereby dividing the surface and subsurface circulation into separate studies. While
it is possible to compare our upper ocean Lagrangian results with surface drifter observations
and satellite altimetry, such comparisons are not possible at depth. The few existing trajec-
tories from acoustically-tracked subsurface floats (≈ 20) are not enough to make a statistical
comparison with particles obtained from a Lagrangian model. Therefore, when interpreting
the subsurface particles studied in Paper II and III, we rely on the good comparison between
the observed and modelled surface drifters, and assume that the subsurface trajectories are
representative of the nature. A direct comparison with subsurface floats is therefore needed
and more deployments of subsurface floats and ARGO floats should therefore be a priority.
Such observations are important to understand the processes leading to the AW-LB exchange
at depth and could possibly verify some of the results in this thesis, for instance the vertical
structure of inflow of warm waters to the basin. The different results obtained from the studies
of 2D and 3D particles (Paper II and III) also emphasize the need for change in design of sub-
surface floats. Subsurface floats today are mainly designed to be isobaric, i.e., approximately
follow a constant depth. But the actual flow is not isobaric; the water masses can move verti-
cally due to vertical changes in isopycnals. Isopycnal floats exist but they are few, and in this
case one would also lack information about the diabatic transformations experienced by the
water parcels. The design of appropriate floats to describe the vertical motion of the flow, as
well as numerous deployments of these floats should therefore be prioritized to obtain a better
statistical representation of the 3D subsurface flow in the Nordic Seas.

The Slope Current is well studied, but measurements along the Front Current are scarce.
This is a relatively colder current that serves the LB with less heat, but the hydrography along
the current is not studied in detail. More observations over the Helgeland Ridge and the Mohn
Ridge would provide more insight. Gliders have provided useful data in the Lofoten Basin
and at the Mohn Ridge (Bosse and Fer, 2019b; Yu et al., 2017), and Bosse and Fer (2019b)
estimated a northward volume transport of about 4.6 Sv in the Front Current over the Mohn
Ridge. However, little is known about the interaction between the Front Current and the colder
Polar Waters from the Greenland Sea. The exchanges between these different water masses
are expected to be small due to the topography, but they are not known. The extent of the
Front Current is also uncertain. Orvik et al. (2001) and Orvik and Niiler (2002) suggested that
this is a baroclinic current flowing on the west of the LB, over the Mohn Ridge and further
the Knipovich Ridge before it again merges with the Slope Current closer to Fram Strait.
But, recent Lagrangian studies suggest that the Front Current is not necessarily a coherent
current in the Lagrangian sense. Ypma et al. (2020) (see additional work) observed from both
observations and models that very few Lagrangian drifters/particles follow the Front Current
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from south of LB to Fram Strait, which is different from the Slope Current where this is
observed frequently. Instead a large amount of the drifters/particles move eastward and follow
the topography north of the LB to join the Slope Current at lower latitudes. More observations
using drifters, subsurface floats, gliders and moorings over the Mohn Ridge and north of the
LB could provide further insight in the exchange between the Front Current and the Polar
Water, and the lateral and poleward extent of the Front Current. This would help to understand
the characteristics of waters carried in the Front Current in the gateway to the Arctic Ocean.

The ROMS runs M2 and M3 provide an improved spatial and temporal resolution that
can extend the knowledge obtained from earlier numerical model studies of the Lofoten Basin
(Bashmachnikov et al., 2018; Trodahl and Isachsen, 2018; Volkov et al., 2015). In this thesis,
the models are used to perform Lagrangian simulations that are used to detect eddies using the
MWRA routine (Paper III). We speculate that the eddies are slightly under-sampled. Some of
this could be related to the MWRA routine, but we also found that it could be related to the
nature of eddies; due to strong gradients in potential vorticity between eddies and the ambient
flow, the water masses in the ambient flow cannot penetrate the eddies easily (shown for the
LBE, Bosse et al. (2019)). It would therefore be of interest to compare results from Paper III
with results from eddies detected using an Eulerian approach with similar resolution as M2
and M3.

Whether large scale climate models in the Atlantic Ocean should be able to resolve eddies
and model the northward heat transport correctly is an open question. Our study indicates
that 6% of the model domain is covered by eddies (coherent vortices), and could suggest a
smaller importance of resolving these. But the ocean is chaotic with large variability that is
not necessarily eddies. Eulerian studies of eddies and other variability in the flow, and their
relative importance to heat budgets in various regions in the Nordic Seas would therefore
supplement our study. The choice of the Eulerian model needs care. The terrain-following
layers of ROMS have steep slopes from the deeper basins towards the Norwegian coast. The
pressure gradients on the slope could therefore be estimated in error due to interpolation errors
when performing the differentiation. Using a model with z-coordinates on fixed levels (for
instance MITgcm) this would be avoided. On the other hand, the terrain-following layers of
ROMS provide a better vertical resolution on the slope compared to MITgcm. Eulerian studies
using both models could therefore be performed and compared to each other, to provide better
answers to whether climate models of the North Atlantic and the Arctic Ocean should be
required at high resolution.

Lastly, results obtained in this thesis can provide insight into other regions with similar
bathymetry. The bathymetry with a continental slope to the east with an eastern boundary
current flowing along it together with a deeper basin to the west, can also be seen in the
Labrador Sea, where large EKE values adjacent to steep topography are found (Prater, 2002),
implying similar dynamics to the Lofoten Basin. Results in this thesis could therefore be a
good motivation for further studies in the Labrador Sea as well as other regions with similar
bathymetry.
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Lateral Heat Transport in the Lofoten Basin: Near-Surface
Pathways and Subsurface Exchange

Johannes Dugstad1 , Ilker Fer1 , Joe LaCasce2 , Martha Sanchez de La Lama2,
and Marta Trodahl2

1Geophysical Institute and Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway, 2Department
of Geosciences, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway

Abstract The Lofoten Basin in the Nordic Seas plays a central role in the Atlantic overturning
circulation by acting as a reservoir for the warm and saline Atlantic Water flow toward the Arctic Ocean.
The mass and heat exchange between Atlantic Water and the Lofoten Basin impacts the water mass
transformations and the surface heat loss, but the processes governing this exchange are not well
understood or quantified. Here we study the circulation in the Nordic Seas and the heat transport in the
Lofoten Basin using a combination of Lagrangian and Eulerian methods. We analyze the trajectories of
about 150 surface drifters, augmented with a set of about 47,000 surface trajectories calculated using the
output from a regional numerical simulation, to investigate the drifter pathways and their exchange with
the Lofoten Basin. The drifters reveal that water parcels with long residence time inside the basin
contribute substantially to the heat loss and typically enter from south across the outer rim of the Vøring
Plateau and, to some extent from east, from the eastern branch of the Norwegian Atlantic Current. The
main contributors to the lateral heat transport to the Lofoten Basin are the near-surface heat transport by
the mean flow in the southern sector of the basin and the subsurface eddy fluxes from the Lofoten
Escarpment in the east.

1. Introduction
The Nordic Seas (the Norwegian, Iceland, and Greenland Seas) are a key region for the northward-flowing
warm water masses from the North Atlantic Ocean toward the Arctic Ocean (Rossby et al., 2009; Segtnan
et al., 2011). In this study, we focus on the Lofoten Basin (LB) of the Norwegian Sea, an area of importance
for the heat transport of the northward-flowing Norwegian Atlantic Current (NwAC) (Bosse et al., 2018;
Isachsen, 2015; Köhl, 2007; Raj et al., 2015; Volkov et al., 2015). At the Vøring Plateau, the NwAC splits into
an eastern and western branch (Figure 1), each transporting warm water toward higher latitudes. These
branches, later referred to as the “Slope Current” and the “Front Current,” respectively (Orvik & Niiler,
2002), bound the LB and affect the exchange of watermasses between the currents and the basin. The LB is a
major heat reservoir in theNordic Seas (Nilsen&Falck, 2006),manifested in the satellite sea surface temper-
ature imagery (Koszalka et al., 2012), showing a warmwedge of water between the NwAC branches. Pooling
of the warm Atlantic Water (AW) creates large buoyancy losses (Richards & Straneo, 2015), giving rise to
convection and deep mixed layers (Bosse et al., 2018; Raj et al., 2015). Deep-reaching winter convection and
vertical mixing in the western part of the LB substantially modifies the AW (Bosse et al., 2018).

The prevailing notion is that the mesoscale eddy field plays an important role in mediating the mass and
heat exchange between the AW and LB. This in turn produces a substantial heat loss in the area, permit-
ting the water masses to become denser and possibly sink as they later approach the Arctic. Even though
the heat loss and convection are spread throughout the basin, the mean downwelling in the LB is localized
to small segments of its eastern boundary current (the Slope Current) along steep slopes where eddies are
shed (Spall, 2010). Earlier studies suggested that a significant portion of the exchange between the NwAC
and the LB is a result of this eddy shedding from the Slope Current (Isachsen, 2015; Isachsen et al., 2012;
Köhl, 2007; Rossby et al., 2009; Volkov et al., 2013). The Slope Current flows along steep topography off the
Lofoten Escarpment, where it can reach velocities of 1 m/s (Andersson et al., 2011) and become unstable.
Isachsen (2015) showed that the steep continental slope off the Lofoten-Vesterålen Islands exhibits enhanced
unstable baroclinic growth rates and large velocity variability, suggesting high lateral diffusion rates.
Investigating heat flux convergence, Isachsen et al. (2012) suggested that warm core eddies from the Slope
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Figure 1. (a) Bathymetry of the Nordic Seas showing the typical pathways of the Norwegian Atlantic Current,
indicated by arrows. Depth contours are given every 400 m. Red contours outline the three basins used in the
analysis, defined by their 3,000-m isobaths. The yellow border is the domain of the ROMS 800-m model; (b) the
deployment/starting positions of all 149 observed drifters analyzed in this study. Dots mark the drifters that interacted
(red) or did not interact (blue) with the LB. The LB (red) and the 1,000-, 2,000-, and 3,000-m isobaths (gray) are shown.
The black box encloses the Svinøy section drifters. The abbreviations which are distributed over both panels for better
visibility are GB = Greenland Basin; NB = Norwegian Basin; LB = Lofoten Basin; IS = Iceland Sea; HR = Helgeland
Ridge; MR = Mohn Ridge; VP = Vøring Plateau; LE = Lofoten Escarpment; LVI = Lofoten-Vesterålen Islands.

Current could transport warm water offshore. These eddies are typically anticyclonic and drift westward
where the topographic depression attracts them toward the center of the LB (Köhl, 2007; Volkov et al., 2013).
Based on eddy-resolving numerical models, Volkov et al. (2015) reported that the eddies are shed where the
shelf topography is steepest and that they move along a cyclonic path toward the center of the basin.

In addition to the slope exchange with the basin, a feature that has gained attention is the Lofoten Basin
Eddy (LBE). This quasi-permanent anticyclonic eddy in thewestern part of the LB (Ivanov&Korablev, 1995;
Søiland&Rossby, 2013) is associatedwith a localmaximumof sea surface height variability and eddy kinetic
energy (EKE) (Köhl, 2007; Volkov et al., 2015). Evolution of the LBE core using Seaglider observations (Yu
et al., 2017) showed a mean eddy radius of 18 km and an anticyclonic azimuthal peak velocity between 0.5
and 0.7m/s at depths between 700 and 900m. Fer et al. (2018) reported increased turbulent dissipation rates
associated with large shear beneath the azimuthal velocity maximum and from subinertial energy trapped
by the negative vorticity of the eddy. The LBE kinetic energy is suggested to be maintained by merging
with anticyclonic eddies shed from the Slope Current (Köhl, 2007; Raj et al., 2015; Volkov et al., 2015). The
heightened eddy variability is also illustrated by surface drifter data (Koszalka et al., 2011; Laurindo et al.,
2017), which showed local enhancements in the horizontal distribution of lateral diffusivity in the LBE
region and along the Slope Current off the Lofoten Escarpment.

The previously cited studies suggest mechanisms and pathways for the lateral heat transport into the LB;
however, these are not fully understood or quantified. Here we seek to understand how the high sea surface
temperatures and the large surface heat fluxes in the LB are maintained, by investigating pathways and
circulation of AW and the role of advection and eddy fluxes. We analyze observations from in situ surface
drifters, augmented by a set of surface trajectories computed from a 4-kmhorizontal grid resolution regional
model of theNordic Seas. The 4-kmdomain spans a large area, allowingus to estimate near-surface pathways
into the LB. We assume that the surface drifters are representative of the near-surface water mass paths and
exchanges. Volume-integrated heat transports for the major basins of the Nordic Seas, computed using this
model, highlight the importance of the LB.We study the LB in detail, by increasing the grid resolution to 800
m, in a smaller model domain which focuses on the Lofoten region (yellow border in Figure 1a). The 800-m
resolution resolves the mesoscale eddies, allowing us to estimate the relative contribution of heat transport
associated with the mean flow and with the eddy fluxes.

The warm core eddies that merge with the LBE make a substantial contribution to the surface heat loss
since the associated water parcels will experience long residence times in a colder environment. The typical
pathways of surface drifters reaching the LB, however, suggest a broad entry of AWalong the southern part of
the basin instead of from the east, which would be expected from eddies shed from the Lofoten Escarpment.
Our findings also emphasize the role of subsurface processes, consistent with Rossby, Ozhigin, et al. (2009)
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and Rossby, Prater, and Søiland (2009), who reported a higher percentage of subsurface RAFOS floats that
entered the LB from the Slope Current than for surface drifters. Thus, the eddy shedding from this region
may have a stronger signature in deeper layers than near the surface.

The paper is organized as follows. The observed drifter data, the trajectories from numerical calculations,
and the description of the numerical models used are presented in section 2. In section 3.1, we present
integrated properties from all major basins of the Nordic Seas, using the 4-kmmodel, to set the context and
emphasize the role of the LB in the Nordic Seas. Pathways and statistics from the Lagrangian analysis are
presented and discussed in section 3.2 using observed drifters and trajectories obtained from the 4-kmmodel
fields. Using the eddy-resolving 800-mmodel, we then concentrate on the LB and quantify the contribution
of mean and eddy fluxes and of surface and subsurface signatures dominating the heat budget of the LB
(section 3.3). Concluding remarks are summarized in section 4.

2. Data andMethods
2.1. Surface Drifter Data
We study the trajectories of all available surface drifters, 571 in total, that were deployed in or entered
the Nordic Seas between 1991 and 31 December 2017. These data were obtained from the Global Array
Drifter Program (Lumpkin et al., 2013). The GPS-tracked surface drifters are drogued at 15-m depth, with
a near-surface temperature sensor at approximately 0.3 m with 0.1-K resolution. Real-time drifter data can
be unevenly sampled, with a sampling frequency changing from 1 hr to, in some occasions, 1 day. There-
fore, drifter positions are quality-controlled and interpolated by a kriging method to 6-hr intervals by the
AtlanticOceanographic andMeteorological Laboratory (AOML) and theNationalOceanic andAtmospheric
Administration (NOAA)Drifter Data Assembly Center (Lumpkin& Pazos, 2007), transmitting data of longi-
tude/latitude, zonal/meridional velocities, and temperature. In total, the set of drifters gives approximately
140,000 days of data, spanning 30 years. We determine pathways, entry/exit positions into and out of the
LB, and link the residence times inside the basin with the entry/exit positions and to each drifter's deploy-
ment location. The LB is defined as the region lying within the 3,000-m isobath (Figure 1), a contour that is
approximately closed, with one exception being a 28-km-long segment in the southwest toward the Norwe-
gian Sea between the coordinates [0.78◦W, 69.3◦N] and [0.84◦W, 69.5◦N]. Wemanually closed this segment.
Since ourmain interest is to investigate the pathways ofwarmAW,we exclude the drifters thatwere deployed
north of the LB or which never reached the latitudes of the LB.

Out of a total of 571 drifters, we selected 149 drifters for analysis. Of the rejected drifters, 128 lost their drogue
upon deployment, 21 lacked drogue information, 66 were deployed north of the LB, and 207 did not reach
the LB latitudes. Of the latter 207, 81 drifters ran aground near Iceland or along the western coast of Norway,
and 126 stopped transmitting good-quality data (three from poor battery performance and the remaining
123 because of rough seas).

Drifter mortality is a problem in the Nordic Seas. The drifter population experiences a nearly exponential
decay in time after deployment (Koszalka et al., 2012). The subset of drifters selected in this study has an
e-folding time scale of 190 days, less than half the value given in Lumpkin et al. (2012). A typical drifter prop-
agating northward from areas around Iceland travels a distance of approximately 900 km to reach the center
of the LB, in more than 100 days with an average speed of 10 cm/s. Drifter mortality therefore complicates
the estimation of drifter interaction with the LB.

2.2. Trajectories From a Numerical Model
The observed drifters are deployed geographically nonuniform, in selected key sections and locations, and
our data selection further reduces the number of drifters studied. In such a scarce and nonuniform data set,
the statistics of the Lagrangian observations are limited and biased (Davis, 1991). Therefore, we generate a
set of surface trajectories of water parcels forced by a numerical model of the Nordic Seas with 4-km grid
resolution (themodel is described in section 2.3). In the following, we refer to these trajectories as “synthetic
drifters.” The synthetic drifters disperse in a quantifiable manner and therefore permit the investigation of
a number of trajectories several orders of magnitude larger than for observed drifters. This improves the
statistical significance. Furthermore,we can conduct controlled anduniformly distributed releases to reduce
the bias.

The synthetic drifter data set consists of approximately 115,000 particles deployed in the Nordic Seas. The
seeding is in uniform groups, inside the box given by 64–78◦N and 15◦W–15◦E, with 40 × 40 = 1, 600
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drifters. The groups of 1,600 drifters are deployed at the same location, every eighth day over a period of
1.5 years. The daily velocity fields from the 4-km model (see section 2.3 for details) are used to advect the
drifters to new positions after interpolating to 1-hourly time steps, by using a fourth-order Runge Kutta
routine. The trajectories are then stored at 6-hr intervals. Assuming that all information about the flow is
contained in the model velocity fields, we do not add explicit diffusion in the simulations. The simulations
for each group are run for 1 year; hence, drifter lifetimes are limited to 1 year. The model applies absorbing
boundary conditions, that is, a drifter which runs aground is terminated. The model domain is large, and
the synthetic drifters do not reach the model's open ocean boundary during their lifetime. The calculations
are 2-D; hence, no vertical exchange is allowed. To be consistent with observations, we exclude all drifters
deployed north of the LB or those that do not reach the latitudes of the LB, giving approximately 47,000
trajectories for analysis.

2.3. Eulerian Calculations
The Eulerian calculations are based on the Regional OceanModeling System (ROMS) simulations. ROMS is
a primitive equation model with free surface and terrain-following vertical coordinates and is horizontally
gridded as a staggered C-grid (Haidvogel et al., 2008; Shchepetkin &McWilliams, 2005, 2009). Results from
two model domains are analyzed. Our relatively coarse horizontal resolution (4 km) model covers all the
Nordic Seas (see Figure 2 inTrodahl& Isachsen, 2018, for the full domain) and allows us to compare different
basins. A smaller domain with 800-m resolution was constructed to provide eddy-resolving output focused
on the LB. Bothmodels consist of 35 vertical layers and are stored as daily averages. This temporal resolution
is sufficient to resolve themesoscale and submesoscale processes (Isachsen, 2015; Trodahl& Isachsen, 2018).
The models also span similar time periods. The 4-km model covers from 1993 to 2005, while the 800-m
model duration is 1 year shorter, from 1993 to 2004, because of limited computational resources.

The two simulations are forced identically and share the samemodel setup. A fourth-order-centered scheme
is used for vertical advection and a third-order upwind scheme for horizontal tracer and momentum advec-
tion. The upwind advection scheme implicitly includes some biharmonic diffusion. No explicit horizontal
eddy viscosity or diffusion is applied. Small-scale vertical mixing is parameterized by the k-𝜖 version of the
General Length Scale scheme (Umlauf & Burchard, 2003; Warner et al., 2005). The open lateral boundaries
are relaxed toward monthly fields from the Global Forecast Ocean Assimilation Model (MacLachlan et al.,
2015), and the atmospheric forcing is provided by 6-hourly fields from the ERA-interim atmospheric reanal-
ysis (Uppala et al., 2005). Runoff fromprimary rivers are supplied bymonthly climatologies. The 4-kmmodel
was validated and analyzed in Trodahl and Isachsen (2018).

Due to the larger model domain, the 4-km simulation requires a longer spin-up time than the 800-m sim-
ulation. Taking this into account and requiring the same time span for consistency, we analyze the 8-year
period from 1 January 1997 to 1 January 2005 for the 4-kmmodel and from 1 January 1996 to 1 January 2004
for the 800-m model.

Using the 4-km model, we compute the mixed layer depth (MLD) in the LB, the Norwegian Basin, and the
Greenland Basin (see Figure 1a for their locations). The MLD is obtained as the depth at which the density
increases from its surface value by 0.01 kg/m3 (Peralta-Ferriz & Woodgate, 2015; Toole et al., 2010). The
maximum MLD in each grid point is the maximum value over the simulation time span. In addition, we
integrate the net surface heat flux over each basin, using the annual averaged fluxes in the corresponding
8-year analysis period.We compare this to the net heat transport into each basin computed around the closed
basin contours using

HT = 𝜌Cp∫H∫S⟨UT⟩ · ndsdh. (1)

Here 𝜌 is the density of seawater, Cp is the specific heat capacity,U = (u, v) is the horizontal velocity vector,
T is the temperature, ds and dh are length elements around the basin contour of integration and in the
vertical, respectively, and n is the unit normal vector pointing into the basin. Thus, positive values indicate
heat transport into the basin. The vector ⟨UT⟩ is time averaged in the same way as the surface heat flux,
indicated by the angle brackets. Normally, the heat transport should be computed relative to some reference
temperature Tref. However, note that we integrate over the entire water column and that the basin contours
are closed. Thus, we operate with closed volumes, and because of mass conservation, the term associated
with Tref will not contribute to the integral. Since the currents in the Nordic Seas are, to a large extent,
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Table 1
Surface Area, Integrated VB, Integrated HT, SHL (Temporal Mean ± Standard Deviation), Average
MaximumMLD, and Surface EKE for the LB, the NB, and the GB for the 4-kmModel

Area VB HT SHL Max. MLD EKE
Basin (105 km2) (Sv) (TW) (TW) (m) (cm2/s2)
LB 1.1 0.0 7.3 ± 2.7 5.2 ± 1.2 480 64.2 (330.0)
GB 1.2 0.3 0.6 ± 0.8 2.0 ± 0.8 580 44.3
NB 1.7 −0.3 2.6 ± 2.1 1.4 ± 1.0 190 38.7

Note. The EKE in the LB from the 800-m model is also given in brackets. Averaging is over the
full 8-year period (1 January 1997 to 1 January 2005). Standard deviations are computed from the
year-to-year variability over the analyzed period. 1 TW = 1012 W; 1 Sv = 106 m3/s. VB = Volume
transport Balance; HT = Heat Transport; SHL = Surface Heat Loss; MLD = mixed layer depth;
EKE= eddy kinetic energy; LB=Lofoten Basin; GB=Greenland Basin; NB=Norwegian Basin.

topographically steered (Isachsen et al., 2003; Nøst & Isachsen, 2003), the basin contours are defined by the
3,000-m isobaths on the ROMSmodel grid, similar to the LB definition applied for the drifter analysis. Since
the velocity variables are located on the borders of the staggered grid cells, we define the points on the basin
contours to be located in the corners of these grid cells, the so-called psi points.We further define the vectors
between the psi points on the basin contours to be purely horizontal or vertical, thus avoiding interpolation
of velocity when integrating the heat transport around the contour.

For a more detailed analysis with focus in the LB, we take advantage of the eddy-resolving 800-m resolution
model results. Calculations of surface heat flux and the heat transport in the LB are done identically to the
4-kmmodel. Additionally, to quantify the relative contribution of themean and eddy components, we apply
Reynolds averaging of the daily-mean fields

⟨uT⟩ = ⟨u⟩⟨T⟩ + ⟨u′T′⟩ . (2)

A similar equation is applied on the v velocities. Here u = ⟨u⟩ + u′ and T = ⟨T⟩ + T′ , where ⟨u⟩ and
⟨T⟩ are time averages and u′ and T′ are the corresponding perturbation fields. EKE density is computed
as 1

2

(⟨u′2⟩ + ⟨v′2⟩). To exclude the seasonal variability in the computation of the eddy fluxes, the averages
are calculated over four periods during a year, that is January–March, April–June, July–September, and
October–December. Annual averages are then obtained by averaging over the four values each year between
1 January 1996 and 1 January 2004 or for some scenarios over the entire 8-year period. We refer to these
averages as annual averages or 8-year averages, respectively, when discussing the 800-m model in the text.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The Importance of the LB
The surface area of LB covers approximately one fifth of the Nordic Seas but is responsible for approximately
one third of the total buoyancy loss in the region (Richards & Straneo, 2015). In the western part of the LB,
Bosse et al. (2018) estimated a temperature decrease in AW by about 2.6 ◦C on its way northward, a more
rapid cooling than any other region in the Nordic Seas. Using hydrographic measurements, Raj et al. (2015)
obtained winter MLDs of 560 m in the LB, one of the largest values in the Nordic Seas. This deep thermal
convection together with large buoyancy losses to the atmosphere implies pooling of warm water in the LB.

In Table 1, we contrast the integrated properties in the three main basins, the LB, the Norwegian Basin,
and the Greenland Basin, using the 4-km model outputs. The heat transports integrated over the closed
basin volume is largest into the LB (Figure 2), verifying that the LB is the most important area for the
northward-flowing AW. The surface heat loss averaged over the period 1997–2005 reveals that among the
major basins in the Nordic Seas, the LB accounts for approximately two thirds of the surface heat loss. More
heat is transported into the LB and the Norwegian Basin than lost at surface, while it is the opposite for
the Greenland Basin. Similar imbalances were inferred from observations in Segtnan et al. (2011). The heat
imbalances imply warming of the LB and the Norwegian Basin, whereas the imbalance in the Greenland
Basin is not significantly different than zero. Annual averages of temperature, volume averaged in each
basin, show a small increase in the LB and the Norwegian Basin associated with these imbalances, while
the Greenland Basin stays at approximately the same temperature. Maximum MLD in the LB is large and
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Figure 2. Integrated net heat transport for the Lofoten Basin (LB), Norwegian Basin (NB), and Greenland Basin (GB)
for each year during the period 1 January 1997 to 1 January 2005. Time average values and standard deviations are
given in Table 1.

comparable with the Greenland Basin (Table 1). While the Greenland Basin is recognized as a high-latitude
deep and intermediate convection region (Rudels &Quadfasel, 1991), where brine rejection from sea ice for-
mation can be important, the deep MLD in the LB is from thermal convection and cooling of the warm AW
(Søiland & Rossby, 2013). In summary, the LB stands out in the Nordic Seas with large net heat transport
and surface heat fluxes, giving deep MLDs.

3.2. Pathways
3.2.1. Observed Drifters
Drifter density maps are computed as the number of drifters entering defined rectangular bins in longitude
and latitude. The so-called “density maps” show the distribution of drifters in the domain. In the density
maps extracted from the observed drifter trajectories, the SlopeCurrent stands out (Figure 3a) and dominates
over the Front Current. Among the 149 drifters studied, 82 followed the pathway with the Slope Current,
not interacting with the LB at all or passing by the southeastern rim of the LB. The observational data are
biased, as a large number of drifters were deployed in the Svinøy section (black box in Figure 1b) and on the
slope off the Lofoten-Vesterålen islands. However, we identified approximately 50 drifters deployed north
or south of Iceland, 30 of which ended up to the east of the LB while 10 drifters propagated toward the
western boundary of theLB. The remaining drifters stayed over theHelgelandRidge (the topographic feature
between the NB and LB) or entered the LB from south. Drifters deployed close to Iceland thus have a main
route eastward toward the Svinøy section before turning north, in agreement with Orvik and Niiler (2002).
In fact, we observed only four drifters that followed the Front Current along the Mohn Ridge northward
toward Fram Strait.

The pathways of the drifters entering the LB are analyzed separately. The density of the trajectories of 46
drifters that entered the LB shows a broad entry region in the southern sector (Figure 3b).

In order to relate the residence time in the basin to the drifter entry and exit locations, we unwrap the LB
contour and calculate the histograms binned in residence time and distance around the basin (Figure 4),
that is, the percentage of drifters with a range of residence time entering (or exiting) at different segments
around the LB contour is shown. The unwrappedLB contour starts from the northeastern corner (black cross
in Figure 3c), progressing counterclockwise. The colored segments at the bottom of Figure 4 correspond to
the same colored segments around the basin contour in Figure 3, starting with the red segment at 0 and
following the basin counterclockwise to the end of the green segment at approximately 2,000 km.

A drifter can cross the LB boundary multiple times, giving more crossings for residence time analysis than
the number of drifters we investigate. The drifters enter and exit the basin mainly in the south and east
(Figures 4a and 4b). However, the majority of drifters experience short residence time inside the basin. We
measure the residence time as the length of each stretch of record when a drifter was in the basin. Themean
residence time inside the basin averaged over all drifter entries is 10 days. If we use the longest retention
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Figure 3. Density maps obtained from (a,b) the observed drifters and from (c,d) the synthetic drifters. Left panels show
density maps of all drifters studied, 149 for (a) and 47,226 for (c). Right panels show density maps of drifters that
interacted with the Lofoten Basin, 46 for (b) and 12,064 for (d). These are shown from deployment location until the
first entry to the basin for each drifter. Color bar shows the percentage of drifters that was observed inside each bin
relative to the number of drifters analyzed (listed above). Bin sizes are 0.25◦ × 0.25◦. The white-bordered contour
marks the Lofoten Basin with colors indicating the northern (red), western (orange), southern (blue), and the eastern
(green) segments. For later reference, the basin contour in (c) is marked at 500-km intervals starting from the
northeastern corner (black cross).

period for each drifter with multiple crossings of the basin perimeter, we obtain a mean residence time of
20 days. The hot spot for entering/exiting drifters in the southeast between 1,450 and 1,750 km accounts
for approximately 40% of the drifter entries, but given their short residence time, the drifters exit before the
associated water parcels are able to transfer heat to the basin. We observed seven drifters with at least one
crossing into the LBwith a residence time longer than 50 days (15% of the drifters that entered the LB). Their
trajectories are shown in Figure 5b, together with the analogous trajectories for the drifters staying inside
the basin between 15 and 50 days (12 drifters; Figure 5a).

The observed trajectories with longer residence time in the basin are not clearly linked with eddy shedding
from the Slope Current. Figure 5a shows trajectories with orbital motion near and north of the steep slope
between the Slope Current and the basin. These may be indicative of the eddy shedding from the unstable
boundary current. Based on their relatively short residence times and the observation that they do not propa-
gate far into the basin, their contribution to the large LBheat lossmust be limited. The drifterswith residence
time longer than 50 days (Figure 5b) advect from south and enter the basin mainly across the southern and
western segments of the LB. Observational evidence of contribution from the Slope Current into the basin
is scarce. We observe one occurrence of a trajectory from slope to basin, but mainly the drifters either follow
the Front Current to enter the basin in the southwest or enter the basin from south after crossing the Vøring
Plateau. The drifters mainly propagate toward the basin with a meandering motion. Although the drifter
observations are limited and inconclusive, they are indicative of the preferred locations of entry and exit
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Figure 4. Histogram linking the drifter residence times inside the basin to (a,c) entry and (b,d) exit locations on the
unwrapped LB contour for (a,b) observed and (c,d) synthetic drifters. Colored line at the bottom of (c) and (d) shows
the unwrapped LB contour with the corresponding colors in Figure 3 for the north, west, south, and east segments. The
percentage of entries/exits relative to the number of drifters interacting with the basin (46 for a and b and 12,064 for c
and d) are color coded on logarithmic scale. Bins are 50 km × 10 days. Note that a drifter may cross the LB boundary
several times. LB = Lofoten Basin.

into the LB and highlight the striking difference in pathways taken by the two subsets with short and long
residence times in the LB. We turn to synthetic drifters to increase the statistical confidence in this finding.
3.2.2. Synthetic Drifters
The synthetic drifters obtained from the 4-kmmodel fields were subjected to a data selection similar to that
applied to the observed drifters (section 2.2), resulting in 59,112 synthetic surface drifter trajectories that
were deployed south of the LB.We further removed 5,118 trajectories fromdrifterswhich ran aground before
they reached the LB. Of the remaining drifters, 6,768 were deployed within the LB contour, while 12,064
were deployed outside but entered the LB at a later time. Thus, 12, 064∕(59, 112 − 5, 118 − 6, 768) = 26% of
the drifters deployed outside the LB interactedwith the basin. This is comparable to 46∕149 = 31% obtained
for the observed drifters and suggests some confidence in the synthetic drifters. The smaller value may be
because of the setup of the experiments: The synthetic drifters are deployed on a uniform grid (section 2.2)
to obtain homogeneous statistics and to avoid spurious and biased representation of the flow because of
geographical sampling variations (Davis, 1991), whereas the in situ drifters are deployed in key sections and
locations.

The density plots of synthetic drifters (Figures 3c and 3d), subsampled similar to observations, show simi-
larities with the observed drifter densities (Figures 3a and 3b). The Slope Current is pronounced, the drifters
mainly approach from the south toward the southern LB boundary, and the Front Current densities are the
strongest along the outer rim of the Vøring Plateau. The continuation toward the Mohn Ridge, however, is
weak. Instead, the connection toward the Slope Current along the Vøring Plateau is stronger than previously
thought.

Residence time analysis of these synthetic drifters can be compared to the observed drifters (Figure 4). In
agreement with the observations, most synthetic drifters experience short periods inside the basin, and the
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Figure 5. Drifter trajectories for (a) the 12 drifters staying inside the basin between 15 and 50 days and (b) for the seven
drifters staying inside the basin for more than 50 days. The red dots mark the first entry position for each drifter into
the basin. Only trajectories from deployment location until the last exit from the Lofoten Basin are shown. The 1,000-
and 2,000-m isobaths are shown in gray.

associated heat loss must therefore be limited. The mean residence time for all entries into the basin is
about 15 days, 5 days more than the observed drifters. The mean residence time for the longest consecutive
period inside the basin for all drifters is 45 days, that is, a factor of two more than the observed drifters. The
distribution of the retention periods for the synthetic drifters is highly skewed (not shown), relative to the
observations (skewness of 2.2 vs. 1.6) with a longest residence time in the basin for the synthetic drifters of
363 days, 260 days longer than the observed drifters. Such long retention periods will not be captured by the
observed drifters with much shorter lifetime because of mortality (from batteries and storms, section 2.1).
The majority of the synthetic drifters (85%) has a longest residence time shorter than 103 days. The mean
residence time of this set of synthetic drifters is 22 days, which is similar to the observations. Thus, the long
residence time of synthetic drifters is mainly skewed by a small subset of drifters trapped in the LB. The
synthetic drifters with a residence time longer than 50 days enter the basin mainly in the south/southwest
or east (537 in north, 1,008 in west, 713 in south, and 739 in east). In the west, the entries are dominant
along the southernmost part of the segment. The exit positions are mainly oriented toward the eastern part
of the basin.

The large surface heat loss in the basin is expected to reduce the temperature of the synthetic drifters with
prolonged periods in the basin.Using the temperature fields of the synthetic drifters, the temperature change
between the entry and exit is analyzed. However, due to the seasonal cycle, the drifters can experience both
warming (during summer, not shown) and cooling (during winter). Since the cooling is enhanced during
winter, we focus on drifters entering the basin during these months and investigate how the temperature
loss is related to residence time in the basin. We restrict the analysis to one single winter month (to reduce
temporal variations due to seasonal changes). For the same reason, we do not study residence times longer
than 100 days. The temperature loss is computed by calculating the difference−(Texit − Tentry), between tem-
peratures at the exit and entry times. November (3,386 crossings), December (2,742 crossings), and January
(2,459 crossings) months are analyzed to test the sensitivity. Each subset shows a similar pattern and vari-
ability (not shown). We focus on November, because it has themost number of trajectories and it is followed
by a long winter season (a residence time of 90 days experiences the entire winter). The cooling in winter
is positively correlated (r2 = 0.34) with the residence time (Figure 6a), likely facilitated by the retention
induced by eddies, and shows approximately a linear increase with increasing residence time. Generally,
strong winter surface heat losses in the basin can thereby impact transformation of water parcels with long
residence time in the basin.

The temperature loss experienced by water parcels shows geographical variations related to the entry seg-
ments (Figure 6a). Synthetic drifters which entered the basin in November are subsampled into those with
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Figure 6. (a) Temperature loss variability with residence time for synthetic drifters entering the basin in November.
The temperature loss is that experienced by a water parcel from entry to exit. Colored dots identify the segment of
entry. A linear fit is also shown (squared linear correlation coefficient is r2 = 0.34); (b) temperature loss versus entry
position into the basin averaged in bin sizes of 50 km along the unwrapped basin contour. All temperature loss data of
crossings from drifters going into the Lofoten Basin in the specified bin is averaged, and error bars are one standard
deviation. Results are shown for drifters with a residence time between 0 and 30 days, between 30 and 60 days, and
between 60 and 90 days. A bin with less than 3 data points is excluded. The colored line in the bottom marks the
northern (red), western (orange), southern (blue), and the eastern (green) segments of the Lofoten Basin boundary.

residence time between 0 and 30 days, between 30 and 60 days, and between 60 and 90 days. We obtain
3,200, 96, and 88 crossings into the basin associated with these groups, respectively. The largest temperature
losses, which are mainly experienced for water parcels with a residence time between 30 and 90 days, most
frequently enter the basin in the south and east, indicating a large contribution to the LB heat loss from
these regions (Figure 6b). Each data point is an average over all temperature data measured in horizontal
bins of 50 km. An average is excluded if the number of data points inside a bin is less than 3. The averaged
temperature loss taken over the southern and eastern segments were 1.4 and 0.9 ◦C, respectively, for drifters
with residence time between 30 and 60 days and 1.3 and 1.4 ◦ C between 60 and 90 days. Even though the
temperature losses are larger for drifters entering the basin in the south compared to east, both quantities
are significant, and the synthetic drifters suggest that the heat transport across both the southern and the
eastern boundaries of the LB is the largest contributors to the heat budget of the LB at surface.

3.3. Eulerian Analysis—The Role of Subsurface Processes
Using near-surface Lagrangian trajectory analysis of observed drifters, we showed that the AW enters the
LB across a broad sector in the south. The water parcels associated with this flow experience the longest
residence times in the basin, hence the largest heat loss in winter. Synthetic surface drifters additionally
show a contribution from the east, which is supported by the earlier literature (Isachsen et al., 2012; Köhl,
2007; Raj et al., 2016). Overall, the percentage of drifters that interact with the LB (31% for the observed and
26% for the synthetic drifters) is significant but implies that a larger percentage of drifters propagates along
the slope and around the rim of the basin and does not enter the LB. Furthermore, the drifters entering
the LB typically have short residence times, hence experience a limited heat loss. The Slope Current carries
the majority of drifters. This suggests that eddies from the Slope Current may be subsurface lenses instead
of surface intensified eddies (Rossby, Prater, & Søiland, 2009), facilitating a substantial deeper interaction
between AW and the LB (Rossby, Ozhigin, et al., 2009). Vertical motion might occur in certain regions due
to deep MLDs. The (2-D) surface drifters will remain at surface and cannot sink, hence cannot capture the
subsurface exchange. With the Eulerian fields, however, we can investigate the vertical distribution of heat
fluxes and quantify the different contributions to the LB heat budget along the basin contour and in the
water column.
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Figure 7. (a) Annual-averaged integrated heat transport around the LB for each year during the period 1 January 1996
to 1 January 2004. Total heat transport is shown in blue, while the mean heat transport and the eddy transport are
shown in red/green, respectively; (b) time-averaged heat transport over 8 years from 1 January 1996 to 1 January 2004
along the unwrapped LB contour. Dashed lines are the 8-year averaged net heat transports into the basin. The colors
correspond to the total, the mean, and the eddy contribution and are the same as in (a). Red, orange, blue, and green
lines at the bottom identify segments of the unwrapped LB contour. LB = Lofoten Basin.

We use the eddy-resolving 800-m resolution ROMS model to investigate the net heat transport into the LB
and quantify the mean and eddy contributions. As a comparison, the surface EKE averaged over the basin
and over time between 1 January 1996 and 1 January 2004 is 330 cm2/s2, about 5 times larger than the
corresponding number from the 4-km model (Table 1). The volume transport into the LB is balanced as in
the 4-km model. Heat transport is computed by integrating around the closed LB contour over the entire
water column, as in the 4-km model (equation (1)). Applying Reynolds averaging (equation (2)), we split
the integral into a mean and an eddy component. In practice, we obtain the eddy flux, ⟨u′T′⟩, as the residual
of the total heat transport (equation (1)) and the mean heat flux ⟨u⟩⟨T⟩ (here only expressed for u), where
averaging is over 1 year, after following the procedure described in the end of section 2.3. Annual total heat
transports from the 800-mmodel (Figure 7a) are 1 to 5 TW (1 TW=1012 W) larger than the LB heat transport
calculations from the 4-km model (Figure 2). The 8-year average of approximately 10 TW can be compared
to the ocean heat convergence of 119 TW computed by Segtnan et al. (2011) but over an area about 10 times
larger than our LB area. Integrated around this closed volume, the net heat transport is mainly dominated
by eddy fluxes.

We wish to describe the variability of the mean and eddy fluxes in the vertical, in the curtain of water col-
umn around the basin contour. This, however, needs to ensure the net volume transport over the averaging
length is zero. In order to identify the locations along the basin contour where the eddy fluxes and the mean
flow make the largest contributions to the increase of heat content inside the LB, we estimate the net heat
transport through defined segment lengths of the basin contour by the following procedure. Starting from
the northeast edge of the LB contour, as earlier, we integrate the volume transport first over the entire depth
and then counterclockwise along the LB contour over a segment length, until the net volume transport
becomes smaller than a set threshold. Below this threshold, set to 0.02 Sv, we consider the volume transport
to be balanced. We integrate the heat transport over depth and along this segment and assign the result to
the midpoint of the defined segment along the basin contour. This procedure is repeated by moving 2 km
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Figure 8. Vertical distribution of layer-integrated heat transport along segments with balanced volume transport for the
(a) mean flow and for the (b) eddy fluxes, averaged in 80-km bins. The time averaging is similar to Figure 7b. Color bars
show the heat transport in TW. Red, orange, blue, and green lines at the bottom identify the segments of the unwrapped
Lofoten Basin contour. In (a), the black curves show temperature contours for 0 and 3 ◦C along the basin boundary.

counterclockwise along the basin contour and integrating along a new segment with balanced volume
transport. The heat transports are then averaged in 80-km bins along the basin contour.

Alternatively, if one uses the volume average temperature in the LB as the reference temperature, heat trans-
port can be calculated using arbitrary segment lengthswithout the requirement of zero net volume transport
(Lee et al., 2004). However, the heat transport may be sensitive to the choice of the segment length. Con-
straining the segment lengths with zero net volume transport has the advantage that it defines the segments
around the basin contour.

For this calculation, we time average between 1 January 1996 to 1 January 2004 (section 2.3). We require a
minimumsegment length of 200 km. The average segment lengthwith balanced volume transport is 940 km,
approximately two fifths of the length of the basin contour. We assume that the large amount of segments
obtained, 1,413 in total, will be representative of where the heat fluxes enter the basin. Distribution of the
time-averaged heat fluxes along the LB contour highlights where the mean or the eddy components domi-
nate (Figure 7b). The depth-integrated heat transport indicates substantial heat into the basin as amean flow
in the southern sector (1,400–1,600 km) and of comparable magnitude transported out of the basin in the
north (400–600 km). As expected, the heat associated with eddy fluxes are important in the east/northeast.

The vertical distribution of heat transport in the water column along the LB contour is calculated over the
same segments with balanced volumed transport, but vertical integration is over each layer instead of the
entire depth (Figure 8). The time averaging is similar to Figure 7b. The contributions of the mean flow
and the eddy fluxes are presented separately. The mean flow advecting heat to the LB from the south (blue
segment, 1,300–1,700 km) appears to be a near-surface feature, while the eddy fluxes supplying heat into
the basin from the southeast/east/northeast are centered at approximately 700-m depth.

The heat transport, integrated around the basin and the entire depth (Figure 7a), is dominated by eddy fluxes
in agreement with the earlier literature (Isachsen, 2015; Köhl, 2007; Koszalka et al., 2011). Along the LB
contour, the mean heat flux shows a large variability (Figures 7b and 8) and give the largest contribution to
heat input to the LB in the west and south, while the eddy fluxes dominate in the east and north. The large
heat input to the LB in the south (Figures 7b and 8a) is supported by the surface drifters which showed a
slab-like advective inflow to the LB in this region. These drifters entering from the south experience long
residence time and significant temperature loss in the basin. Thus, the heat input in the south computed
from the model is likely to contribute to the surface heat loss in the basin. Between about 600- and 800-m
depth, the heat flux associated with the mean flow vanishes where the temperature of the inflow is approx-
imately zero. At the same levels, the eddy fluxes dominate. The eddy fluxes supply heat to the LB deeper
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Figure 9. (a) Eddy temperature flux convergence (TFC) averaged over depth. The 1,000- and 2,000-m isobaths together
with the Lofoten Basin are shown in black. Color bar shows the TFC in 10−6× ◦C/s. Triangles on the 1,000-m isobath
define the segment over which the vertical profiles of mean and eddy fluxes shown in (b) are averaged. Average profiles
of eddy and mean TFC are calculated over (b) the 1,000-m isobath off the Lofoten Escarpment and (c) the Lofoten
Basin. Note we only show the upper 1,500 m in (c) as the fluxes vanish deeper in the water column. The time averaging
is done for the period 1 January 1996 to 1 January 2004 (similar to Figures 7b and 8) for all panels.

in the water column at approximately 700 m and are not captured by surface drifters, possibly explaining
why only 5% (6%) of the observed (synthetic) surface drifters stayed inside the LB more than 50 days. This
is consistent with the observations of Poulain et al. (1996) and with Rossby, Prater, and Søiland (2009) who
discussed the different behavior of surface drifters and RAFOS floats and found that the fraction of RAFOS
floats ejected from the Slope Current toward the LB was larger than for the surface drifters. The findings are
also consistent with Volkov et al. (2013) who reported differences between the eddy propagation pattern in
the LB (westward and cyclonic propagation) affected by the deep currents and surface drifter trajectories.
The heat from eddy fluxes between 500- and 1,000-m depth are therefore likely to give large contributions
to the LB heat budget.

The results in Figures 7b and 8 are not based on closed integrals and must be interpreted with caution
regarding the net heat transport. Also, they do not reveal information about the residence time in the basin.
However, both the advective flux in the upper layers in the south and the eddy fluxes around 700-m depth
in the east are supported by Lagrangian studies. Water parcels bringing heat into the basin at these locations
also interact significantly with the basin and contribute to the heat loss. The mean heat fluxes centered
around 1,500 km that advect about 1.5 TW heat into the basin are larger than the eddy fluxes of ∼1 TW at
700-m depth. Since the eddy fluxes are important to close the LB heat budget (Isachsen, 2015; Isachsen et al.,
2012; Köhl, 2007; Richards & Straneo, 2015; Spall, 2010; Volkov et al., 2015), our estimate of the mean heat
flux from the south implies a substantial advective heat contribution.

An analysis of the temperature flux convergence (TFC) supports the inferences from the mean and eddy
fluxes discussed above. We compute the negative of divergence such that a positive value indicates conver-
gence of temperature, that is, heating, as −∇ · ⟨u′T′⟩ (i.e., the eddy TFC) and −⟨u⟩ · ∇⟨T⟩ (i.e., the mean
TFC), using the 8-year average from 1 January 1996 to 1 January 2004. The second expression assumes a
nondivergent horizontal flow analogous to Isachsen et al. (2012). Note the temperature fluxes computed in
Figures 7 and 8 consist of both rotational and divergent components. The heat budget of the basin is gov-
erned by the divergent heat flux; hence, the rotational component should be separated. This difficult task is
alleviated by analyzing the heat flux divergences, since the rotational component vanishes (Isachsen et al.,
2012). Figure 9a shows the depth-averaged eddy TFC distribution in the domain, with elevated values over
the Lofoten Escarpment. Along the Slope Current, there is a persistent divergence of eddy fluxes along the
1,000-m isobath (blue colors in Figure 9a). A segment along the Lofoten Escarpment, along the 1,000-m
isobath marked between the triangles in Figure 9a, is analyzed in detail. Averages of the mean and eddy
TFC are computed along this segment for each depth level, to obtain the vertical distribution (Figure 9b). A
similar calculation is also made over the LB (Figure 9c).
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The vertical profiles show a divergence of eddy fluxes along the Lofoten Escarpment (Figure 9b), indicating
heat extracted by the eddies shed from the 1,000-m isobath. The divergence has a maximum around a depth
of 400 m. Furthermore, the eddy flux divergences dominate the convergence of the mean flow, implying
the importance of the cooling of the Slope Current by eddy fluxes in this region, which may become a heat
source for warming of colder water offshore, also possibly deep into the LB. This is supported by the vertical
profiles obtained inside the central LB contour (Figure 9c). Even though the magnitudes are smaller than
at the slope, the eddy fluxes show convergence around a depth of 700 m. This is consistent with Figure 8b
and suggests that the eddies shed off the Slope Current to some extent propagate into the LB. Furthermore,
the convergence of fluxes associated with the mean flow is larger than the convergence of eddy fluxes and
dominates near the surface. This is consistent with the drifter observations and implies that the contribution
of the slab of AW advection from the southern sector is important for the LB heat budget.

4. Conclusions
Compared to the Greenland Basin and the Norwegian Basin, the LB stands out with 3 to 12 times larger
volume-integrated net heat transport and 3 to 6 times larger surface heat loss. The main contributors to the
LB heat budget are the mean advective heat flow from the AW along the southern LB sector and the eddy
fluxes from the Lofoten Escarpment in the east.

Our main findings are (1) the contribution of near-surface heat transport by the mean flow entering the LB
from south is of significant importance; (2) the heat transport from the Lofoten Escarpment is dominated by
eddy fluxes and enters the LB from the east; and (3) the eddy temperature flux divergence has a subsurface
maximum that is not captured by the surface drifters.

The southeastern corner of the LB is an entry hot spot for surface drifters.However,most of these drifters stay
inside the basin for a short period, and hence, the associated heat loss is limited. Drifters with long residence
time inside the basin enter from south and, to some extent, from east. The Eulerian and Lagrangian analyses
both suggest that eddies propagatewestward into the LB.A comparison of vertical profiles of eddyTFCs from
the slope region and from the central basin supports this link. The eddy fluxes cool the mean slope current,
a process dominated at subsurface, and act as a heat source in the central basin. The heat transport by the
mean flow enters the basin from the south in the upper water column and averaged over the central LB, the
convergence of temperature fluxes associated with the mean flow is the largest at surface. This is consistent
with our analyses of observed and synthetic surface drifters which revealed that these water masses often
experience long residence time inside the basin to contribute substantially to the LB heat loss.

The subsurface processes are important in controlling the heat fluxes and the TFC, both in the basin and over
the slope. Detailed subsurface Lagrangian observations are needed. Because of the deep mixed layer in the
LB, the water parcels can experience a vertical exchange in addition to the lateral exchange. 3-D Lagrangian
trajectories, computed from eddy-resolving numerical simulations as presented here but with better vertical
and time resolution and realistic vertical velocity fields, could identify pathway of water parcels in the water
column and merit further studies.
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Abstract The Lofoten Basin in the eastern Nordic Seas plays a central role in modifying the warm
Atlantic Water inflow toward the Arctic Ocean. Here, the Atlantic Water experiences increased residence
times, cooling, and substantial transformation. In this study, we investigate the Atlantic Water inflow
pathways to the Lofoten Basin and their vertical and seasonal variations using 2-D and 3-D Lagrangian
simulations forced by a high-resolution ocean model. Atlantic Water enters the basin from all directions,
but we find two main inflow pathways at all vertical levels, one close to the Lofoten Escarpment in the
southeast, associated with the Slope Current, and another close to the Helgeland Ridge in the southwest,
associated with the Front Current. The surface inflow exhibits a stronger seasonal forcing than the inflow
at depth as well as a stronger heat loss that is dominated by water masses entering the basin from the
south. At deeper levels, the warm inflow from the east cools, while the relatively colder inflow from the
west warms. The 2-D and 3-D synthetic trajectories show similar pathways. However, they are affected
differently by the seasonal signal, giving different heat exchange patterns. Our results have implications for
how results from Lagrangian observations in the region should be interpreted.

PlainLanguage Summary The Lofoten Basin in the Nordic Seas is of fundamental importance
for the modification of the warm northward flowing Atlantic Water. Much of the ocean heat is lost to
the atmosphere in this region. This is maintained by warm water inflows from regions around. Here, we
study these inflows, their vertical structure, seasonal variability, and contribution to the heat budget in the
basin. We apply an ocean model to advect purposefully released particles in the Nordic Seas seeded at 15-,
200-, and 500-m depth and study their pathways and fates. We analyze both a horizontal 2-D (particles are
fixed at depth) and a full 3-D (particles can move in the vertical) simulation and compare the two. We find
that the water masses mainly enter the Lofoten Basin in two regions, one in the southeast and one in the
southwest. However, the vertical structure reveals that water that is cooled enter the basin via different
routes at the surface than at deeper levels. The seasonal variations are also larger at surface than at depth.
The 2-D and 3-D simulations show overall similar patterns, but the 3-D simulation reveals larger seasonal
variations than the 2-D simulation.

1. Introduction
The Lofoten Basin (LB) in the Norwegian Sea is recognized as a region for the retention and modification
of the warm and saline Atlantic Water (AW) carried by the Norwegian Atlantic Current (NwAC) northward
toward the Arctic Ocean (Koszalka et al., 2011; Mauritzen, 1996; Rossby et al., 2009). As the AW enters
the Nordic Seas (a joint name for the Greenland, Iceland, and Norwegian Seas), the NwAC splits into two
branches, the Slope Current and the Front Current embracing the LB to the east along the upper Norwegian
continental slope and to the west along the Helgeland-Mohn Ridges, respectively (Orvik & Niiler, 2002; see
also Figure 1a). The relatively warmAW spreads between the branches and experiences increased residence
times in the basin (Rossby et al., 2009). Large surface heat and buoyancy loss in winter result in cooling
(Isachsen, 2015; Rossby et al., 2009; Richards & Straneo, 2015), and themodifiedwatermasses sink and form
a warm anomaly at depth, compensated by their high salinity (Bosse et al., 2018; Segtnan et al., 2011). The
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Figure 1. (a): Bathymetry map of the Nordic Seas showing the main pathways of the northward flowing Atlantic Water
(red, the Slope Current, SC, and the Front Current, FC), the study domain (yellow) of the ROMS model used for the
OpenDrift simulations, and the deployment grid for the synthetic drifters (gray dots). (b) ROMS model Eulerian
temperature field at 200-m depth averaged over a period of 1996–1999. Superimposed are selected trajectories of 3-D
synthetic drifters deployed at 200 m, illustrating pathways of the SC, (blue trajectory), FC (green trajectory), and the
inflow to the LB via the Lofoten Slope Inflow (magenta) and the Helgeland Inflow (purple). Abbreviations are: LB =
Lofoten Basin, LE = Lofoten Escarpment, HR = Helgeland Ridge, MR = Mohn Ridge, VP = Vøring Plateau, LVI =
Lofoten-Vesterålen Islands, FC = Front Current, and SC = Slope Current.

AW extends vertically to a mean depth of 500–600 m and a maximum depth of approximately 800 m (Bosse
et al., 2018; Mauritzen, 1996) (see also Figure 1b). Quantifying and understanding processes that modify the
AW en route to the Arctic are important with implications for the regional climate and marine ecosystems
(Årthun et al., 2018; Kovacs et al., 2011; Ogawa et al., 2018), as well as impacts on the Arctic sea ice cover
(Årthun et al., 2019).

Quantifying the spatial distribution and temporal variability of mass and heat exchanges between the AW
inflow and the LB is not a trivial task, as complex transient andmesoscale (10–100 km) processes contribute
with large eddy heat fluxes (Isachsen et al., 2012; Spall, 2010). Several studies have pointed to the role of
mesoscale eddies shed from the Slope Current off the Lofoten Escarpment and advected westward to the LB
(Isachsen et al., 2012; Isachsen, 2015; Köhl, 2007; Raj et al., 2016; Volkov et al., 2015). This view is consistent
with enhanced eddy kinetic energy densities and horizontal diffusivities in the eastern part of the LB as
inferred from surface drifter data (Andersson et al., 2011; Koszalka et al., 2011). Subsurface acoustic RAFOS
float trajectories have also shown eddy variability in this region (Rossby et al., 2009).

Analyses of hydrographic observations (Ivanov & Korablev, 1995) and model studies (Köhl, 2007; Volkov
et al., 2013) have suggested that anticyclonic eddies from the Slope Current follow a cyclonic path toward
the center of the LB. Volkov et al. (2013) also suggested that this cyclonic pattern is more pronounced in
deeper levels (1,000–1,500m). Furthermore, using subsurface RAFOS float observations, Rossby et al. (2009)
showed that the flow at 200-m depth is strongly topographically steered. A large fraction of the RAFOS
floats followed the Slope Current and entered the LB from east, trapped in eddies shed from the slope.
However, analyses of surface drifters by Koszalka et al. (2013) and Dugstad et al. (2019) have suggested that
the warm AW spreads and enters the LB from the south as a broad slab between the two NwAC branches,
thus indicating a different pattern at the surface. In particular, the latter study found that the surface drifters
with long residence time inside the basin enter along the southern part of the LB ,mainly across the northern
rim of the Vøring Plateau. In an attempt to partition the contribution of advective heat transport into the
LB in their eddy-permitting model, Dugstad et al. (2019) found that the heat transport by the mean flow
was important in upper layers along the southern sector of the basin, while the eddy heat fluxes from the
Lofoten Escarpment in the east were enhanced at depths between 300 and 600 m. While the above studies
suggest that both the mean flow and eddy fluxes contribute to the heat budget of the LB, the main routes
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and vertical structure of the AW inflow to the basin, the associated heat exchange, and the temporal aspect
of these exchanges remain poorly known.

We address these questions by analyzing trajectories from Lagrangian simulations driven by outputs from
a 800-m horizontal resolution ocean model of the region. We investigate the main inflow routes, describe
their vertical structure and seasonal variability, and estimate how this affects the AW-LB heat exchange.
We analyze two Lagrangian simulations, one with only 2-D horizontal advection (similar to the motion of
surface drifters and RAFOS floats) and one that also allows vertical advection (3-D), and compare the two.
Deployments at three vertical levels (15, 200, and 500 m) are used to quantify the vertical structure of the
AW-LB exchange. Our study thus complements Dugstad et al. (2019) who addressed the subsurface AW-LB
exchange within the Eulerian framework only. Using the Lagrangian framework, we are able to study the
pathways and fates of a particular water mass, namely, AW, as it enters and passes through the LB.

2. Data andMethods
2.1. OceanModel
We integrate Lagrangian trajectories using the output from a high-resolution Regional OceanModeling Sys-
tem (ROMS) configuration for the eastern Nordic Seas. ROMS is a hydrostatic primitive equation model
defined on a staggered C-grid and terrain-following vertical coordinates (Haidvogel et al., 2008; Shchepetkin
&McWilliams, 2005, 2009). A fourth-order-centered scheme is used for vertical advection and a third-order
upwind scheme for horizontal tracer and momentum advection. No explicit horizontal eddy viscosity or
diffusion is applied but the upwind advection scheme exhibits implicit numerical diffusion. Unresolved ver-
tical mixing processes are parameterized using the k-𝜖 version of the General Length Scale scheme (Umlauf
& Burchard, 2003; Warner et al., 2005). The skill of this scheme in representing vertical convection is sat-
isfactory (Warner et al., 2005), and its effect on our results and interpretation is discussed in section 4.3.
The open lateral boundaries are relaxed toward monthly fields from the Global Forecast Ocean Assimila-
tion Model (MacLachlan et al., 2015), and the atmospheric forcing is provided by 6-hourly fields from the
ERA-Interim atmospheric reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). The model has 800-m horizontal resolution and 60
vertical layers with enhanced resolution near the surface (thickness varying from 2 to 5 m at surface toward
60 to 70 m toward the bottom). Model output (currents and hydrography) is stored every 6 hr for the period
of 1996–1999. With this spatial and temporal resolution the model resolves mesoscale and even some sub-
mesocale processes (Isachsen, 2015; Trodahl & Isachsen, 2018) and thus captures the circulation features
that dominate lateral stirring processes.

2.2. Lagrangian Simulations
For Lagrangian simulations, we employ OpenDrift (Dagestad et al., 2018), an open source Python-based
framework for Lagrangian modeling, which operates off-line, that is, using a stored model velocity out-
put. OpenDrift includes modules to simulate drift of various substances and objects such as oil, search and
rescue, and plankton (Dagestad & Röhrs, 2019; Jones et al., 2016; Kvile et al., 2018). In this study, how-
ever, we follow the movement of water particles, using the most basic OpenDrift module for passive tracers
advected solely with ocean currents. We will refer to the Lagrangian simulations as “synthetic drifters” to
distinguish them from real surface drifter observations used for comparison (section 2.3). Two experiments
of synthetic drifters are performed, using either only the horizontal velocity (2-D experiments) or the full
three-dimensional velocity field (3-D experiments). Lagrangian positions are updated using the 6-hourly
model currents by applying a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration routine. Trajectories, that is, time series
of Lagrangian positions (longitude, latitude, and depth) are stored with 6-hr intervals. ROMS potential tem-
perature, salinity, and velocity outputs are linearly interpolated on the particle trajectories. We do not apply
explicit lateral or vertical diffusion to avoid making trajectories too diffusive with respect to transport prop-
erties of the ROMS model solution used to force them. The question of adding additional diffusive term to
compensate for the missed variability in off-line Lagrangian simulation has been a subject of a discussion
but is usually avoided in studies using high-resolution model outputted at high frequency; see for example,
Bower et al. (2011), Gelderloos et al. (2017), Rühs et al. (2019), and in our previous study, Dugstad et al.
(2019), as well as van Sebille et al. (2018) andWagner et al. (2019) and references herein. We will come back
to this point in section 4.

The synthetic drifters are deployed at three levels, 15, 200, and 500 m (typical anchoring levels for surface
drifters and RAFOS floats, respectively, and reaching down to the base of the AW in the Nordic Seas), and
uniformly over the horizontal domain (marked in Figure 1a) in sets of 40 × 40 drifters (about 20-km spacing
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Table 1
Statistics for the Entry Into the LB and Residence Time for Synthetic Drifters (2-D and 3-D Lagrangian Experiments)

Lofoten Basin Drifters Residence time [days]
Depth [m] Total all outside [%] all entries (LSI) (HI) longest stay (LSI) (HI)

2D
15 164,013 99,588 60,432 [48] 10 (8) (13) 29 (19) (37)
200 171,566 100,977 61,841 [47] 12 (10) (14) 39 (28) (44)
500 143,455 92,759 53,603 [51] 16 (14) (19) 56 (47) (62)

3D
15 163,456 100,886 61,730 [49] 11 (10) (14) 35 (25) (43)
200 164,227 102,304 63,148 [50] 13 (11) (15) 42 (32) (48)
500 143,891 92,209 53,053 [51] 17 (14) (22) 59 (43) (76)

Note. Total: the total number of synthetic drifters considered in the analysis (see section 2.2). Lofoten Basin Drifters: the
number of synthetic drifters interacting with the LB, both given by all drifters (both those deployed in the LB and those
entering from outside) and the ones only entering the basin from outside (all minus the 39,156 drifters deployed in the
LB). The percentage of drifters entering from outside, calculated as outside

Total−39,156 ∗ 100, is given in brackets. Residence
time, all entries: the mean residence time for all synthetic drifter entries in the LB. Residence time, longest stay: the
mean residence time for the longest stay in the basin (see section 3.2). The residence times in parentheses are given for
drifters entering the basin across the LSI and HI segments, respectively.

between the deployments). The sets of 1,600 drifters are deployed every week from 1 January 1996 to 1
January 1999, giving 156weeks of deployments (1,600∗156 = 249,600 drifters in total at each seeding depth).
Each synthetic drifter is given a lifetime of 1 year. We disregard the deployments over shelf areas shallower
than 200m, which reduces the number of trajectories to 225,000 at 15 and 200 m and 195,000 at 500m, and
we apply absorbing boundary conditions that cause drifters that run over a shelf region shallower than 200
m or hit the open-ocean boundary of the model to be terminated. We also exclude from the analysis drifters
that are deployed north of the northernmost part of the LB contour (26,988 drifters for each level, 2-D and
3-D), and about 15% of the total that are deployed in a cyclonic rim circulation of the Norwegian Sea to the
south and recirculating southward and never reaching the LB.

The total number of analyzed synthetic drifters, for each vertical level and experiment, is given in Table 1.
Furthermore, sincewe focus on the inflow to the LB, wewill inmost cases consider only the drifters entering
the LB from outside (Table 1). As in Dugstad et al. (2019), we define the LB by the 3,000-m isobath (see
highlighted black contour in Figure 1a). This contour is closed except in the southwest corner where the
Helgeland Ridge opens toward the Norwegian Basin. We manually closed this 28-km-long segment.

2.3. Relative Dispersion of Real and Synthetic Drifters
To evaluate the velocity field in the model, we compare the Lagrangian trajectories deployed at 15-m depth
to actual surface drifter observations using dispersion statistics. Surface drifter data from the eastern Nordic
Seas (15–20◦ E, 62–75◦ N) were downloaded from the Global Drifter Programme database (https://www.
aoml.noaa.gov/phod/gdp/ updated through 30 June 2018 at the time of download on 19 January 2019).
The drifter positions (longitude, latitude) were quality controlled and interpolated via a kriging method to
6-hr intervals by the AOML/NOAA Drifter Data Assembly Center (Lumpkin & Pazos, 2007). This type of
drifter consists of a surface buoy, with a transmitter and a temperature sensor and a subsurface drogue at
15-m depth. The drifter has a tether strain sensor for monitoring the presence of the drogue. Only trajectory
segments with the drogue attached were used. The largest contribution to the total of 370 drifters came
from the POLEWARDexperiment under the International Polar Year (2007–2009)whereby 150 drifterswere
deployed at the Svinøy site (63◦ N), near the islands of Gimsøy, Bjørnøya, in the Barents Sea, and in the LB
(Koszalka et al., 2009). Most of the POLEWARD drifters were deployed in pairs and triplets yielding nearly
100 drifter pairs. A smaller deployment (10 drifters) was also carried out during the ProVoLo experiment.

We evaluate the Lagrangian simulations by comparing the 2-D synthetic drifters deployed at 15-m depth
with the observed surface drifters anchored at 15-m depth, using a relative dispersion statistics. The relative
dispersion quantifies the spreading of nearby drifters due to spatial differences in the velocity field and can
be regarded as a proxy for Eulerian wave number kinetic energy spectra (Koszalka et al., 2009; LaCasce,
2008). As in Koszalka et al. (2009) we consider chance pairs (drifters that came close together at any instant
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Figure 2. Ensemble-mean relative dispersion as a function of time for the
observed surface drifters and for the 2-D synthetic drifters deployed and
advected at anchoring depth of the surface drifters (15 m). The 95%
confidence intervals for the observed relative dispersion are shown with red
thin lines.

of time, not necessarily deployed together) and close separations (less
than 2 km) . In addition, to avoid the drifter pair velocities that are cor-
related at the starting point of the analysis, we search pairs at 1-day
intervals. This yields 461 chance pairs for the observed surface drifters
(reduced by half after 100 days). For the synthetic trajectories, due to their
larger number, we find pairs at 30-day intervals yielding over 200,000
pairs for the total duration of the experiment. This large number of
drifters allows a statistical comparison.

The ensemble-mean relative dispersion of the synthetic and observed
drifters is shown in Figure 2. The synthetic drifters reproduce the relative
dispersion of the surface drifters very well. Both the initial exponential
regime during the first 2 days and the Richardson regime at 2–10 days
(Koszalka et al., 2009) are captured. This means that the near-surface tur-
bulent transport processes including stirring by eddies and mean current
shear are statisticallywell represented by the ROMSmodel output forcing
the Lagrangian simulations. Unfortunately, a small number of the avail-
able RAFOS floats (∼20) in the eastern Nordic Seas prohibits a similar
statistical evaluation at deeper levels.

3. Results
3.1. General Circulation Features
We first focus on the general circulation at 200m, which is representative for the AW inflow in the east-
ern Nordic Seas, as the flows in this region are relatively weakly stratified and to a large extent steered by
topography.

Figure 1a shows a schematic of mean currents superimposed on a bathymetric map, and Figure 1b shows
the model domain and the model's time-averaged temperature field at 200m carrying a signature of the
warm AW filling the LB. Superimposed are four selected synthetic Lagrangian trajectories from the 3-D
deployment at 200-m depth that illustrate main circulation features discussed in the text: the northward
flowing Slope Current (blue) and Front Current (green) and two main inflow pathways to the LB from the
east andwest, given inmagenta and purple colors, respectively (the inflowswill be further discussed below).
Similar circulation patterns are also identified in the 2-D synthetic drifters deployed at 200m (not shown),
and they are also evident in trajectories of the observed RAFOS floats ballasted at ∼250-m depth (Rossby et
al., 2009).

3.2. Main Inflow Pathways and Residence Times in the LB
In order to visualize the main inflows to the LB, we plot “drifter density maps.” These are obtained by
counting occurrences of individual synthetic drifters in a grid of longitude-latitude bins and normalizing
by the total number of drifters entering the LB. Figure 3 shows such maps to indicate pathways of drifters
before LB entry, using drifters deployed at 15 and 500 m. Since a drifter can cross the LB contour several
times, we consider trajectory segments from deployment until the entry of the longest period of stay in the
basin. (When a drifter crosses the basin contour multiple times, it experiences several periods in the basin.
One of the periods must be longer than the other ones. We refer to this as the longest period of stay, or
simply the “longest stay.”) Because the LB is located at high latitudes (around 70◦ N), the longitude bins are
scaled by a factor 1∕ cos(70◦) relative to the latitude bins. Thus, we choose bin sizes of 0.73◦ × 0.25◦. Only
density maps from the 3-D simulation are shown in Figure 3, but the ones derived from 2-D simulations
are similar. There are drifters entering the LB from all sides, but two major inflow regions stand out: the
“Lofoten Slope Inflow” (LSI) to the southeast, close to the continental slope, and the “Helgeland Inflow”
(HI) to the southwest, approximately where the 3,000-m contour does not close. These two inflow regions
aremarkedwith cyan segments in the figure. The importance of the LSI andHI is quantified by counting the
number of drifters that entered the basin (for their longest stay) across these segments. The segment lengths
amount to 16% (LSI) and 18% (HI) of the total LB contour length, but the percentage of drifters with a longest
stay entry across these segments is larger. In the 3-D simulations LSI accounts for 24–25% of the drifters
at all three levels, whereas for the HI the percentage of drifters increases from 17% at 15 m to 25% at 500
m. Results from the 2-D simulations agree to within 2%. This means that approximately 50% of the drifters
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Figure 3. Density maps of 3-D synthetic drifters deployed at (a) 15 m and (b) 500-m depth entering the LB for their
longest stay in the basin. Only segments from deployment until the longest stay entry are considered. The 1,000- and
2000-m isobaths are shown in black thin lines, and the 3,000-m isobath (thick black) defines the LB. The density maps
show the occurrence percentage of drifters in a grid of longitude-latitude, relative to the number of drifters entering the
basin for the respective deployment depth. The bin sizes are 0.73◦ × 0.25◦ (see section 3.2). Cyan segments show the
LSI and HI segments along the LB contour.

enter the basin via the LSI and the HI segments combined, which is disproportionally large compared with
the relative length of the segments. Hence, these inflows appear as key regions for the AW-LB exchange.

In general, the salient circulation features in the region are related to topography and thus appear similar in
the 2-D and 3-D synthetic trajectories (Table 1). In both, the 2-D and 3-D simulations, similar percentages of
synthetic drifters interact with the LB (∼50%). The simulations also agree well in terms of residence times
inside the LB. We report averages over two alternative residence times computed from the trajectories, the
residence time of any entry to the basin (this can include short duration crossings of the basin contour)
and the residence time of the longest stay. In both 2-D and 3-D simulations, the mean residence time for
all entries is shortest for drifters deployed at 15 m (10 days) and longest for drifters deployed at 500 m (17
days). The same holds for the longest stay entries (30 and 60 days for drifters deployed at 15 and 500 m,
respectively) indicating that the residence times increase with depth. If only sampling for the trajectories
entering the LB across the LSI or HI segments (cyan segments in Figures 3a and 3b), the residence times
also agree fairly well. The largest difference is seen for drifters deployed at 500-m depth and entering the LB
via HI, where the longest stay residence time for the 3-D simulation is larger (76 vs. 62 days). The residence
times are generally longer for the HI entries compared to the LSI entries (discussed in section 4.1).

Note that the synthetic drifters are integrated for only 1 year so the residence time statistics are likely under-
estimated with respect to an asymptotic case of infinite time or a multiyear integration; nevertheless, it is a
useful diagnostic for the purpose of questions addressed in our work. The differences between the 2-D and
3-D simulations, their seasonal variation, and impact on heat exchange are further considered in sections
3.4–3.5.

3.3. Vertical Structure of the Inflow and Its Seasonal Variations in 3-D Lagrangian Simulations
Probability density functions (PDFs) of the depth of entry to the LB are calculated for the first entry and the
longest stay entry using the 3-D synthetic drifters (Figure 4a). The PDF curves show that the majority of
drifters enter the basin close to their deployment level, but they are skewed toward deeper levels, implying
that more drifters have sunk relative to their deployment position.

To study the differences in vertical drifter movements, we calculate a monthly breakdown of the relative
vertical displacement between the deployment position and the entry to the LB. Specifically, for each 3-D
synthetic drifter with a longest stay entry in a given month, we compute its vertical displacement relative
to its depth 30 days prior to entry (i.e., difference in depth at time of entry and 30 days earlier). The choice
of a 30-day window was made to ensure a time span long enough to allow the drifters to be affected by
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Figure 4. (a): Probability density functions (PDFs) of the entry depth into the LB for 3-D drifters for the first entry to
the basin (solid) and the longest stay (LS, dashed); (b) seasonal median vertical displacements (negative = sinking)
experienced by synthetic drifters between the day of their longest stay entry and 30 days earlier; for example, Month =
1 shows the median vertical displacement between the longest stay entry and 30 days before for drifters entering the
basin in January. We show vertical displacements for drifters entering via the LSI (solid lines), HI (dashed lines), and
the entire LB (solid lines with circles). Error bars for LSI15, LSI200, and LSI500 are also shown (see text). Error bars for
other groups are similar. The LSI and HI are defined as the cyan-colored segments in Figures 3a and 3b.

different physical processes but also short enough as the time span should be shorter than the seasonal
variability. A representative vertical displacement for the given month is obtained as the median value of all
vertical displacements in thatmonth (a negative vertical displacement indicates sinking). TheROMSvertical
resolution gets coarser at depth. This imposes an inherent uncertainty in the vertical displacement in the
Lagrangian simulations. We quantify this uncertainty using the model layer thickness (annual average) at
the depth of the estimated median vertical displacement. The error bars increase with depth and are only
shown for LSI for clarity (the geographical difference is not large).

The month-to-month calculations are done separately for the entries across the LSI and HI segments as
well as for the entire basin contour as a comparison (Figure 4b). The drifter densities 30 days prior to the
entries across LSI and HI, respectively, indicate that the drifters are concentrated around their respective
entry regions (not shown). Thus, the drifters have not traveled from vastly different regions during this
period; hence, they have not experienced particularly different physical processes, suggesting that our 30-day
window is an appropriate choice. For all three categories, a seasonal signal is seen in surface layers (drifters
deployed at 15 m) where winter months are characterized by a net sinking while summer months show
drifter movements with negligible vertical displacement. Deep mixed layers in winter allow larger vertical
displacements than a stratified water column in summer. The seasonal signal is also stronger for drifters
entering via the LSI than via the HI or the basin as a whole, and the variations are strongest at the surface.
At deeper levels (especially 500 m), the error bars are large, and the difference in vertical displacements is
not statistically significant. But in general, Figure 4b implies a different vertical structure of the inflows in
winter than in summer and that the net sinking is largest in the LSI region, indicating that waters entering
here are the most buoyant and therefore most susceptible to cooling (with consequent sinking) in winter.

As the 3-D synthetic drifters are advected vertically, they enter the LB at various depths. Taking advantage of
the spatially uniform deployment over the area, we further categorize the drifters based on the depth of the
longest stay entry to the LB, independent of their initial deployment level. From the PDFs in Figure 4a, we
find “break points” in drifter densities (where the various PDFs intersect) and use them to define three entry
depth classes: (1) 0–130 m (62,355 drifters), (2) 130–370 m (51,915 drifters) and (3) 370 m to bottom (63,661
drifters). From this definition, a drifter that, for example, had its longest stay entry to the LB at 40-m depth
would be defined to belong to Depth Class 1. The 3-D synthetic drifters in these three classes are further
subdivided by which season they enter the LB (winter: January–March and summer: July–September).

As discussed above, the drifters experience sinking during winter, while during summer, the strong stratifi-
cation restricts the drifters to float near their deployment level. This seasonal difference manifests itself as
a smaller percentage of drifters being observed in Depth Class 1 during winter compared to summer, and
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Figure 5. Density maps of 3-D synthetic drifters entering the LB in different seasons: (a, c, and e) Winter =
January–March and (b, d, and f) Summer = July–September, and at different depths. Only trajectory segments from
deployment until the longest stay entry are considered. The entry depth classes (see text) are 1:0–130 m (a,b), 2:130–370
m (c,d), 3:370–bottom (e,f). The color bar shows the percentage of drifters in a bin when normalized with the total
number of drifters entering the basin summed over all depth classes (62,355 + 51,915 + 63,661 = 177,931). Bin sizes are
as in Figure 3.
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Figure 6. Density maps of (a and b) 2-D drifters at 15-m depth and (c and d) 3-D drifters deployed at 15 m entering the
LB between 0- and 30-m depth in winter (January–March, left panels) and summer (July–September, right panels).
Only trajectory segments from deployment until the longest stay entry are considered. Color bars show the percentage
of drifters in a bin normalized with the total number of drifters entering the LB for the given deployment depth (2-D 15
m: 60,432; 3-D 15 m: 61,730). Bin sizes are as in Figure 3.

vice versa for Depth Class 2. Specifically, we estimate that among the drifters in Depth Class 1, about 28%
enter the basin during summer and about 22% enter the basin during winter. Furthermore, we observe that
during summer, the relative amount of drifters in Depth Class 1 that are deployed at 15 m is larger than dur-
ing winter (82% vs. 62%). This is mainly because the drifters deployed at 15 m can sink in winter (to Depth
Class 2) while they remain in Depth Class 1 during summer.

The density maps of drifters in the three depth classes (0–130 m, 130–370 m, and 370 m-bottom) are shown
in Figure 5 for trajectory segments between deployment and the longest stay entry. The color bar indicates
the percentage of drifters in a bin when normalized by the total number of drifters in all depth classes in
order to better visualize the seasonal-vertical variations of the inflow to the LB. The seasonal behavior shows
up in Figures 5a–5d as stronger colors (larger percentages) in panel b compared to panel a and also to some
extent stronger colors in panel c compared to panel d. Note that the seasonal variability is stronger in Depth
Class 1, nearby the surface where the atmospheric cooling/warming largely affects the stratification of the
water column. For Depth Class 3, at depths below 370 m, (Figures 5e and 5f) the synthetic drifter densities
and patterns show only weak seasonal variation.

Despite the seasonal variations in the density maps, the main inflow pathways toward the basin are similar.
For Depth Classes 1 and 2 the LSI andHI are pronounced in both seasons. For Depth Class 3 we also observe
these features, but in the east toward the continental slope, we also notice enhanced drifter densities around
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Table 2
Percentages of Synthetic Drifters (2-D and 3-D Lagrangian Experiments) Classified According to the
Temperature Loss in the LB During Their Longest Stay in the Basin

1 2 3 4
Depth/depth class <−1 ◦ C [%] −1–0 ◦ C [%] 0–1 ◦ C [%] >1 ◦ C [%]

2-D
15 m 7 13 8 4
200 m 5 15 13 2
500 m 3 11 11 3

3-D
(0–130 m) 8 14 10 3
(130–370 m) 2 14 12 1

(370 m-bottom) 1 16 14 0

Note. Temperature Class 1 (drifters that experience more than 1 ◦ C cooling), Temperature Class 2
(between 0 and 1 ◦ C cooling), Temperature Class 3 (between 0 and 1 ◦ Cwarming), and Temperature
Class 4 (more than 1 ◦ C warming). Listed are percentages of drifters deployed at 15-, 200-, and
500-m depths (2-D) and drifters belonging to Depth Classes 1, 2, and 3 (3-D) that belonged to the
given temperature class. The percentages are computed by normalizing by the number of drifters
entering the LB independent on deployment level/depth class (2-D: 60,432 + 61,841 + 53,603 =
175,884 drifters; 3-D: 62,355 + 51,915 + 63,661 = 177,931 drifters).

larger stretches of the basin boundary. We take this as indication of enhanced topographic steering of flow
(and drifters) at depth.

3.4. Two-Dimensional Versus Three-Dimensional Lagrangian Trajectories
We assess the differences between the 2-D and 3-D simulations in terms of the near-surface circulation
where the vertical displacements and seasonality are more pronounced (Figure 6). We show winter (left
panels) and summer (right panels) density maps for the 2-D synthetic drifters at 15m (top panels) and the
3-D synthetic drifters deployed at 15 m and entering the LB at the depth of 0–30 m (15 m ± 15 m, bottom
panels). The maps reveal that the seasonality in drifter distributions is much more pronounced for the 3-D
synthetic drifters than for the 2-D synthetic drifters. For instance, the percentage of 3-D drifters that enter
the basin in winter versus summer between 0- and 30-m depth, when normalized to the amount of 3-D
drifters deployed at 15 m that entered the LB (Table 1), is 8% and 20%, respectively. This strong seasonality
is again coupled to the vertical structure of the inflow: During winter (panel c), the 3-D drifters have sunk
below our defined depth range, and as a consequence, they have lower occurrence density than in summer
(panel d), consistent with our interpretation of results shown in the previous section. For the 2-D drifters,
the drifter densities in different seasons can only be affected by a change of pathways between summer and
winter that would make the amount of drifters entering the basin at the given depth to change between the
seasons. However, the drifter densities between winter and summer are similar (Figures 6a and 6b), and
the two seasons account for approximately the same percentage of drifters entering the basin (winter: 24%,
summer: 25%) when normalized against the amount of 2-D drifters entering the basin when deployed at 15
m (Table 1), indicating a strong difference between the 2-D and 3-D drifters.

A similar comparison of the 2-D and 3-D drifters deployed at 200- and 500-m depths (not shown) reveals
seasonal differences, but with smaller amplitude at 200 m and hardly discernible at 500 m. This result is
consistent with Figures 5e and 5f for Depth Class 3, indicating similar drifter densities and patterns in the
two panels, implying that the seasonal variation in vertical displacement of the drifters is small when we
integrate the drifter densities over the water column below 370-m depth.

3.5. Implications for Heat Exchange
As seen from Figure 5 and mentioned in section 3.3, the inflows to the LB preferentially come more from
the slope at deeper levels compared to the surface. It is of interest to see whether this has an impact on the
AW-LB heat exchange. As a proxy to quantify the heat exchange associated with the inflow, we study path-
ways toward the LB of synthetic drifters that experience a certain temperature change within the basin. We
thereby assume that the temperature change occurs along the drifter trajectory (see section 4.3 for further
discussion). Because several previous studies used 2-D surface drifters and RAFOS floats to study the heat
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Figure 7. Drifter density maps of 3-D drifters in Depth Class 1 (0–130 m) that belonged to (blue colors) Temperature
Class 1 (cooling more than 1 ◦ C in the LB) and (red colors) Temperature Class 4 (warming more than 1 ◦ C in the LB)
subsampled by the season of the longest stay entry to the LB. Only trajectory segments from deployment until the
longest stay entry are considered. Color bars show the percentage of drifters in each bin relative to the total number of
3-D drifters belonging to Depth Class 1 (62,355 drifters). Since the color maps can overlap, blue colors are mapped over
red colors using 30% transparency. Bin sizes are as in Figure 3.

exchange (Dugstad et al., 2019; Isachsen et al., 2012; Koszalka et al., 2013; Rossby et al., 2009), we also inves-
tigate the differences between the 2-D Lagrangian simulations (synthetic drifters are fixed at their respective
deployment depths) and 3-D Lagrangian simulations (where we apply the entry depth classes defined in
section 3.3).

Similar to the analysis in Dugstad et al. (2019), we quantify the temperature change during the longest stay
in the LB for each synthetic drifter by calculating the temperature change between the entry and the exit
of this stay: ΔT = Texit − Tentry, where Texit and Tentry are the synthetic drifter temperatures at the longest
stay exit point and longest stay entry point, respectively. Because we require that a synthetic drifter exits the
basin, trajectory segments that terminate their lifetime inside the basin are excluded from the analysis. Due
to generally short residence times at the surface and slightly longer at deeper levels, this affects only a small
percentage of trajectories that increases at deeper levels: for the 2-D drifters, 0% (15 m), 3% (200m), and 9%
(500 m) and for the 3-D drifters, 1% (Depth Class 1), 4% (Depth Class 2), and 12% (Depth Class 3).

Based on ΔT, we define four temperature classes: (1) drifters that cooled by more than 1 ◦ C; (2) cooled
by 0–1 ◦ C; (3) warmed by 0–1 ◦ C; and (4) warmed by more than 1 ◦ C. The percentages of drifters in
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each temperature class normalized with respect to all drifters that entered the LB summed over deployment
depths (2-D = 175,884 drifters) or depth classes (3-D = 177,931 drifters) are given in Table 2. Note that the
percentages do not sum up to 100, because the drifters terminated in the basin were not taken into account.
In general, for both 2-D and 3-D drifters more drifters are cooled in the basin than warmed, implying a net
heat loss in the basin for the drifters that enter. About 54% (55%) of the 2-D (3-D) drifters experienced cooling
in the basin and 41% (40%) of the 2-D (3-D) drifters experiencedwarming (the rest ended their lifetime in the
basin). In Temperature Class 1 with largest temperature loss, water parcels associated with drifters deployed
at 15-m depth give the largest contributions to the heat loss in the basin (Table 2). However, drifters at deeper
levels also indicate significant contribution to the heat loss. We note that the relative amount of drifters in
Temperature Class 1 is larger than the amount of drifters in Temperature Class 4 (possiblywith the exception
of drifters at the deepest levels), indicating a net temperature loss in the LB. This is consistent with a net
surface heat loss in the basin of 5.2 TW that was estimated by Dugstad et al. (2019) from a ROMS model
with 4-km grid resolution when averaged between 1997 and 2005. Surface heat fluxes were unfortunately
not saved from our model runs, but the drifter results are consistent with direct estimates of the lateral heat
transport into the LB. Using model velocity and temperature fields from January 1996 to January 2000, we
found a net advective heat transport convergence of 12 TW in the basin. The gap between this result and the
surface heat loss estimated by Dugstad et al. (2019) is likely due to the different model configurations (e.g.,
resolution) and that the averaging is done over different time periods.

We construct synthetic drifter density maps of Temperature Classes 1 and 4 divided in four seasons:
January–March, April–June, July–September, and October–December. The density maps for 3-D drifters in
Depth Class 1 from deployment until their longest stay entry are shown in Figure 7 (2-D drifters deployed
at 15 m have very similar patterns and seasonal variations and are therefore not shown). Synthetic drifters
that enter the basin during late summer and fall mainly cool (blue shades) while those entering in late
spring (April–June) experience warming (red shades) in the basin where they spend the following summer
months. Late winter entries also experience cooling, in particular from the LSI. In late summer and early
winter, drifter entries along the entire southern LB boundary experience cooling. This is consistent with
Dugstad et al. (2019), who showed that the surface water masses with the largest temperature decrease in
the LB entered the LB as a slab from the south.

The results for the 2-D synthetic drifters deployed at 500 m (Figure 8) can be compared to the 3-D drifters
in Depth Class 3 (depths larger than 370 m; Figure 9). Note that the relative contribution at these levels are
larger for the 2-D drifters than the 3-D drifters (Table 2). Therefore, the color scale is different in Figures 8
and 9 (discussed further in section 4.2). The general pathways, without taking seasonality into consideration,
are similar in the 2-D and 3-D simulations with a cooling pronounced for the entries from the east and
warming for entries from the west. Unlike at the surface (cf. Figure 7), the drifter density associated with
cooling along the southern boundary of the basin is less pronounced, and instead, the inflows from the LSI
andHI regions appearmore important: LSI for the cooling of thewarmAWentering from the east andHI for
the warming of the colder waters from the FC, especially for the 2-D drifters (Figure 8). Seasonal variations
are more pronounced in the 3-D drifters (Figure 9). Notably, there are approximately two times more 3-D
drifters in Temperature Class 1 (cooling) that enter the basin during winter (January–March) than the other
seasons. In winter the drifters that are cooled enter the basin from all sides, implying that the associated
watermasses are affected by the atmospheric cooling regardless of their entry region.We also notice that the
cooling at deeper levels is delayed compared to near the surface (Figure 7) where the drifters experienced
intense cooling in July–December. Largest warming (strong red colors) is seen in spring (Figure 9b), likely
related to atmosphericwarming. Summer and fall patterns are similar and resemble those for the 2-D drifters
showing the cooling from the LSI and warming from the HI.

4. Discussion
4.1. Effects of Dynamics and Residence Times in the Basin
Our analyses show that the drifters entered the LB via two main routes, the LSI and the HI. While we
have primarily focused on the inflow to the LB, the dynamics inside the LB is also of importance for the
modification of thewater parcels entering the basin, particularly by affecting the residence times in the basin
(Table 1). In Figure 10, we show density maps similar to Figure 5, but now for the full trajectories including
the trajectory segments in the basin. Superimposed binned velocity fields estimated from the same drifter
data show a large cyclonic circulation around the basin, consistent with Volkov et al. (2013). Many of the HI
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Figure 8. Drifter density maps of 2-D drifters deployed at 500-m depth that belonged to (blue colors) Temperature
Class 1 (cooling more than 1 ◦ C in the LB) and (red colors) Temperature Class 4 (warming more than 1 ◦ C in the LB)
subsampled by the season of the longest stay entry to the LB. Only trajectory segments from deployment until the
longest stay entry to the basin are considered. Color bars show the percentage of drifters in each bin relative to the total
number of 2-D drifters entering the LB when deployed at 500-m level (53,603 drifters). Since the color maps can
overlap, blue colors are mapped over red colors using 30% transparency. Bin sizes are as in Figure 3.

drifters, that is drifters that entered the LB through the HI, follow this pattern and travel a comparatively
long distance in the basin, which likely increases their residence times. As mentioned in section 3.2 the
occurrence density of HI drifters increases with depth. Furthermore, since the residence times inside the
basin are longer for HI drifters, this region appear to be an important route for the water that is warmed in
the basin.

The percentages reported in section 3.2 indicated that the relative amount of drifters entering the LB via
the LSI were almost constant with depth, but for the HI the relative amount of drifters increased from 17 to
25% for drifters deployed at 15 and 500 m, respectively. The HI is concentrated in the region where the LB
contour do not close originally. Isachsen et al. (2003) and Nøst and Isachsen (2003) showed that the currents
in the Nordic Seas follow the topography. Hence, as the 3,000-m isobath near the HI turns eastward and
along the northern rim of the Vøring Plateau, the drifters could experience this topographical steering and
veer eastward into the basin. The velocity vectors in Figure 10 support this.While the variability in wind and
stratification would disturb topographical steering in upper layers (e.g., for deployments at 15- and 200-m
depth), their influence diminish with depth. The drifters deployed at 500 m would feel strong topographic
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Figure 9. Drifter density maps of 3-D drifters in Depth Class 3 (370 m-bottom) that belonged to (blue colors)
Temperature Class 1 (cooling more than 1 ◦ C in the LB) and (red colors) Temperature Class 4 (warming more than 1
◦C in the LB) subsampled by the season of the longest stay entry to the LB. Only trajectory segments from deployment
until the longest stay entry to the basin are considered. Color bars show the percentage of drifters in each bin relative to
the total number of 3-D drifters in Depth Class 3 (63,661 drifters). Since the color maps can overlap, blue colors are
mapped over red colors with 30% transparency. Bin sizes are as in Figure 3.

potential vorticity gradients and remain locked to topography, leading to larger percentages of entry via the
HI compared to near the surface.

Inside the LB, the velocity fields revealed the anticyclonic structure of the Lofoten Basin Eddy (LBE) in the
center (Ivanov & Korablev, 1995; Fer et al., 2018). The location of this large vortex is close to the Helgeland
Ridge. The retention by the eddy is expected to increase the residence time in the basin, particularly for
the HI entries. In addition to the LBE, the velocity fields indicated surface-intensified anticylonic structures
close to the LSI at the edge of the basin contour. These anticyclonic circulations can have consequences for
the residence time of the LSI entries, for example, lead to a relatively rapid exit from the LB in this region
and fairly short residence times for the LSI drifters in the LB compared to theHI drifters. The EKEmap from
the ROMS model (averaged between 1996 and 1999, not shown) identified this region as a secondary EKE
maximum (in addition to the LBE). This is consistentwith the satellite-derived EKEobservations reported in
Isachsen et al. (2012), surface drifter trajectories shown by Koszalka et al. (2011), and with the eddy census
from altimeter data and surface drifters by Raj et al. (2016). The LSI as an eddy hot spot is further supported
by a local deepening of time-averaged potential density surfaces there. For example, the 𝜎0 = 27.9 kg/m3
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Figure 10. Density maps of 3-D synthetic drifters entering the LB in different seasons, (a, c, and e) January–March and
(b, d, and f) July–September, and at different depths. We consider the longest stay entry to define the depth classes
1:0–130 m (a,b), 2:130–370 m (c,d) and 3:370 m–bottom (e,f). Thus, density maps are similar to Figure 5, but here we
analyze full trajectories. The color bar shows the percentage of drifters when normalized with the total number of
drifters entering the basin summed over depth classes (62,355 + 51,915 + 63,661 = 177,931). Superimposed are the
corresponding velocity vectors binned from drifter velocities. Bin sizes are as in Figure 3 and are the same for the
drifter density and the velocity fields.
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surface reached 600-m depth in the LSI region, approximately the same as in the LB center, consistent with
Rossby et al. (2009) and Richards and Straneo (2015). The mean temperature at 200 m was also higher at
the LSI compared to the basin (Figure 1b), implying retention of warm water close to the LSI. Because of
the on average warm temperature signal in the LSI region, the winter cooling was also more intense there,
resulting in larger vertical displacements than in the HI during winter (Figure 4b).

We observe generally higher drifter densities in the basin at deeper levels (Figures 10e and 10f). Drifters at
deeper levels from the LSI are advected farther into the basin compared to the surface, suggesting decreased
residence times for the 15- and 200-m LSI drifters as a result of the secondary EKEmaximum. The increased
residence time at depth together with deep-reaching warm water in the LSI compared to surroundings
contributes to the strong cooling of watermasses entering the LB from the slope via the LSI (Figures 8 and 9).

4.2. Missing Structure and Variability in 2-D Analyses and Observations
The warm Atlantic inflow to the LB exhibits seasonal variability related to changes in atmospheric forcing
and the resulting sinking and mixed layer depth evolution. During winter, the 3-D synthetic drifters expe-
rience larger vertical displacements (causing the redistribution of the drifters in the vertical), while during
summer, the strong stratification restrict the drifters to their deployment level. The seasonal differences are
stronger at the surface and less pronounced at depth and lead to differences in the vertical distributions
of the synthetic drifters in the 2-D and 3-D simulations, in particular at the surface layer. The combined
vertical-seasonal variations of the inflow have consequences for the heat exchange between the AW inflow
and the LB.

The seasonal signal at deeper levels in the 3-D drifters was more pronounced than in the 2-D drifters. Half
of the 3-D drifters in Temperature Class 1 and Depth Class 3 entered the basin at depths shallower than 500
m. Therefore, they were more likely to be affected by seasonal variations in contrast to the 2-D drifters fixed
at 500-m depth. For this reason, deep drifters that are cooled could enter the basin from many regions in
winter, but those that experience warming entered typically from south during spring. Another important
difference between the 2-D and 3-D drifters is that the number of drifters in Temperature Classes 1 and 4
at deeper levels were substantially less for 3-D drifters (Table 2). While the 2-D drifters are fixed in depth,
we observed differences in the depth of entry for the different temperature classes in the 3-D drifters. The
majority of 3-D drifters sunk toward the basin (Figure 4), and themedian depth of entry for drifters in Depth
Class 3 was 545m. The sinking was also reflected in the temperature classes. The entrymedian depth for the
largest temperature change classes (1 and 4) was about 500 m. These depths are at the base of the Atlantic
layer, and the sinking therefore has a large impact on the temperature changes in the basin. The majority
of drifters sunk below the Atlantic layer where the water masses are more uniform. The vertically rigid 2-D
drifters therefore likely overestimate the temperature changes.

Some important implications of our results thus emerge regarding real Lagrangian observations. Several
previous studies have used 2-D surface drifters anchored at 15-m depth and equipped with a temperature
sensor to study the AW inflow in the Nordic Seas and its seasonal or winter expression (Andersson et al.,
2011; Isachsen et al., 2012; Koszalka et al., 2013; Poulain et al., 1996). Our results suggest that such surface
drifters must be used with caution. They do not correctly represent seasonal variations in the surface inflow,
which is affected by winter cooling and sinking and then summer warming and restratification (Figures 5
and 6). Furthermore, as the 3-D synthetic drifters also indicate a net sinking toward the LB (Figure 4a), the
surface drifters that are anchored at a given depth may give a wrong representation of the water mass char-
acteristics (i.e., salinity and temperature) with time since they do not capture the changes associated with
the vertical motion. Our results also suggest that surface drifters alone cannot be used to accurately study
the inflow and associated heat exchange because of the variations in the vertical structure of the inflow. To
this end, the subsurface floats should complement the surface drifters, as was already pointed out by Rossby
et al. (2009). However, due to instrument and deployment costs and technical challenges, there are very
few (∼20) subsurface float observations in the eastern Nordic Seas and the LB. The observations are too few
to provide a basis for the statistical evaluation of our Lagrangian simulations. Furthermore, the subsurface
floats that have been used previously in the Nordic Seas are mainly isobaric and thus cannot capture ver-
tical motions, for example, the net sinking experienced by water parcels. Isopycnal floats exist and can to
some extent move in the vertical. But by tending to follow isopycnals, they are ill-suited for detecting the
diabatic transformations experienced by water parcels. Development of an affordable subsurface float tech-
nology that would allow numerous deployments and provide amore realistic measure of the vertical motion
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is therefore a priority. Such observations would be invaluable in studying the cooling and sinking processes
in the LB, and water mass transformation processes in general. Lacking the observation technology, stud-
ies using fully 3-D synthetic drifters serve as a good complement to the already existing Lagrangian field
observations.

4.3. Limitations of Our Approach
Our results about the vertical structure and seasonal variations of the inflow are generally consistent with
previous studies based on observations and Eulerian modeling (Dugstad et al., 2019; Isachsen et al., 2012;
Rossby et al., 2009).However, our study is the first to study the inflow to the LBusing 2-D and 3-DLagrangian
simulations based on a high-resolution ocean model.

The relative dispersion statistics from the 2-D Lagrangian simulations at 15 m compared very well with the
surface drifter observations, giving confidence on the ability of the ocean model and the Lagrangian model
to simulate the near-surface flows. A statistical comparison with observations at deeper levels was not pos-
sible because of too few float data. Since computations at deeper levels are based on similar methods, we
assumed that drifters at these levels were able to represent the associated flows. The 2-D and 3-D simula-
tions agreed well in pathways and statistics of drifters interacting with the LB and residence time analysis
in the basin. We interpreted this as an indication that the 3-D drifters were physically meaningful. Further-
more, the 3-D drifters showed intuitive results, for instance that theymovedmore freely in the vertical when
the stratification was weak and that they were trapped closer to their deployment depth when the stratifica-
tion was stronger. We therefore have confidence in the 3-D drifters, and, together with the 2-D drifters, the
analyzed trajectories can be used to study our earlier defined research problems.

In assessing our results pertaining to vertical motions, one has to bear in mind that the ROMS model used
here is hydrostatic and hence does not reproduce convection processes occurring in the LB exactly, but
merely parameterizes them. So the results shown and discussed here are related to large-scale andmesoscale
flow features rather than to small-scale mixing processes. Although the k−𝜖 vertical mixing scheme applied
here has been shown to compare favorably with laboratory experiments (Warner et al., 2005), errors in the
mixing scheme can be expected to impact our model predictions, including the resolved vertical flow field.
However, mixing-related errors in the model's vertical velocities cannot be too large since the vertical veloc-
ities are also constrained by the topographically guided horizontal flow via the continuity equation. Most of
our findings regarding vertical motions are also very clear and intuitive. There is a strong distinction in verti-
cal displacements between summer andwinter, and there is strong evidence of a net sinking in the LB region
with time, consistent with the on average large surface heat and buoyancy loss there (Richards & Straneo,
2015). A closer investigation into the effects of various choices for the vertical parameterization schemes is
beyond the scope of this study. And, as argued, the core features seen herein are likely fairly robust to such
choices.

The ability of off-line Lagrangian simulations in representing the parameterized vertical diffusion present
in the ROMS model can also be questioned. However, for a model output of high-resolution and high out-
put frequency as used here, it is customary not to include additional diffusion; see, for example, Bower et
al. (2011), Gelderloos et al. (2017), Rühs et al. (2019), and Dugstad et al. (2019). This is because the dom-
inant turbulent (nonlocal) transport by ocean eddies is resolved and the local small-scale mixing is small
in comparison. Adding vertical diffusion (parameterized as random walk for the synthetic drifters) could
lead to distorting of the synthetic drifter spreading and make the Lagrangian simulations too diffusive and
thus inconsistent with the Eulerian ocean model used to force them. The inclusion of vertical diffusion (as
well as lateral diffusion) in Lagrangian models must address a proper choice of the stochastic model and its
coefficients with respect to the unresolved nonlocal mixing, boundary effects, and spatially variable diffu-
sivity; see, for example, Hunter et al. (1993), Griffa (1996), and Berloff and McWilliams (2002). In a recent
study, Wagner et al. (2019) evaluated the ability of off-line Lagrangian simulations to reproduce spreading
of a tracer patch simulated in-line with the advection diffusion equation of the ocean model. They used a
daily output of a high-resolution model and a vertical diffusivity coefficient varying by 5 orders of magni-
tude with depth and seasonally. The detected differences in vertical spreading were small and attributed to
daily averaging of the model output and the depth variations in the vertical diffusivity. The model output
in our case is four times as frequent (for comparable Lagrangian integral time scale in both regions), which
further enhances ability of our Lagrangian model to represent transport processes. However, if we were to
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add an unknown yet realistic value of vertical spreading, it would not change the general conclusions from
our study but rather enhance the differences between the 2-D and 3-D simulations.

Throughout our discussion regarding temperature changes in the basin, we have used terminology such
as “AW-LB heat exchange” and that “drifters can experience cooling.” These statements assume that the
synthetic drifters represent actual water parcels accurately and that the temperature changes occur along
the drifter trajectories. This common assumption can be questioned, as there are no actualmeasurements on
how “Lagrangian” a synthetic drifter or an observed drifter/float is. Especially, since observed drifters/floats
are 2-D, they only follow the horizontal components of the flow that can result in errors. However, given
that the vertical shear is weak, one can assert that they represent the water masses quite well (LaCasce,
2008; Rossby et al., 2009). The synthetic drifters, and especially the 3-D drifters, can even better represent
the trajectory of a water parcel than the observations. They are advected by Lagrangian equations and are
therefore purely Lagrangian, with the exception of small numerical errors and uncertainties.

5. Summary and Conclusions
We have studied the AW inflow to the LB by analyzing 2-D (fixed depth) as well as fully 3-D Lagrangian
trajectories of synthetic drifters advected by currents from a high-resolution ocean model of the region.
Synthetic drifters deployed at three levels (15, 200, and 500m)were used to deduce themain inflowpathways
of AW into the basin, including the vertical structure of the inflow and its seasonal variations. We inferred
patterns of heat exchange associated with the inflow at different depths and seasons.

The 2-D Lagrangian simulations at 15 m were compared to surface drifter observations in terms of relative
dispersion statistics, showing a close agreement. This gave confidence to the ability of the ocean model and
the Lagrangian model to simulate the near-surface flows.

A large percentage of the inflow to the LB (about 50% synthetic drifters at all depths) was concentrated in
two regions: one to the east, at the slope close to the Lofoten Islands (LSI), and one to the west, close to the
Helgeland Ridge (HI). The mean residence time in the LB increased with depth as the drifters at deeper
levels were advected further into the basin compared to drifters near the surface.

The inflow at different depths exhibited seasonal variability, which was most pronounced in the east (LSI).
These seasonal differences were stronger at the surface where they led to differences in the distributions of
the synthetic drifters in the 2-D and 3-D simulations.

The combined vertical-seasonal variations of the inflow affected the inferred heat exchange between the
AW inflow and the LB in the surface layer. The strongest cooling in the LB was experienced by synthetic
drifters entering from a broad southern region and was intensified in winter. In late winter the cooling was
experienced mostly by the drifters entering from the southeast, through the LSI. During the summer, the
synthetic drifters in the surface layer experienced a seasonal warming. This pattern in the near-surface layer
was similar in the 2-D and 3-D drifter simulations.

The pattern of the temperature changewas different in deeper layers where the 2-D and 3-D simulations also
differed. However, the general pathways were quite similar in the two simulations, showing that the cooling
was mainly experienced by the warm AW inflow entering from the east (LSI) while the synthetic drifters
entering via HI in the west tracked the colder waters of the FC. The 2-D simulations did not capture the
seasonal variations at 500m, but theywere pronounced in the 3-D simulations.We explained the differences
by the vertical sinking of the 3-D drifters. The drifters that experienced seasonality typically entered the
basin at levels shallower than 500 m. However, because the majority of 3-D drifters entered the basin below
the base of the Atlantic layer, we found fewer 3-D drifters that experienced large cooling/warming at deeper
levels compared to the 2-D drifters at 500-m depth.

Our results suggest that surface driftersmust be usedwith caution, as theymight givewrong representations
of the seasonal variations in the surface inflow, which is affected bywinter cooling and sinking, and summer
warming and restratification. The temperature and salinity changes associated with the vertical movements
and the variations in the vertical structure of the inflow are not captured by the 2-D synthetic drifters or
the surface drifters anchored at a given depth. Lacking the observation technology that can represent the
vertical motion associated with water mass transformations, statistical analysis of a large number of 3-D
synthetic drifters from high-resolution Lagrangian simulations provides insight.
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Abstract. Observations from moored instruments are ana-
lyzed to describe the Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current at
the Lofoten Escarpment (13◦ E, 69◦ N). The data set covers
a 14-month period from June 2016 to September 2017 and
resolves the core of the current from 200 to 650 m depth be-
tween the 650 and 1500 m isobaths. The along-isobath cur-
rent, vertically averaged between 200 and 600 m depth, has
an annual cycle amplitude of 0.1 m s−1, with the strongest
currents in winter, and a temporal average of 0.15 m s−1.
Higher-frequency variability is characterized by fluctuations
that reach 0.8 m s−1, lasting for 1 to 2 weeks, and extend as
deep as 600 m. In contrast to observations in Svinøy (2◦ E,
63◦ N), the slope current is not barotropic and varies strongly
with depth (a shear of 0.05 to 0.1 m s−1 per 100 m in all
seasons). Within the limitations of the data, the average vol-
ume transport of Atlantic Water is estimated at 2.0± 0.8 Sv
(1 Sv= 106 m3 s−1), with summer and winter averages of 1.6
and 2.9 Sv, respectively. The largest transport is associated
with the high temperature classes (> 7 ◦C) in all seasons,
with the largest values of both transport and temperature in
winter. Calculations of the barotropic and baroclinic conver-
sion rates using the moorings are supplemented by results
from a high-resolution numerical model. While the conver-
sion from mean to eddy kinetic energy (e.g., barotropic insta-
bility) is likely negligible over the Lofoten Escarpment, the
baroclinic conversion from mean potential energy into eddy
kinetic energy (e.g., baroclinic instability) can be substantial,
with volume-averaged values of (1–2)× 10−4 W m−3.

1 Introduction

The relatively mild climate of Norway is largely attributed
to the northern extension of the North Atlantic Drift, the
Norwegian Atlantic Current that transports warm and saline
water masses toward the Arctic Ocean (Seager et al., 2002;
Rhines et al., 2008). These nutrient-rich warm waters con-
tribute to supporting the entire food chain and sustain the pro-
ductive waters around Norway (see, e.g., Sundby, 2000, for a
discussion on recruitment of Atlantic cod stocks). The circu-
lation pattern is organized in two main branches originating
from the Iceland–Faroe and Faroe–Shetland gaps (Poulain
et al., 1996; Orvik and Niiler, 2002) (Fig. 1a): the Norwe-
gian Atlantic Slope Current (the slope current hereinafter)
and the Norwegian Atlantic Front Current (the front current
hereinafter). The diverging isobaths of the Lofoten Basin in
the Norwegian Sea guide the two branches. The slope cur-
rent follows the shelf break along the Norwegian continental
slope northward and continues into the Barents Sea and Fram
Strait. The front current follows the 2000 m isobath, veers
west at the flanks of Vøring Plateau and continues poleward
along the Mohn Ridge (Orvik and Niiler, 2002; Bosse and
Fer, 2019).

The front current, which is not addressed in this study,
has not been measured in detail using current meter ar-
rays, but geostrophic transport estimates are available from
hydrography. At the Svinøy section (63◦ N, about 300 km
downstream of the Faroe–Shetland Channel), a baroclinic
geostrophic transport estimate of the front current was 3.4 Sv
(1 Sv = 106 m3 s−1) (Orvik et al., 2001); however, the to-
tal geostrophic transport from repeated Seaglider transects
reached 6.8 Sv (Høydalsvik et al., 2013), implying a large
barotropic contribution. Farther north, detailed glider obser-
vations of the front current over the Mohn Ridge confirm
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Figure 1. (a) Bathymetry of the Lofoten Basin in the Norwegian
Sea (ETOPO1, contours at 500 m intervals) and EKEg averaged
over the period 1993 to 2018, calculated using sea level anoma-
lies from satellite altimeter observations. General circulation of the
warm Atlantic Water is indicated by red arrows, showing the slope
current and the front current. The Norwegian coastal current is indi-
cated by the blue arrow. The black transect is the portion of the Gim-
søy section shown in Fig. 2. Mooring positions are shown by circles,
also showing the basin mooring (MB) at the secondary EKEg max-
imum. The Lofoten Escarpment (LE) is the steep slope region near
the slope moorings. (b) A zoom-in to the moorings analyzed in this
study, showing MS, MN and MW together with 200–600 m depth-
averaged current vectors (scale on lower left), the Gimsøy section
(black) and the orientation of the coordinate system (along-isobath,
x, and cross-isobath, y). Blue isobaths are drawn every 500 m. The
inset is a location map with domains of (a) and (b) marked in red
and green, respectively. The monitoring location for the Svinøy sec-
tion is shown by the red star. NO: Norway, SV: Svalbard, IC: Ice-
land, GR: Greenland.

large transport rates, giving a 4.5 Sv annual average with an
approximately 2 Sv barotropic contribution (Bosse and Fer,
2019).

The University of Bergen, Norway, has monitored the
slope current transport at the Svinøy section since 1995 at the
location indicated by a star in the inset of Fig. 1b (Orvik et al.,
2001). The slope current there is about 40 km wide between
the 200 and 900 m isobaths, with an annual mean speed of
0.3 m s−1. The average annual transport of this barotropic

branch is 4.4 Sv (Orvik et al., 2001; Orvik and Skagseth,
2003). The slope current accelerates along steep topography
off the Lofoten Escarpment near the Lofoten Islands (Poulain
et al., 1996). The Norwegian coastal current (blue arrow
Fig. 1) carries relatively fresh water over the shelf and as the
shelf gets narrow near the Lofoten Escarpment, there might
be interactions with the slope current. Here, there are no pub-
lished moored current meter records, but surface drifters in-
dicate velocities reaching 1 m s−1 (Andersson et al., 2011).
The transport and variability of the slope current in this re-
gion are not known. It is hypothesized that the current be-
comes increasingly unstable near this topographic steepen-
ing. Using time-averaged fields of an eddy-resolving numer-
ical ocean simulation, Isachsen (2015) showed that the steep
Lofoten Escarpment exhibits enhanced unstable baroclinic
growth rates and large velocity variability, suggesting high
lateral diffusion rates. The structure and transport of the slope
current at the Lofoten Escarpment are the focus of this study.

The Lofoten Basin is affected by Atlantic Water (AW)
transport and becomes a major heat reservoir that is exposed
to large surface heat losses (Rossby et al., 2009b; Dugstad
et al., 2019a) and substantial water mass transformations
(Rossby et al., 2009a; Bosse et al., 2018). AW enters the
basin both as a broad slab in the upper layers between the two
branches (Rossby et al., 2009b; Dugstad et al., 2019a) and by
eddies detached from the unstable slope current (Köhl, 2007;
Isachsen, 2015; Volkov et al., 2015; Richards and Straneo,
2015). The eddy-induced lateral heat fluxes distribute heat in
the basin (Spall, 2010; Isachsen et al., 2012; Dugstad et al.,
2019a). The region is energized, which is manifested in the
map of average geostrophic eddy kinetic energy (Fig. 1a;
see Sect. 3) showing two maxima: one in the center, asso-
ciated with a permanent, energetic eddy (Ivanov and Ko-
rablev, 1995; Søiland and Rossby, 2013; Fer et al., 2018;
Bosse et al., 2019), and a secondary maximum closer to the
slope, likely associated with the variability induced by the
slope current. The energetics and the variability of the slope
current remain to be constrained by observations.

The study was conducted as a part of the “Water mass
transformation processes and vortex dynamics in the Lofoten
Basin of the Norwegian Sea” (PROVOLO) project. The over-
all objective of PROVOLO was to describe and quantify the
processes and pathways of energy transfer and mixing in the
Lofoten Basin and their role in water mass transformation.
Observations from multiple cruises, gliders and subsurface
floats were analyzed and reported elsewhere with focus on
AW transformation (Bosse et al., 2018), the permanent Lo-
foten Basin Eddy (Fer et al., 2018; Bosse et al., 2019) and
the frontal structure across the Mohn Ridge (Bosse and Fer,
2019). The mooring component concentrated on the slope
current. Here we report the first observations of the volume
transport rates, energetics and their variability from weekly
to seasonal timescales based on the mooring records.
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Table 1. Mooring deployment and recovery details. Total depth is estimated from the deepest pressure sensor, mooring line construction and
the ship’s echo sounder.

Mooring Latitude Longitude Depth (m) Deployed Recovered

MS 68◦ N 50.038′ 012◦ E 44.777′ 672 31 May 2016 8 September 2017a

MN 68◦ N 56.109′ 013◦ E 19.866′ 655 1 June 2016 8 September 2017b

MW 68◦ N 58.759′ 013◦ E 16.845′ 1500 1 June 2016 8 September 2017
MB 69◦ N 52.89′ 011◦ E 11.89′ 2925 2 June 2016 9 September 2017

a Water column line is lost. b Water column line is recovered on 24 August 2016.

2 Data

2.1 Moorings

A set of four moorings was deployed across the continen-
tal slope of the eastern Lofoten Basin (Fig.1). A deploy-
ment and recovery summary is listed in Table 1, and full de-
tails are provided with the documentation following the data
set (Fer, 2020). The mooring name convention is Mooring
North (MN), South (MS), West (MW) and Basin (MB). MB
was located at the secondary geostrophic eddy kinetic energy
(EKEg) maximum (Fig. 1a) to address the mesoscale vari-
ability in the basin. Data from this mooring will be analyzed
for a separate study and are not reported here. The observa-
tions cover a 14-month period from June 2016 to Septem-
ber 2017.

The arrangement of the three moorings on the slope
(Fig. 1b) was designed to cover the core of the slope cur-
rent (two moorings at the 650 and 1500 m isobaths, MN and
MW) and to investigate the covariability along the slope (two
moorings at the 650 m isobath). The along-isobath distance
between MS and MN is 26 km, and the cross-isobath dis-
tance between MN and MW is about 5 km. Moorings MS
and MN at the 650 m isobath each consisted of one bottom
unit and a water column line with distributed conductivity–
temperature–depth (CTD) sensors. The bottom units were
approximately 25 m tall and equipped with an RDI 75 kHz
Long Ranger acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) in a
spherical flotation and a Sea-Bird Scientific SBE37 Microcat
with CTD sensors. This approach mitigated the high risk due
to fisheries activities. The ADCP bottom unit and mooring
line pairs were deployed close to each other at approximately
the same isobath (within 5 m) and within 250 m horizontally;
they will be treated as a single mooring. Unfortunately, both
water column mooring lines at MN and MS were damaged
by fishing boats. The MS line was lost with no data return.
The MN line was cut after 3 months. The drifting MN line
and the sensors were recovered, giving 3 (summer) months of
temperature and salinity data in the water column. The cur-
rent profile and the near-bottom CTD data from the bottom
units were successfully recovered and cover the whole study
period.

The moorings were densely instrumented and sampled at
an hourly rate or faster, covering a large fraction of the wa-
ter column. The instrument target depths can be seen on the
vertical axis in Fig. 4, introduced later. Currents were mea-
sured using ADCPs, mainly RDI 75kHz Long Rangers for
the moorings reported here, and point current meters (Aan-
deraa SeaGuard, Xylem Inc.). The ADCPs on MN, MS and
MW were placed to cover the dynamic core of the slope
current (at approximately 10 m height above the seabed at
the 650 m isobath and at 740 m depth at the 1500 m iso-
bath, each pointing upward with about 550 m range). Tem-
perature, salinity and pressure were sampled using SBE tem-
perature loggers (SBE56 and SBE39) and CTD recorders
(Microcat, SBE37). The detailed instrument distribution on
moorings can be found in the data set documentation (Fer,
2020). Current measurements were corrected for magnetic
declination. After all moorings were recovered, a calibration
CTD cast was made with all mooring SBE sensors attached
to the ship’s CTD frame. The temperature and salinity mea-
surements were corrected to be internally consistent and also
against the calibration cast and the profiles taken when the
moorings were in water. The applied offset corrections for
each instrument are listed in the data set report and vary in the
range of (1–40)×10−3 ◦C for temperature and (2–50)×10−3

for practical salinity.
Substantial vertical displacements (“knockdown”) of the

mooring line occurred in response to strong current events at
MW and MB (not reported here). At MW, the vertical dis-
placements recorded by the uppermost pressure sensor at the
75 m target depth were 7 m (50th percentile), 15 m (80th per-
centile, corresponding to a total duration of about 3 months)
and 68 m (97th percentile, corresponding to events with a to-
tal duration of 2 weeks). The vertical displacements were re-
duced by approximately a factor of 2 at the level of the ADCP
flotation at 740 m depth. The velocity measurements from
the ADCPs installed in the bottom units at MN and MS were
relatively unaffected by the mooring motion (typical verti-
cal displacements associated with knockdown were less than
1 m with a 97th percentile value of 2 m). Overall, the moor-
ings were equipped with several pressure sensors, which we
used to approximate the depth of temperature, salinity and
current measurements in the water column.
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A data set was prepared after correcting for mooring
knockdowns. Data from all instruments were first averaged
into 1 h intervals (if the sampling rate was faster) and then
interpolated to a common 1 h time array. Time series of in-
strument depth were constructed at each time and for each
instrument using vertical interpolation of the known target
depth (of instruments with a pressure sensor) and the mea-
sured pressure to the target depths of all instruments. Hourly
profiles of temperature, salinity and horizontal current were
then vertically interpolated to a uniform 10 m vertical res-
olution. Data gaps at a given vertical level were typically
caused by mooring knockdown or lack of acoustic scatterers
for Doppler velocity measurements. At MW, velocity mea-
surements were relatively limited in the vertical. The data
gap in the time series was 18 % at 250 m depth, reaching
60 % at 200 m. The vertical extent of temperature measure-
ments at MW was better: the temporal gap at 90 m was only
20 %, increasing to 70 % at 80 m. The missing velocity data
at MN comprised 35 % at 150 m, increasing to 50 % at 80 m.
A depth level with a data coverage less than 30 % of the total
measurement duration was excluded from the data set.

The initial accuracy of the SBE sensors is ±2× 10−3 ◦C
for temperature, ±3× 10−4 S m−1 for conductivity and
±1 dbar for pressure (drift over 1 year is comparable to ini-
tial accuracy for temperature and pressure and 10 times the
initial accuracy for conductivity). For the deployment setup
used, the ADCPs have a single-ping (profile) statistical error
of 2.5 cm s−1, which is reduced to 0.4 cm s−1 for the ensem-
ble average profile with 35 pings. The compass direction is
accurate to ±2◦. Conservative error estimates are ±1 cm s−1

for velocity, ±10−2 ◦C for temperature and ±10−2 for prac-
tical salinity.

For the analysis in this study, we rotated the coordinate
system by 42◦ from the east, with the x axis pointing along-
isobath and the y axis cross-isobath toward deeper water (see
Fig. 1b). The mean orientation of the slope was calculated us-
ing isobaths from ETOPO1 near the slope moorings. Current
components are along-isobath, u, and cross-isobath, v. The
hourly averaged data set was filtered using a 14 d low-pass
filter for background fields and a 35 h to 14 d band-pass filter
for eddy covariance and conversion rate calculations. In both
cases a third-order phase-preserving Butterworth filter was
used.

2.2 Other data

Atmospheric forcing was obtained from the European Cen-
tre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-
Interim (Dee et al., 2011) reanalysis over the historical time
period from 1979 to 2018 and from the higher-resolution
ERA-5 reanalysis (Copernicus Climate Change Service,
2017) over the mooring observation period. Surface net
fluxes Qnet (downward positive) were computed as the sum
of net shortwave and longwave contributions and latent and
sensible heat fluxes. Time series of fluxes were extracted

at the nearest grid point from mooring sites. We calculated
EKEg using the surface geostrophic velocity anomalies ob-
tained from the sea level anomaly from the multimission al-
timeter satellite gridded sea surface height observations dis-
tributed by the EU Copernicus Marine Service Information.

Hydrography data from the standard Gimsøy section avail-
able from four occupations during the mooring period (on
30 July 2016, 19 November 2016, 8 March 2017 and
7 June 2017) were obtained from the Norwegian Marine Data
Centre.

Climatological transects at the Svinøy and Gimsøy sec-
tions were constructed from a hydrographical atlas of the
Nordic Seas (Bosse and Fer, 2018). This is a merged data
set including observations from shipboard CTD, Argo pro-
filing floats and underwater gliders between 2000 and 2017.
To construct the sections discussed in Sect. 7, we used all
profiles located within 25 km of distance from the Svinøy
and Gimsøy transects, projected horizontally onto the tran-
sect and binned in 5 km cross-sectional intervals. Seasonal
averages for temperature and salinity were smoothed using
a Gaussian moving window of 10 km variance. Finally, we
calculated the annual mean by averaging over four seasonal
sections.

In order to assess how representative our discussion of
energetics obtained from mooring data is of the volume-
averaged energetics in the region, we performed calcula-
tions using outputs from a high-resolution Regional Ocean
Modelling System (ROMS) configuration in the Nordic Seas.
ROMS is a hydrostatic model with terrain-following coordi-
nates that solves the primitive equations on a staggered C
grid (Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2009; Haidvogel et al.,
2008). The model outputs used here have a horizontal reso-
lution of 800 m, have 60 vertical layers with increased res-
olution towards the surface (1–3 m at the surface and about
60 m at the bottom) and are stored as 6-hourly outputs. The
model fields are described in detail in Dugstad et al. (2019b).

3 Context and environmental forcing

The standard Gimsøy section was visited four times through-
out the mooring period. An average section using the sub-
set of stations taken in all four occupations is representa-
tive of the hydrography during the measurements (Fig. 2;
also compare to the section from climatology presented in
Sect. 7). The AW, identified by temperatures above 5 ◦C and
Absolute Salinities SA > 35.17, covered the 50–700 m layer
from the shelf edge toward the basin, overlying the fresher
and colder deeper water. The interface between these wa-
ter masses meets the bottom slope at about 700 m. A rela-
tively fresh layer on the shelf is associated with the Norwe-
gian coastal current. The moorings MN and MW, marked in
Fig. 2, show that the range of current measurements suffi-
ciently covered the AW layer and the dynamical core at the
slope identified by sloping isotherms.
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Figure 2. Conservative Temperature (2, in color, contours at
1 ◦C intervals) and Absolute Salinity (black lines; 34, 34.5 and
35.17 g kg−1 contours) distribution at the Gimsøy section averaged
over four occupations throughout the mooring period. Only stations
(arrowheads) with four profiles are used. SA = 35.17 approximately
corresponds to a practical salinity of 35 (typical lower limit for AW)
at this latitude, 300 dbar pressure and 5 ◦C temperature. Bathymetry
is from ETOPO1. Distance along y is referenced to the 500 m iso-
bath. The moorings MN and MW are shown at the distance on the
section corresponding to their deployment isobaths. The vertical ex-
tent of the ADCP current profiling is marked with thick red.

A summary of the environmental forcing during the mea-
surement period shows that the net surface flux was typical
of the long-term average, with an event of strong heat loss
exceeding the 1 standard deviation (σ ) envelope from mid-
February to early March 2017 (Fig. 3a). Wind speed showed
seasonal variability, increasing from 5 m s−1 in summer to
12 m s−1 in winter (Fig. 3b). We averaged the EKEg from
satellite altimetry in a 30 km radius at the basin mooring lo-
cation (an EKEg maximum region; see Fig. 1a) and at MW
and compare the evolution throughout the mooring deploy-
ment in Fig. 3c. The EKEg records confirm that MB is 2 to
5 times more energetic in general, except in summer when
both locations were relatively quiescent.

4 Average properties and seasonal profiles

Profiles temporally averaged in the winter (DJF), spring
(MAM), summer (JJA) and fall (SON) months at MW and
MN show strong vertical shear in u in the upper 600 m at both
moorings (Fig. 4). In contrast to the barotropic slope current
at Svinøy, the current at the Lofoten Escarpment clearly has a
strong baroclinic component. Background shear between 200
and 600 m depth was 0.05 to 0.10 m s−1 per 100 m in all sea-
sons, with a maximum in the fall. The fall was characterized

Figure 3. Environmental forcing conditions throughout the moor-
ing deployment period. (a) Net surface heat flux, Qnet, from ERA5
at the grid point closest to MB, together with the monthly average
and 1 standard deviation (σ ) envelope for the period between 1979
and 2018. (b) Weekly and monthly averages of 10 m wind speed and
wind vectors from ERA5. (c) EKEg from satellite altimetry calcu-
lated at the grid point closest to MB (blue) and MW (red), together
with the monthly average and 1 σ between 1993 and 2018 at MB.

by maximum baroclinicity, whereas winter was characterized
by maximum barotropic currents, consistent with increased
winds. Increased baroclinicity in the fall could partly be due
to seasonal freshening of the coastal current reinforcing the
density gradients and partly due to increased Ekman trans-
port toward the shore observed from September to March
(see northward winds implying eastward Ekman transport in
Fig. 3b). It is also likely that the slope current could interact
with the fresh coastal current due to the narrow shelf off the
Lofoten Escarpment.

Over the full record, the 200–600 m depth-averaged u was
0.15 m s−1. The strongest currents were observed in winter
with an average of 0.20 m s−1 at MW and 0.25 m s−1 at MN
(approximately twice the summer average) when the temper-
ature was also the highest. The average winter temperature
at MW was 7.3 ◦C compared to 5.8 ◦C (at MW) or 6 ◦C (at
MN) in summer. The average temperature in the 200–600 m
range was warmer by more than 1 ◦C in winter. This could
partly be explained by vertical redistribution through win-
ter vertical mixing of heat contained in the seasonal thermo-
cline and partly by changes in AW properties flowing into
the Nordic Seas. The cross-isobath component was weak
(typically ±0.02 m s−1) and increased in spring and winter,
with the largest 200–600 m depth-averaged values in win-
ter (0.05 m s−1 at MW) and an increased variability with
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Figure 4. Time-averaged profiles of (a, c) 2 and (b, d) velocity
components u (thick) and v (thin lines) for moorings MW (a, b) and
MN (c, d). Time averaging is made over the seasons winter, spring,
summer and fall, as indicated in the legend. The gray horizontal
line marks the seabed. Arrowheads on the vertical axis mark the
target depth of measurements. The error bars are the standard error
using a decorrelation timescale of 7 d, for clarity shown only for
winter (summer for MN temperature), and are comparable in other
seasons. The error shading for temperature is not distinguishable
from the average profile.

depth (Fig. 4b, d). In the upper part of the water column at
MW, averaged cross-isobath velocities in fall exceeded the
winter values. This is consistent with the increased EKEg at
the MW location, calculated from satellite measurements in
November 2016 (Fig. 3c). In deep layers (> 900 m) at MW,
barotropic currents were between 0.05 and 0.10 m s−1.

The summer profiles in Fig. 4 are averages over the sum-
mers of 2016 and 2017. When averaged separately (not
shown), temperature profiles at MW are very similar, equal to
within 0.5 ◦C in the upper 600 m and identical in deeper lay-
ers. At MW, u was 0.01 m s−1 larger below 300 m (a small
barotropic increase) in summer 2017, and shear was stronger
in the upper 300 m, increasing by 0.06 m s−1 to 200 m depth.
At MN, summer average profiles of u in the bottom 250 m
were identical in 2016 and 2017, but shear was stronger
higher in the water column (above 400 m) in summer 2017,
with u increasing by an additional 0.10 m s−1 to 200 m depth.
This implies substantial interannual variability in the upper
300–400 m, which cannot be resolved by our limited times
series.

5 Temporal variability

The currents measured at moorings MW and MN were
highly variable (Fig. 5). The 14 d low-passed currents were
strongest in the fall and winter (Fig. 5a–d). The annual cycle
of the 200–300 m vertically averaged u at MN had an am-
plitude of 0.10 m s−1 and explains 20 % of the variance ob-
tained using a sinusoidal fit to daily data (not shown). These
figures are similar for MW for 300–400 m averaged cur-
rents (depth ranges are chosen to ensure continuous time se-
ries unaffected by mooring knockdowns). The cross-isobath
components show a less pronounced seasonality with 0.01–
0.02 m s−1 (5 %–15 % variance explained) at both moorings.
The temperature record at MW also shows strong seasonal-
ity. The amplitude of the annual sinusoidal fit to the temper-
ature time series increases from 0.6 ◦C at 200–300 m to 1 ◦C
at 500–600 m, accounting for 60 %–70 % of the variance, and
rapidly decays deeper.

The largest along-isobath currents reach 0.8 m s−1 at both
moorings, last for 1 to 2 weeks and extend as deep as 600 m.
In periods with strong u, the cross-isobath velocity is also en-
ergized. These energetic periods also correspond to the peaks
in EKEg obtained from satellite altimetry at the MW loca-
tion (Fig. 3c). Isotherms (available only at MW for the entire
mooring record) show vertical displacements of the order of
100 m, consistent with mesoscale meandering of the slope
current.

For comparison, in the Svinøy section Skagseth and Orvik
(2002) showed that the fluctuations of the slope current are
a combination of longer periodic forced oscillations, which
are a direct response to the wind (periods in the 3–5 and 16–
32 d bands), and free waves corresponding to the first and
second topographic wave modes (dominant periods of 40–70
and 80–110 h).

We analyzed fluctuations in the low-passed fields relative
to the annual cycle to assess dominant timescales and am-
plitudes of variability. The time series of fluctuations of u at
MN averaged between 200 and 300 m shows 13 events with
a peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.2–0.3 m s−1 and a mean du-
ration of 8± 2 d at an average interval (time separation be-
tween events) of 35± 10 d. Similar numbers of events with
a comparable timescale are detected for temperature oscilla-
tions exceeding 0.5 ◦C.

At shorter timescales, the 35 h to 14 d band-passed vari-
ability is shown in Fig. 5e–f for u. The structure of band-
passed v is very similar (not shown), with approximately half
the amplitude of u. The band-passed fields show highly ener-
getic current variability reaching ±0.4 m s−1 (variability for
v is ±0.2 m s−1). A similar event analysis of the fluctuations
in the filtered band (averaged between 200 and 300 m at MN
and between 300 and 400 m at MW) results in very similar
properties for MN and MW. Typically, 40–50 events are de-
tected in uwith a peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.15–0.20 m s−1

and a mean duration of 2± 1 d at an average interval of
10±7 d. The cross-isobath component shows about 40 events
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Figure 5. Depth–time variability of observed currents in the 100–700 m depth range at (a, c, e) MW and (b, d, f) MN. The rows are (a, b)
low-passed along-isobath current, (c, d) low-passed cross-isobath current and (e, f) band-passed along-isobath current. The structure of the
band-passed cross-isobath (not shown) is similar, with approximately half the amplitude. The variability in the deeper parts of MW is small
and not shown for ease of comparison with MN. Isotherms at 1 ◦C intervals are shown in gray in all panels. Note the lack of water column
temperature data after the first 3 months at MN.

with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.10±0.03 m s−1 at similar
durations and time intervals. The energetics and conversion
rates are further discussed in Sect. 8.

We estimated a decorrelation timescale as the e-folding
timescale from an exponential fit to the autocorrelation func-
tion from hourly velocity time series. At both moorings at the
650 m isobath (MN and MS), the 200–600 m depth-averaged
along-isobath currents are correlated at timescales up to 6 d.
The decorrelation timescale at MW is comparable (7.3 d).
For reference, the advection time between the along-isobath
separation of MS and MN is 2 d using the mean speed of
0.15 m s−1. Over the 26 km separation, u values at MN and
MS are highly coherent, with a maximum correlation coeffi-
cient of r = 0.6 at a 41 h lag (consistent with the 2 d advec-
tion timescale). The cross-isobath components are not sig-
nificantly correlated. The lateral separation of 5 km between
MN and MW is comparable to the Rossby deformation ra-
dius; here u is highly coherent (r = 0.9 at 8 h lag), and the
cross-isobath components are fairly correlated, with r = 0.24
at a 2 d timescale with MN leading.

6 Transport

Transport calculations were made with daily averages of the
14 d low-passed current and temperature fields from moor-
ings MW and MN using the along-isobath component of the
current. First, transport densities (i.e., transport in a water
column with 1 m width) were calculated by integrating ver-
tically between 50 and 650 m depth, roughly corresponding
to the AW layer. We extended the shallowest available mea-
surement upward to 50 m, for which near-surface data are
missing. The gaps in the velocity and temperature profiles
vary between the moorings and are summarized in Sect. 2.
A total transport was then estimated by assigning a constant
width for each mooring (12.5 km for the outer mooring MW
and 7.6 km for the inner mooring MN, justified below). Pos-
itive (northeastward, Qp) and negative (southwestward, Qn)
transport as well as the net transport (Qp+Qn) in 1 ◦C tem-
perature classes were computed. We estimated the transport
of Atlantic Water (Q) as the net transport of water warmer
than 5 ◦C. Average transports over the entire record, over
summer months and winter months are listed in Table 2. Re-
sults are summarized in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6. Total AW transport in the 50–650 m range covered with
moorings MN and MW, assigning a width of 12.5 km to MW and
7.6 km to MN (see the text for details and sensitivity to choices).
AW is defined with 2> 5 ◦C as measured at MW, which has tem-
perature sensors throughout the deployment. MN has a tempera-
ture record in the first 3 months, and the transport calculation us-
ing those records (red) agrees with MW. (a) Daily transports from
14 d low-passed records and (b) monthly averages of the transports
shown in (a). The envelope is± standard error using a decorrelation
timescale of 7 d.

The moorings MN and MW are separated by 5.3 km (hor-
izontal distance between the locations), and when projected
onto the cross-isobath section the distance is about 5 km (the
relative angle between the mooring line orientation and the
cross-isobath direction is 20◦). We assume that the veloc-
ity measured at each mooring is representative for the half-
width (2.5 km) to the next mooring. We further extend the
width of MW 10 km off-slope (distance to the 2500 m iso-
bath) and MN 10 km onshore (distance to the 250 m isobath).
These choices are motivated by the coverage of the dynamic
AW core at the Gimsøy section (see Fig. 2). The outer edge
corresponds to the location where the 5 ◦C isotherm is shal-
lowest and covers the relatively steep lateral isopycnal gra-
dient toward the slope. The width of the water column for
the outer mooring MW used in the transport calculation is
then 10+ 2.5= 12.5 km. The width of the inner mooring is
2.5+ 5.1= 7.6 km; 5.1 km is an effective width accounting
for the shallowing bottom in the 10 km onshore of MN. The
resulting cross-sectional area (600m× 7.6km) is equivalent

Figure 7. Total net transport (Qp+Qn) in the 50–650 m depth range
averaged into temperature classes for the entire record (annual),
summer (JJA) and winter (DJF). Error bars (± standard error) are
shown for the annual averages.

to the area between 50 and 650 m depth obtained by inte-
grating the actual topography to 10 km onshore of the 650 m
isobath.

The choice of total width for the transport calculation is
consistent with the lateral structure of the depth-integrated
geostrophic current inferred from the Gimsøy hydrographic
section. From the four occupations of the Gimsøy section,
we calculated the geostrophic transport relative to surface
pressure. Depth-integrated geostrophic current peaks at an
isobath between 500 and 750 m, suggesting that MN and
MS are positioned near the maximum velocities of the slope
current. The lateral structure of the depth-integrated rela-
tive geostrophic current was fairly symmetric and reduced to
20 % of its maximum over a total width of 25–30 km. This
lateral structure is also consistent with the vertically inte-
grated geostrophic shear from the annual mean climatology
discussed later (red contours in Fig. 9a). As a result we find
that the choice of cross-isobath width extending between the
2500 and 250 m isobaths for transport calculations is justi-
fied.

Two moorings closely spaced over the slope cannot re-
solve the full dynamics of the slope boundary current. How-
ever, the comparison with the Gimsøy section suggests that
the dynamic core of the slope current can be captured by the
mooring records. The individual occupations of the section
show that the bulk of the AW is in the upper 650 m, which
is resolved by our moorings. The relative geostrophic trans-
ports for AW calculated in the Gimsøy section between 50–
650 and 50–1500 m were identical to within 0.1 Sv; hence,
the limited vertical range of our transport calculation does
not introduce additional errors in the baroclinic contribution.
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Table 2. Volume transport calculations. Positive transport, Qp, is directed northwest out of section, Qn is southeastward and Q is the total
AW transport with 2≥ 5 ◦C. n is the degrees of freedom (daily data points divided by a decorrelation time of 7 d). The values in square
brackets are [±σ ; ±se], where σ is the standard deviation, and se is the standard error (se = σ/

√
n). Additionally, a total error estimate for

Q (see the text) is given.

Transport (Sv)

Period n Qp Qn Q

Annual 66 2.1 [±1.3; ±0.2] −0.1 [±0.1; ±0.0] 2.0± 0.8 [±1.3; ±0.2]
Summer 26 1.7 [±1.0; ±0.2] −0.1 [±0.1; ±0.0] 1.6± 0.7 [±0.9; ±0.2]
Summer-16 13 1.5 [±0.8; ±0.2] −0.1 [±0.1; ±0.0] 1.4± 0.6 [±0.7; ±0.2]
Summer-17 13 2.0 [±1.0; ±0.3] −0.1 [±0.1; ±0.0] 1.9± 0.7 [±0.9; ±0.3]
Winter 13 3.0 [±1.9; ±0.5] −0.0 [±0.1; ±0.0] 2.9± 0.9 [±1.9; ±0.5]

Together with the temporal averages and 1 standard devi-
ation, σ , we also report the standard error of the mean and
a representative total transport error estimate. The standard
error is calculated as se = σ/

√
n using degrees of freedom

(n) and taking into account the decorrelation timescale of
7 d (Sect. 5). We calculate a representative transport error
estimate for winter, summer and annual data points sepa-
rately, accounting for the time variability in statistics. At each
mooring, we assume root mean squared errors of about 20 %
(4 km) in the effective width and 0.05 m s−1 in the depth-
averaged current (corresponding to 30 m2 s−1 of transport
density). A simple calculation using these figures, ignoring
the statistics, would lead to an error of 0.12 Sv. Using the
mean and σ of the observed transport density (for winter,
summer and all data separately), we generate 100 random
data points from a normal distribution and calculate the trans-
port (without imposed error) using a 20.1 km width. The dis-
tribution of transport is approximately normal in each season,
and this assumed distribution for error analysis is justified.
We then generate 100 values for transport density and width
from a random distribution with imposed errors and calculate
the total transport (with error). The root mean squared value
of the difference between transport values with and without
error from this 100-point realization gives one error estimate.
We draw 1000 bootstrap error estimates and average them to
obtain the reported error. The transport error is 0.8 Sv for the
annual average, 0.7 Sv for summer and 0.9 Sv for winter. This
is typically less than the standard deviation and 3–4 times the
standard error (Table 2).

There is large variability in Q, with 1 to 4 Sv oscillations
at a 2- to 4-week timescale (Fig. 6a). The transport variabil-
ity can be due to the current meandering outside the moorings
rather than a change in the along-isobath transport. Transport
maxima were observed in winter. The transport approached
zero at the trough of the oscillations, but the flow reversal was
negligible. Total AW transport was typically northward. The
monthly averaged transport of AW increased 3-fold in fall
and winter, with a monthly average maximum of about 3.6 Sv
in December, from about 1–2 Sv in summer (Fig. 6b). The
transport in temperature classes is shown in Fig. 7. When av-

eraged over summer and winter months separately, transport
in high temperature classes (7–9 ◦C) was stronger in winter,
whilst the low temperature classes (4–7 ◦C) were stronger in
summer. This is because the maximum AW-layer-averaged
temperatures occurred in winter (e.g., compare the winter
and summer temperature profiles at MW; Fig. 4a) when the
transport was also large (Fig. 6). In winter, the vertical mix-
ing of the warm surface layer resulted in a low stratified AW
layer of 7–8 ◦C. The largest transport was in the 7–8 ◦C water
for both seasons. We hypothesize that the largest warm water
transport in winter is a consequence of the annual cycle of
depth-averaged temperature coinciding with the time of the
strongest barotropic currents in winter. Seasonal variability
with transport and temperature maxima in winter and minima
in the autumn was also observed in the Svinøy section, with
an annual cycle amplitude in currents of about 0.10 m s−1

(Orvik and Skagseth, 2005).
Statistics of the volume transport are summarized in Ta-

ble 2. Overall, AW transport averaged over the entire record
was 2.0±0.8 Sv (± total error; σ = 1.3 Sv, se= 0.2 Sv). The
winter average (2.9±0.9 Sv) was larger than the summer av-
erage (1.6± 0.7 Sv), which is significant when considering
the se but not the total error. Averaged separately, transport
was stronger in summer 2017 relative to summer 2016, in-
creasing from 1.4±0.6 to 1.9±0.7 Sv in summer 2017. The
difference was significant relative to the se.

The crude estimate of the width of the slope current must
be treated with caution. The sensitivity to the choice of moor-
ing width is approximately linear. Reducing the total effec-
tive width by a factor of 2, to 10 km, reduces the mean AW
transport from 2.0 to 1.0 Sv. AW transports, on the other
hand, are not sensitive to the definition of the AW temper-
ature and vertical integration limits. Recalculating the trans-
port using water with 2≥ 3 (instead of 2≥ 5) increases Q
by less than 0.1 Sv. While the upper layers are characterized
by lower-salinity water, the proportion of AW entrained into
the upper 50 m should ideally be accounted for in the AW
transport estimates. In the core of the slope current between
MN and MW, salinity from the hydrographical atlas verti-
cally averaged in the upper 50 m varies between 35.25 and
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Figure 8. Mean (a–c) 2 and (b–d) SA distribution along the Gimsøy and Svinøy sections obtained from the Nordic Seas data set (Bosse
and Fer, 2018). The contour interval is 1 ◦C for 2 and 0.1 g kg−1 for SA. Salinity is saturated at 34.4 g kg−1, but minimum values are 33.0
at Svinøy and 33.9 at Gimsøy. Isopycnals (potential density anomaly referenced to surface pressure, σ0; black) are drawn at 0.2 kg m−3

intervals to 27 kg m−3, followed by 26.5 and 26 kg m−3 for shelf waters. An inset map for each section shows the profiles used, located
within 25 km of distance from the sections. Distance is referenced to the 500 m isobath.

34.95 g kg−1 (not shown). Assuming shelf waters of salin-
ity less than 34 g kg−1, the fraction of AW in the mixed wa-
ter would exceed 65 % to 80 %. We limit our estimates at
50 m mainly because of a lack of reliable current measure-
ments. Including the upper 50 m by extending the uppermost
available current measurement to the surface and assuming
a 100 % AW fraction increases the total mean transport by
0.3 Sv (from 2.0 Sv), well within the error estimates.

7 Climatological structure and comparison with the
Svinøy section

There is a substantial transformation of AW between the Sv-
inøy (63◦ N) and Gimsøy (69◦ N) sections, discussed in de-
tail by Bosse et al. (2018). Analyses in temperature–salinity
space of isopycnal layers described how and where AW was
progressively transformed to denser isopycnals. While the
most important transformation occurred in the western part
of the Lofoten Basin, lateral exchanges generated by insta-
bilities of the slope current substantially modified the char-
acteristics of the AW transported from the Svinøy to Gimsøy
section. A climatological view of the hydrography shows the

important poleward cooling and freshening of AW (Fig. 8).
As the AW is modified, isopycnals with a potential density
anomaly σ0 less than 27.7 kg m−3 rise. At the core of the
slope current, the displacement of the 27.5 isopycnal reaches
150 m, switching from being located below the AW core to
above. This isopycnal layer is also where the largest spici-
ness injection – an indicator of water mass transformation by
diapycnal mixing – was reported (Bosse et al., 2018). Deeper
isopycnals sink from Svinøy to Gimsøy, which could be re-
lated to the intermediate waters subducted along the Mohn
Ridge front and AW transformations in the Lofoten Basin,
decreasing the stratification in the AW pycnocline. As a re-
sult of winter mixing driven by intense air–sea fluxes, the AW
pycnocline in the Lofoten Basin is more diffuse and deeper
at around 800 m (vs. 500 m farther south). The cross-isobath
temperature and salinity gradients across the slope current
also exhibit a different structure, suggesting different contri-
butions to geostrophic currents (via thermal wind balance)
and a change with latitude in the baroclinicity of the slope
current (Fig. 9).

The cross-isobath gradients are relatively weaker at Gim-
søy compared to the Svinøy section, and so are the tempera-
ture contribution (positive at the slope, negative on the shelf)
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Figure 9. Vertical shear from thermal wind balance for the (a, b, c) Gimsøy and (d, e, f) Svinøy sections using the annual mean hydrography
shown in Fig. 8. Panels (a) and (d) are the total geostrophic shear, panels (b) and (e) are the thermal contribution, and panels (c) and (f) are
the haline contribution to shear. Vertically integrated shear is also contoured (blue: negative; red: positive values). Distance is referenced to
the 500 m isobath. Isolines are drawn at 0.1 kg m−3 for σ0 (down to 27 kg m−3 and with additional 26.5 and 26 kg m−3 contours), 1 ◦C for
2, 0.2 g kg−1 for SA and 0.1 m s−1 for vertically integrated shear.

and haline contribution (negative at the slope, positive on
the shelf) to the geostrophic shear (Fig. 9). Furthermore, the
coastal current core – identified by the positive shear driven
by salinity on the shelf – interacts more strongly with the
slope current at Gimsøy. This can be explained by the steeper
slope of the Lofoten Escarpment, which has a stronger con-
trol on the mean position of the slope current. Note that the
broader region of isopycnal gradients at Svinøy does not nec-
essarily imply a broader current but could result from a more
variable position linked to a weaker steepness of the slope.

To further compare the baroclinicity of the slope current
at these two locations, we vertically integrated the different
contributions to the geostrophic shear with a level of no mo-
tion at the bottom (geostrophic velocity contours in Fig. 9).
The baroclinicity of the slope current indeed increases with
latitude: poleward geostrophic currents exceed 0.6 m s−1 at
Gimsøy compared to about 0.4 m s−1 at Svinøy, despite the
stronger contribution from vertically integrated shear due to
temperature (0.75 m s−1 at Svinøy vs. 0.56 m s−1 at Gim-
søy). A strong negative shear due to salinity counterbal-
ances the thermally driven geostrophic shear of the current
at Svinøy (reaching −0.31 m s−1 integrated from the bottom
to 150 m and −0.25 m s−1 to the surface). At Gimsøy, this

value reaches only −0.12 m s−1 from the bottom to 250 m
and becomes insignificant when integrated to the surface.
This suggests that the cross-isobath salinity gradient is im-
portant for the baroclinicity of the slope current, even in a
region where temperature accounts for most of the density
variations. Changes in the baroclinicity of the slope current
can thus be expected following AW salinity interannual vari-
ability (e.g., important freshening observed recently by Mork
et al., 2019).

8 Energetics

The kinetic energy content and variability of the slope
current, as well as conversion rates associated with the
barotropic and baroclinic instability of the current, are
presently unconstrained by observations. Using our limited
mooring records, we attempt to quantify the energetics of the
slope current at the Lofoten Escarpment. For the following
analysis, we obtained the fluctuations, denoted by primes, by
band-pass filtering the hourly data with cutoff frequencies
corresponding to 35 h and 14 d.
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We start with the variability in depth-averaged along- and
cross-isobath currents, the horizontal eddy kinetic energy
density, EKE, and their relation to wind forcing. The EKE
(J kg−1 or m2 s−2) is

EKE=
1
2

(
u′

2
+ v′

2
)
. (1)

The along-isobath current variability and the evolution of
EKE were partly forced by the along-isobath wind mod-
ulating the geostrophic shear by cross-front Ekman trans-
port (Fig. 10a–c). The annual average wind speed was 4.3±
2.3 m s−1 (in this section the figures after “±” are 1σ ). In
winter, the average and maximum wind speed values were
6 and 11 m s−1, respectively. Depth-averaged (200–600 m) u
at MW was 0.15±0.12 m s−1, with a maximum of 0.6 m s−1

in winter (winter average was 0.25± 0.16 m s−1). The max-
imum correlation between depth-averaged u and the along-
isobath component of the wind Wx was obtained at a 2 d
lag (r = 0.6). While no significant correlation was detected
with the cross-isobath component, v increased in ampli-
tude and variability in winter (from its annual average of
0.03±0.04 m s−1) to 0.05±0.07 m s−1, reaching a maximum
of 0.26 m s−1.

From 30 d moving averages, EKE was (65± 38)×
10−4 m2 s−2, with a maximum of 185× 10−4 m2 s−2. Daily
average values were similar but with a 3 times larger standard
deviation and a maximum of 790× 10−4 m2 s−2. The maxi-
mum EKE was observed in winter, consistent with stronger
and favorable downfront winds. When averaged over winter
months EKE was (100± 41)× 10−4 m2 s−2.

An estimate of the baroclinic (BC) and barotropic (BT)
conversion rates can be made by assuming no variability in
the along-isobath direction and that the cross-isobath gradi-
ents dominate. Similar calculations were made in both ideal-
ized (channel) model studies (e.g., Spall et al., 2008) and us-
ing mooring array data in the West Spitsbergen Current (von
Appen et al., 2016), in the East Greenland Current (Håvik
et al., 2017), and across the boundary current at the Beaufort
shelf break and slope (Spall et al., 2008). A positive value
of BC indicates conversion from mean potential energy into
EKE by growing eddies extracting energy from the mean
state. The conversion from mean kinetic energy into EKE is
quantified by BT. In this case, the kinetic energy is extracted
from the mean flow by eddies transporting along-isobath mo-
mentum down the mean velocity gradient (e.g., Spall et al.,
2008). The baroclinic conversion rate can be approximated
by

BC= gv′ρ′
∂z

∂y
, (2)

where the cross-isobath velocity fluctuation v′ and the den-
sity fluctuation ρ′ are obtained by 35 h–14 d band-pass filter-
ing the hourly data; ρ0 = 1027 kg m−3 is a reference density,
g is gravitational acceleration, and we applied a temporal av-
eraging (overbar) using 30 d moving averaging. The mean

Figure 10. Time series of (a) ERA5 wind along-isobath (Wx ) and
cross-isobath (Wy ) components, (b) 200–600 m averaged u and v
measured at mooring MW (blue) and MN (red), (c) 200–600 m av-
eraged EKE at MW (blue) and MN (red), and (d) barotropic (BT,
blue) and baroclinic (BC, red) conversion rates. BC is at the 400 m
level and only available for 3 months. BT is the depth average and
1 standard deviation envelope over calculations at 200, 300, 400,
500 and 600 m. All curves are 30 d moving averages.

isopycnal slope, ∂z/∂y, was calculated as (∂ρ/∂y)/(∂ρ/∂z).
The barotropic conversion rate can be approximated by

BT=−ρ0u′v′
∂u

∂y
. (3)

As in the BC calculations, fluctuations are the 35 h–14 d
band-passed hourly data, and time averaging is over 30 d.
While the velocity data coverage is good in both moorings,
density (through salinity measurement) measurements are
limited. At MW, density measurements are available at tar-
get depths of 75, 380, 980 and 1476 m. At MN, the near-
bottom sensor (648 m) recorded throughout, but the sensors
at 165 and 455 m recorded only until September (the water
column line was cut 3 months after the deployment). Note
that motion-corrected mooring data were gridded and inter-
polated. Based on the density measurement coverage, we
picked the 400 m level as a representative depth (in AW and
in the wedge of the AW current with steep isopycnals; Fig. 2)
at which we can obtain vertical and lateral gradients but only
for 3 months into the record. We calculated the vertical gra-
dient at 400 m at MW using the records at 300 and 500 m
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and the lateral gradient from the records at 400 m. Whilst
the baroclinic conversion rate time series is limited only to
3 months, the barotropic conversion rate can be calculated
for the entire duration. We computed BT at 300, 400, 500
and 600 m depths. Results are summarized in Fig. 10d.

The average barotropic conversion rate (averaged over
both moorings, over multiple levels and over 14 months) was
(0.3±0.2)×10−4 W m−3. The maximum value reached 1.2×
10−4 W m−3. The baroclinic conversion rate (only available
in the summer for the first 3 months of the mooring pe-
riod) was comparable at (0.4± 0.6)× 10−4, with a maxi-
mum of 1.7× 10−4 W m−3. For reference, a conversion rate
of 10−4 W m−3 for 1 d accounts for ρ0 EKE of O(10) J m−3

or EKE of O(100)× 10−4 m2 s−2.
Observed EKE and the conversion rates at the Lofoten Es-

carpment can be compared to other relevant observations. In
Fram Strait von Appen et al. (2016) analyzed 12-year-long
time series from moorings with a focus on the West Spits-
bergen Current. EKE at 75 m depth was 50× 10−4 m2 s−2

in summer and increased to 200× 10−4 m2 s−2 in winter. At
250 m depth the magnitude was approximately reduced to
half. These values, overall, are similar to the EKE at the Lo-
foten slope. In terms of baroclinic and barotropic conversion
rates, the two sites are also comparable: in the West Spits-
bergen Current BT was on the order of 0.1× 10−4 W m−3,
and BC at 75 m was 0.5× 10−4 W m−3 in summer, increas-
ing to 1.5×10−4 W m−3 in winter. Summer mean and maxi-
mum values are identical (within measurement uncertainties)
to the corresponding values from our observations at 400 m
in summer.

Using a mooring array Håvik et al. (2017) analyzed the
structure and variability of the shelf break East Greenland
Current for the period September 2011 to August 2012. EKE
at 100 m was up to 700× 10−4 m2 s−2 in November 2011
when a reversal of shelf break current was observed; oth-
erwise, typical values varied between 10×10−4 and 100×
10−4 m2 s−2, similar to the values at the Lofoten Escarpment.
Ignoring the energetic reversal event, BT at 100 m was on the
order of 0.1×10−4 W m−3 and BC varied in the range of (1–
5)×10−4 W m−3; both conversion rates are similar to those
in the West Spitsbergen Current and the slope current.

The conversion rates calculated from our moorings may
not be representative of the volume-averaged conversion
rates over the slope region. In order to assess this, we com-
pare the observations to high-resolution numerical model re-
sults in Sect. 9.

9 Conversion rates from a high-resolution model

In order to better interpret the conversion rates obtained
from moorings, we calculate volume-averaged conversion
rates in the region using the outputs from high-resolution
ROMS runs (Sect. 2.2). We first compute the baroclinic
and barotropic conversion rates over a domain covering the

Figure 11. Maps of (a) baroclinic and (b) barotropic conversion
rates averaged over 1 year (1999) between 100 and 1000 m depth or
to the bottom in shallower areas. Longitudes and latitudes are iden-
tical in both panels and are only labeled in (a). The red box is the
slope region where the volume-averaged conversion rates shown in
Fig. 12a are computed. The green line across the slope in (b) marks
a segment across the mooring positions used for the comparison of
the volume average with segment and virtual mooring calculations
(see the text and Fig. 12b). Black contours show the 200, 400, 600,
800 and 1000 m isobaths.

slope region identified in Fig. 11. The conversion rates in a
3D, right-handed coordinate system are formulated in Olbers
et al. (2012, pp. 376–377). The baroclinic conversion rates
are computed from

BC=−ρ0u′b′ · ∇b/N2
= g

(
∂ρ

∂z

)−1 (
u′ρ′

∂ρ

∂x
+ v′ρ′

∂ρ

∂y

)
. (4)

Here u= (u,v) is the horizontal velocity field (the formu-
lation is valid for both the model grid and the along- and
cross-isobath rotated coordinate system), b =−gρ/ρ0 is the
buoyancy, N2

=−
g
ρ0

∂ρ
∂z

is the buoyancy frequency, ρ is the
potential density referenced to the surface, g is the grav-
itational acceleration and ρ0 = 1027 kg m−3 is a reference
density. The primes denote deviations from an average state
(overbar), averaged over multiple eddy timescales, e.g., for
velocity u′ = u−u. A positive value of BC indicates a trans-
fer of potential energy from the mean flow to eddies.

We calculate the barotropic conversion rates from

BT=−ρ0

(
u′u′ · ∇u+ v′u′ · ∇v

)
=−ρ0

(
u′u′

∂u

∂x
+ u′v′

(
∂u

∂y
+
∂v

∂x

)
+ v′v′

∂v

∂y

)
. (5)

A positive value of BT indicates a transfer of kinetic energy
from the mean flow to eddies.

We compute BC and BT after interpolating the model
fields to uniform z levels of 10 m vertical spacing. The time
averaging is calculated over monthly windows to avoid any
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seasonal bias in the eddy fluxes. We arbitrarily chose the year
1999 from the model fields (available from 1996 to the end
of 1999). Monthly conversion rates are then averaged ver-
tically between 100 and 1000 m depth (i.e., we exclude the
near-surface variability). A global annual average is then ob-
tained by averaging over these 12 months. Results are shown
in Fig. 11.

The baroclinic conversion rates are typically positive and
largest along the slope, indicating that potential energy is ex-
tracted from the slope current to feed eddies that are gen-
erated there. The barotropic conversion rates, on the other
hand, show larger spatial variability, with smaller amplitudes
and abrupt sign changes along the slope. The baroclinic pro-
cesses therefore appear to be the main contributor to the con-
version of energy from the mean flow to eddies along the
slope.

Monthly conversion rates over the slope, volume-averaged
over the red box identified in Fig. 11a and between 100 and
1000 m depth, show that the baroclinic conversion rates dom-
inate (Fig. 12a), implying that the baroclinic instability of the
slope current extracts energy from the mean flow to eddies.

The motivation here is to assess whether the conversion
rates obtained from a mooring array are representative of
the volume-averaged values. To do this we define a segment
across the slope (green in Fig. 11b) that stretches between
the mooring positions of MW and MN and extend it fur-
ther by 10 km at both sides. We then perform two types of
calculations: (1) we compute BT and BC at the model grid
resolution and average along the entire segment, and (2) we
compute BT and BC using model data from the virtual moor-
ing positions. To be consistent with the observations we ap-
ply Eqs. (2)–(3), rotate the coordinate system to along and
across isobaths, calculate BC only at 400 m depth, and verti-
cally average BT between 200 and 600 m. The motivation
of performing the segment calculation is to better resolve
the lateral shear (based on about 40 grid points compared to
only two virtual moorings). The conversion rates are shown
in Fig. 12b.

While there are differences between the segment and vir-
tual mooring estimates (Fig. 12b), the conversion rates are
comparable, with no systematic differences. Lateral shear
and isopycnal slopes using only two moorings separated by
about 5 km could thus be used in calculations of the con-
version rates in one transect. We also note that BT is simi-
lar to the observations (blue line in Fig. 10d), with magni-
tudes of (0–1)×10−4 W m−3 and maximum values around
1× 10−4 W m−3. Observed BC is available only in the sum-
mer months (red line in Fig. 10d) and compares fairly well
with the BC from virtual moorings. However, a comparison
with the volume-averaged conversion rates shows that calcu-
lations using virtual moorings alone overestimate BT, under-
estimate BC, introduce spurious changes in sign and are not
representative of the overall conversion rates on the slope.

The discrepancy in BT is partly due to the different depth
averaging (100 to 1000 m vs. 200 to 600 m; note that the lat-

Figure 12. Monthly averaged barotropic (blue) and baroclinic (red)
conversion rates (a) vertically averaged between 100 and 1000 m
depth inside the red box in Fig. 11 and (b) along a segment across
the slope (green line in Fig. 11b) using model horizontal resolution
(BT-S and BC-S, solid lines) and using two virtual moorings (BT-M
and BC-M, dashed lines). Calculations were made using Eqs. (4)–
(5) in (a) and using Eqs. (2)–(3) in (b). The baroclinic conversion
rates in (b) are shown at 400 m depth, whereas the barotropic con-
version rates are averaged between 200 and 600 m depth, i.e., di-
rectly comparable to the observations.

ter range is constrained by available observations, whereas
the former covers the depth range of interest on the slope
region, excluding the upper surface processes) and partly be-
cause the volume-averaged calculations include the divergent
terms (first and last term in Eq. 5) in addition to the terms
related to shear (second term). The highly variable spatial
structure observed in BT cannot be resolved with a high-
resolution single segment or a couple of moorings. Further-
more, volume averaging over BT with changing signs leads
to a negligible average BT, which cannot be resolved with
the moorings. The discrepancy in BC is mainly because the
volume-averaged calculations are based on a depth average
between 100 and 1000 m, whereas the mooring calculations
are only taken at 400 m depth due to limited observations. BC
cannot be captured by the calculations from a single level.

Based on the analysis of the model outputs, we conclude
that the mooring-derived conversion rates must be interpreted
with caution and may not be representative of the real conver-
sion rates in the region. While we cannot confirm using the
limited observations, the model results suggest that the av-
erage conversion rates on the Lofoten Escarpment are likely
dominated by baroclinic instability of the slope current.

10 Summary and conclusions

The Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current at the Lofoten Es-
carpment is described using 14-month-long mooring records
in the period from June 2016 to September 2017. Despite
the limited number of moorings, the observations resolve the
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core of the current from 200 to 650 m depth over the shelf
break and the upper continental slope. The data set represents
the first moored observations on a yearly timescale from this
region and offers important constraints on the mean proper-
ties, transport rates, temporal variability and energy conver-
sion rates of the slope current.

The 200–600 m averaged current shows an annual cycle
with an amplitude of 0.1 m s−1, with the strongest currents
in winter, and has a temporal average of 0.15 m s−1. The
14 d low-pass-filtered along-isobath currents reach 0.8 m s−1,
lasting for 1 to 2 weeks, and extend as deep as 600 m. The
variability in the along-isobath current is partly forced by the
along-isobath wind stress, with a maximum correlation of 0.6
at a 2 d lag. In contrast to observations in Svinøy, the slope
current is not barotropic and varies strongly with depth (shear
of 0.05 to 0.1 m s−1 per 100 m in all seasons).

The average volume transport of Atlantic Water is 2.0±
0.8 Sv, with summer and winter averages of 1.6± 0.7 and
2.9± 0.9 Sv, respectively. The largest transport is associated
with warm water in all seasons, and the water temperatures
are the highest in winter.

Calculations of the barotropic and baroclinic conversion
rates from the moorings are supplemented by results from a
high-resolution numerical model. While the conversion from
mean kinetic energy into eddy energy (e.g., barotropic insta-
bility) is likely negligible over the Lofoten Escarpment, the
baroclinic conversion from mean potential energy into eddy
kinetic energy (e.g., baroclinic instability) can be substantial,
with volume-averaged values on the order of 10−4 W m−3.
Eddy kinetic energy and conversion rates in the slope cur-
rent are comparable to the published results from the West
Spitsbergen Current and the East Greenland Current.

Fishing activity in the region makes it highly challenging
to maintain moorings; however, extended time series with
better cross-isobath and vertical coverage are needed to study
the dynamics and variability of the slope current. The at-
tempts to calculate (observation-based) energy conversion
rates remain inconclusive. The utilization of autonomous un-
derwater vehicles, such as gliders, can help collect high-
quality observations but will be difficult to operate in the
strong boundary current. The slope current and its instability
are important players in the energetics of the Lofoten Basin
and merit further studies.
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